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For Road Maintenance

Equipment, Materials To
Be Purchased By Court

PLAY CONTINUES — The Playhouse in the Park production of 'The Taming of the Shrew" will continue tonight
through Saturday in the new Murray-Calloway County Park In this scene, Petruchio, played by Wes Bartlett,
anxiously awaits Baptiste's (Robert Valentine) permission to marry his daughter, while Katherine, played by Rhonda
Hertz, is less eager for the match to occur. Curtain time for each performance is 8 p.m.

President's First Summit With Brezhnev

Carter Heads For Vienna Today
'
By FRANK CORMIER
Assoiated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP — -President
. Carter headed for Vienna today, saying
he is approaching his first summit with
Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhney
with hope but without false expectations."
At a departure ceremony on the
White House south lawn, the president
said his main goal at the summit and
the "unchanging duty of ev_ery
president" is to avoid nuclear war
while maintaining U.S. security.
Carter left with modest goals for the
summit, where the two leaders will sign
a treaty to limit U.S. and Soviet
strategic nuclear weapons.
He said the treaty "gives us enhanced
national security and increased hope

for a peaceful future."
At the departure ceremony, Vice
President Walter F. Mondale told
Carter: "The best wishes of the
American people go with you today on
this most crucial of all missions."
certainly do the best I can," the
president said before he, his wife and
daughter boarded a helicopter for
Andrews Air Force Base in nearby
Maryland. Their plane took off at 8:26
a.m. EDT on the eight-hour, 15-minute
flight to the Austrian capital.
While conceding that no summit can
end the "sharp competitionu--between
the two superpowers, Carter said he
will try to "bi-Oaden our communications with the Soviet leadership" as well as make clear U.S. views
"so that there can be no dangerous

misunderstandings as we pursue our
separate courses."
"I go to Vienna with the confidence
which can only come from representing
the greatest,the strongest and the most
free society in the world," Carter
declared.
Although surprises cannot be ruled
out, the principal purpose of the
summit remains the Sigoing of SALT IL_
But aides say Carter will be looking
beyond Vienna with the hope of
promoting a continuing U.S.-Soviet
dialogue aimed at smoothing "the
peaks and valleys" in relations between
the superpowers.
In addition, the U.S. president can be
expected to attempt a firsthand apSee SUMMIT,
Page 16-A, Column 5

•

State Police Say Highways Quiet;
No Evidence Of Truck Blockades
By The Associated Press
State police reported major Kentucky
highways were quiet with no evidence
of blockades early today following the
arrests of at least 10 truckers earlier for
impeding traffic.
Police at La Grange arrested two
truck drivers for driving too slow on
Interstate 71 near La Grange about 3
a m. Wednesday.
Justin Lee Barnes, 34, of Srnithville,
Tenn., and Kenneth Earl Dunaway, 24,
of Maceo, Ky., were charged with
impeding traffic. The two were taken to
Oldham County Jail, but were released
without being fined after promising not
to impede traffic again, according to
Oldham District Judge Dennis Fritz.
Police said Dunaway and Barnes
drove side by side southbound on 1-71 at
about 30 miles an hour. A three-mile
line of motorists was backed up behind
them.
Police said the baricade had ap-

parently started near Covington, 70
miles north of La Grange.
State Police at Elizabethtown
arrested four truck drivers about 11:40
p.m. Tuesday for blocking traffic on
Interstate 65, about 10 miles south of
Shepherdsville.
Police said several truckers were
driving at 10 to 15 miles an hour, and
had backed up traffic several miles.
The four truckers were arrested and
lodged overnight in Bullitt County Jail.
Dorothy Bath, 32, of North Little ;
Rock, Ark., was charged with drivingZ _
too slow for traffic conditions mild'
parking on the highway.
Her husband, James Bath, 37, also ol
North Little Rock, was charged with
disorderly conduct.
Ricky Brockett, 22, of Pleasant
Shade,Tenn., was charged with driving
too slow for traffic conditions and
parking on the highway.
Paul Rymer, 26, of Morristown,
Tenn., was charged with disorderly

conduct, parking on the highway and
driving too slow for traffic conditions.
Bullitt County Court officials said
other charges may be filed against one
or all of the four.
State Police at the. Dry, Ridge post
said four truckers were arrested and
seven cited for slowdowns on Interstate
75 in Boone and Grant counties.
The slowdowns were apparently
connected to the independent truckers
slowdown in several parts of the
y. The drivers are protesting
diesel fuel costs, and asking for uniform
national truck weight and length
limites.
Other demands include an increase in
the federally imposed speed limit to 65
miles an hour.
The national independent truckers
association sent telegrams to its local
leaders Tuesday calling for an "officially sanctioned shutdown effective
immediately."

An additional 25,000 gallons of oil to
add to cold mix for Calloway County
roads was purchased Wednesday by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court in its
regularly scheduled meeting.
The court members also discussed
ways to spend $166,000 designated for
road impEovement for the 1979-80 fiscal
year.
A amendment was passed to add
$70,000 to the 1978-79 road fund.
Plans to buy a Galion four-to-six ton
roller were discussed. Magistrate
Tommy Bogard was appointed by the
court members to buy a pickup truck
for the road department.
Sheriff Max Morris and accountant
Bobby Martin gave the sheriff's report
for the calendar year of 1978. The
sheriff's office collected $1,926,621.62 in
county taxes. Of those taxes, 56.43
percent were returned to the state
government.
A check for $47,501.22 in excess fees
from the sheriff's office for the year
ending Dec. 31, 1978, was turned over to
the court.
The sheriff's report was accepted
subject to further audits.
In order to finalize the 1978 books, the
Sheriff's office was exonerated from
further collection of property taxes
designated by the property valuation
administrator, the county clerk and the
sheriff. Max Parker, county attorney,
was appointed by the court to be
responsible for collection of. the outstanding taxes.
Parker said he is in the process of
mailing letters to people with unpaid
taxes. He added that lawsuits will be
brought against those who do not pay
the taxes.
Jailer Huel Jones and accountant
E.L. Howe, Jr. gave the jailer's report
for 1978. Fees collected totaled
$51,256.91. A $6,100.33 check in excess
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partly
cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight with lows
in the mid 60s. Sunny Friday with
highs near 90. Winds southerly to
15 mph.
The extended forecast calls for
a chance of rain Saturday and
Sunday, with clearing and
cooling expected on Monday.
Highs through the period will be
in the 80s. Lows Saturday will be
in the 60s to near 70, with lows
Sunday and Monday in the 50s
and 60s.

fees was turned over to the court. The
- report was approved subject to further
aticfits.
Property was purchased from
Richard and Sue Smith for $6,000 to
extend the Murray-Calloway County
Park east boundary to old U.S. 641.

a

A proposal to lease an acre of land,
located near the Animal Shelter, to the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
was discussed. County JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller said the
request will be finalized at the special
June 26 meeting.

23 Members Of Grand
Jury Em paneled Today
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) — Twentythree members of a special grand jury
that reportedly will investigate various
activities of state government were
empaneled today in U.S. District Court.
A special grand jury by law can meet
for as long as three years, but U.S.
District Judge Bernard T. Moynahan
Jr. told the panel he did not know how
long it would have to meet.
The names of 100 prospective jurors
from 18 central and eastern Kentucky
counties were called for possible duty.
Moyhahart said an unspecified number
had been exempted for various reasons,
and about 60 showed up Thursday.
The jurors were not questioned. A
US. marshal read names in order from
the list of prospective jurors, and when
23 were selected, the others were
dismissed.
U.S. Attorney Patrick H. Molloy arid
Joe Lawless, an attorney from the
Criminal Division of the U.S. Department of Justice, were present when the
jury was selected.
Molloy said he and Lawless primarily
would present evidence to the panel,
but that variOus other members of-his

office also would work with the grand
jury from time to time.
Moynahan appointed a Lexington
wornar4Ho1lis H.0. Brown as foreman
and Buford N. Moss, also of Lexington,
as deputy foreman.
The judge cautioned the panel that its
work was to remain secret.
"I have no idea what will be
presented to you, what witnesses will be
called," Moynahan said. "It would be
inappropriate for me to ask or for them _
( Molloy and Lawless) to disclose."
At least 16 jurors must be present for "
the grand jury to meet, but Moynahan
said all grand jury members must
attend unless specifically exempted by
the court.
Twelve jurors must concur before an.
indictment can be issued.
Little about the grand jury's purpose
has officially been publicized.
Molloy requested the special grand
jury in January and the need for such a
panel was certified by the Justice
Department, as required by law, last
month. Moynahan then immediately
ordered that it be empaneled.

State Motorists To Find
Slight Fuel Price Letup
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Motorists---traveling Kentucky highways for the
next few days will find a slight letup in
rising fuel prices, adequate supplies
and more stations operating .shorter
hours.
Overall gasoline prices rose only onehalf of a cent last week, compared to
one and two cent increases in past
weeks, according to the weekly survey
by the Bluegrass and Louisville
automobile clubs.
The survey showed the average price
per gallon at full-service pumps was
85.6 cents for regular, 91.4 cents for
premium and 89.4 cents for unleaded.
Prices at self-service pumps were
about two cents lower, with the average
price per gallon at 83.1 cents for
regular, 89.3 cents for premium and
87.1 cents for unleaded..
Diesel fuel prices continued to rise,
with a 3bz cent increases that brought
the average price per gallon to 85.5
cents, according to the survey.
The survey also showed a 10 percent
reduction in weekend operating hours,
with 62 percent of the stations surveyed

now closing Sunday. About445 percent of
the stations %ere closing by 6 p.m.
Saturday, and the number of stations
closing by 8 p.m. weekdays irrreased
slightly to 58 percent.
Round-the-clock operations remained
unchanged, with 10 percent of the
stations staying open 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. OW nine percent of
the stations surveyed reported being
out of one or more grades of gasoline.

Planning Commission
Changes Meeting
To Tuesday, June 26
The next meeting of the Murray
Planning Commission has been
changed to 7 p.m. Tuesday, June 26, in
City Hall, according to city planner
Steve Zea.
Items listed on the commission's
meeting agenda include a review of the
housing element, the 701 L.P.A. work
program for fiscal year 1980, and
discussion of the mobile home section of
the zoning ordinance.
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Rate Increase Canceled.By TVA
In North Carolina Board Meeting
would have a $126 million surplus.
ASHEVILLE, N.C. I AP) - The
officials
financing
Power
Tennessee Valley Authority today
acknowledged then that TVA could cut
formally canceled a 6.5 percent inits rates by 7 percent July through
crease in electric rates that had been
September and still finish the year in
scheduled for April and later postponed
the black and meet its credit
to July:
Freeman
David
requirements.
But TVA Chairman S. David
recieved a letter Wednesday from
Freeman and Director Richard M.
Bosworth, director of the Council on
-Freeman, conducting a board meeting
Wage and Price Stability, urging TVA
in this North Carolina mountain city,
make "some downward adjustment
to
Barry
from
recommendation
rejected a
in rates in light of our understanding
BoswOrth, one of President Carter's
that TVA fuel costs fell short of earlier
Inflation fighters, to cut rates for the
government utility's 2.7 million con- i..„,projections."
The TVA chairman, however,
sumers because of the agency's imrejected Bosworth's recommendation
proved financial situation.
saying he doubts the agency's revenues
The Freemans, who are not related,
would more than satisfy its finanCial
approved the hike in February when
responsibility criteria if the rates were
officials thought TVA's seven-state
lowered.
power system would end the 1979 fiscal
David Freeman today said a rate
year in October with a $59 million
increase next year iS inevitable. "Our
deficit. The power staff last month
costs are going up by $300 million to
recommended canceling the rate hike
-6400 million a year," he said. "Some
after new data showed• TVA instead

I

kind of rate increase effective Oct. 1 is,
almost certain."
TVA Power Manager Hugh Parris
said the utility was able to avoid an
increase this year after saving $137
million January through April in
generating costs. He said at least $100
million of that savings came from increased hydroelectric production from
TVA's dams because of heavy, winter
and spring rainfall.
"We have had some very favorable
results in the past few months but we
cannot expect them to be repeated next
year," Parris said.
Since David Freeman became TVA's
chairman in May 1978, the TVA board
has tried to meet at least once a month
in a city other than Knoxville, its
headquarters
TVA serves most of Tennessee and
parts of Kentucky, Alabama; GaorgtaMississippi, Virginia and North
Carolina.

1111Pwil

FESTIVAL EXHIBITOR —,Rodney Scott of Murray displays sculptures, ceramic art and a painting, which will be
exhibited, along with other works, at the 10th annual Arts and Crafts Festival in the Environmental Education Center
in TVA's Land Between The Lakes, the 170,000-acre public demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
Scott said he will be displaying and selling a "wide range of works,"from all phases of his career. Scott has exhibited
a
in several states but has not exhibited in Kentucky since 1969.
•. .
;•4410eColn*Atif.
.4ko.*Arsagessiarawaragamreart..-0-4...„.....4.0,0.4..,

Attend The Arts And Crafts Festival In LBL This Weekend
/
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HEALTH

Calclwell-Bradham
Wedding Planned I

Mahan-Smith Wedding
Vows Read At Fulton

Use mild soap instead
Law-ence E. Lamb,M.D.
I'm sending you The
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
Letter number 8-2,
Health
face
my
on
have some acne
Be Treated, to
Can
Acne
and shoulders. I go to a
inforhealth spa where there's a give you some general
on
steam room and sauna. mation and guidelines
Which one would be better what causes the problem
about
for improving my acne and and what can be done
want
complexion or is it better to it. Other readers who.
use both? How long should I this issue can send 50•sents
stamped, selfstay in the sauna or steam with a long,
for it.
envelope
addressed
room?
me in
to
request
your
Send
1 also use a liquid cleanser
with fine particles in it to care of this newspaper, P.O.
wash my face. Is it better to Box 1551, Radio City Station,
use this kind of cleanser or New York, NY 10019.
As The Health Letter I'm
would a clear soap- be betsending you points out, the
ter?
problem is caused by extesDEAR READER -oily secretions from
sive
relationknown
no
There's
skin. One goal in
own
your
ship between either a sauna
the
or steam room and acne. treatment is to decrease
follows
Don't expect any improve- oily secretions. It
to add
ment in your acne because that you do not want your
of either. Ultraviolet light or any oily material to kind
simply suntanning yourself skin. I don't know what but
using,
in the natural sun some- of cleanser you're
it, you
times helps improve acne. if it contains oils in
it.
use
to
want
don't
take
to
need
you'd
Of course,
Likewise, you wouldn't
the usual precautions, to
want to use soaps that are
.• avoid damaging your skin as
advertised as containing oils
from sunburn.

'Dean.-Attl)

Miss Sally Jane Caldwell
. Mr. and Mrs. William Bowles Caldwell, 10 Hillcrest Circle,
PariS, Tenn., announce the engagement and approaching
marriage-of their daughter, Sally Jane, to Charles Martin
Bradham, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Charles Bradham, Route
3. Paris, Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. James Alfred
Caldwell of Paris. Tenn., and the late Mr. Caldwell, and of
the late Mr. LitMrs. Joseph Earl Littleton of Murray and
.
• tleton.
Grandparents of the groom-elect are Mrs. Rosco Winn
Martin of Buchanan, Tenn., and the late Mr. Martin and of
Mrs. Henry Ashby Bradham of Beaufort, S. C., and the late
Mr. Bradham.
Miss Caldwell is a 1976 graduate of Henry County High
School and will receive her Bachelor of Science degree in
Biological Sciences from Murray State University on Aug. 3.
Ni She is a member of Gamma Beth Phi and Beta Beta Beta
honor societies.
Mr. Bradham is a 1974 graduate of Henry County High
School and attended Austin Peay University, Clarksville,
Tenn., and Murray State University. He is presently employed as Production Control Manager at Pluniley_Rubber
Company,Paris, Tenn.
•
The wedding will take place on Saturday, Aug. 4, at tp.m.
at the First Christian Church, Paris, Tenn.

7:15,9:30

Starts Fri. &,2:3o sun.

11 kVA' I

By Abigail Van Buren

Will Apple of
Eye Turn Into A
Mince Guy?

Her

DEAR ABBY: Our only child has been ice skating since he
was 6. He's had lessons,' has won medals, and we're very
proud of him. He is now 12 and wants to take ballet lessons.
I have mixed feelings about this, Abby. I am proucLto
have my son excel in athletics. but I just don't feel the same
way about ballet. I have the feeling that ballet is for sissies.
or the gay boys, and I want our son to be all man.
Should I let him take ballet? Or do 'pin' think if he does
have any effeminate tendencies it would tip the scales ir.
favor of his going the gay route?
UPTIGHT MOM
0
DEAR MOM: Let him take ballet if that's what he wants
and don't worry about tipping the scales in favor of his going
the gay route. If that's not his natural direction, he won't
Lake it. Originally, ballet was danced exclusively by men
you know. And some male ballet dancers are among the
world's finest athletes.

either. This includes sonic
brands of bar soap A good
gentle soap with warm water is the best soap cleanser
you can use. If you soak the
skin well, it will help to
remove plugs, it will soften
the blackheads and sometimes promotes drainage.
You could get some similar
effect from your steam bath
but the local effect with a
warm wash cloth is probably
better.
You can also help to clean
the skin by cleansing it with
alcohol .s.ponges. Alcohol
mixes well _with
and
enables you to wash them off
easily.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
friend was told she has pancytopenia which occurred as
a result of a new medicine
she took for arthritis. She's
also been running a temperature for a week, apparently with an infection
caused by the injections of
the new drug. She's been
hospitalized for six weeks
and her symptoms are so
like leukemia, but the doctor
says no. Can you shed some
light on what pancytopenia
is,
DEAR READER — Pancytopenia merely means a
reduction:Ln formation of all
the different types of blood
cells, both red cells and
white cells. It's usually the
result of some depression in
bone marrow production.
Such problems do occur as
complications of some medicines.
In the absence of adequate
amounts of white blood cells
to protect against infections,
it's easy for a person to
develop an infection and the
infections are harder tia
,treat.
•
If this is simply a reaction
to the medicine that your.,
friend has received, the likelihood is that with the good
medical supervision she's
obtaining she will recover

Miss Ann Fields Mahan,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas F. Mahan of Fulton,
and William Alton Smith, Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Smith of Murray, exchanged
wedding vows in a candlelight
ceremony, marked by simplicity, 'on Friday, June 1, at
6:30 p.m. in the sanctuary of
the First United Methodist
Church, Fulton.
The Rev. Gordon Henderson
officiated at the double.ring
ceremony. A program of
nuptial music was presented
by Mrs. Edward Benedict,
organist, with the traditional
wedding marches used for the
and
the
processional
recessional.
Nests of jade fern and
springerai and candles formed the background for the
exchange of vows. A spiral
candelabra with a gold cross
in the center was the focal
point. Family pews were.,
marked by hurricane lamps
bows
and
with
satin
springerai.
Bride's Dress
in
bride, given
The
marriage by her father, wore
a formal • gown of reembroidered venise lace and
silk organzine over peau de
soie. The empire bodice was
fashioned with a Victorian
neokline, encrusted with
appliques of lace covering the
bodice and placed to create a
bib effect. The dirdiu skirt
featured a wide Edwardian
flounced ruffle, flowing into a
chapel length train.
Her veil of candlelight
illusion was edged with Levers
rrembroidered- lace. She
carried an old World colonial
bouquet of gardenias and
baby's breath.
Mrs. Dennis Waldroup, of
Willoughby, Ohio, was the
honor attendant. Bridesmaids
were Denise Homra of Cincinnati, Ohio, Mrs. Jeff
Barclay, Mrs. Bill Bard, and
Mrs. Billy Rushing ofClinton.
The attendants wore forrhal
gowns of chiffon in soft 'petal
pink, featuring a softly
gathered neckline with a
blouson bodice and caplet
sleeves. They ,carried long
stemmed pink rosebuds.
Little Miss Laura Bradley,
daughter of Mrs. Margaret
Bradley, was the flower 'girl
and her dress was identical to'
those of the bridesmaids.
Mary Ellen Meacham
served at the guest register.
She wore a burgundy dress
with spaghetti straps.

ADAMS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Davis
Adams Of Mayfield Route 7
announce the birth of a baby
boy, John Colie, weighing
eight pounds, measuring 20
Inches, born on Thursday,
May 31, at 10:43 a.m. at the
County
•'DEAR ABBY: I have a very dear friend who is getting Murray-Calloway
married in a church. My husband says we should not go to Hospital.
the wedding or send a gift because this couple has been av
Grandparents are Mr. and
ing iif sin for a year and a half.
Colie Dee Adams of
She is still my -friend and I think we should go regardless .Mrs.
Route 7 and Mr. and
Mayfield
is
What your opinion?
K. Jeffrey of
Charles
Mrs.
SAN ANTONIO ROSE
Hardin Route 1. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
DEA.R ROSE: Attend the wedding, give a gift, and let
your husband stay home if he wants to. If this couple is to be
Mrs. Tilman Jeffrey of Dexter
judged for their "sins," let the Lord do it.
Route 1 and Mrs. Hilda,
Warren of Benton Route I..
DEAR ABBY: Why is it that ^en people have trouble
seeing they go to a doctor --a--ffd get glasses, but if they are
hard of hearing they refuse to get their hearing tested?
My mother asked us to repeat everything we said, but if
We suggested that she might be slightly deaf, she angrily in
sisted that there was nothing wrong with her
hearing! This is how we solved the problem: When mother
was present, we spoke in normal tones, refusing to shout or
repeat anything. Consequently-she was left out of all the
The luncheon at the Calloway County Public Library on
conversations. When she complained, we reminded her in
June 19, at 12 noon will feature the musical revue,
Tuesday.
tones that she could hear that we,saw no reason to repeat or.
composed of nine music, speech and
"TwIlight-Cabaret,"
yell since we believed her when she said there Was nothing
State University.
Murray
from
students
drama
wrong with her hearing.
This groups performl at 8:30 each evening, except MonAfter a while, mother decided that perhaps she could have
day, from June 12 throffgh Aug. 5 at Kentucky Dam Village
her hearing tested. We took her to an audiologist and, sure
State Park in cooperation with the Kentucky Department of
enough, she had a 40 percent hearing loss in one ear and 60
in the other! Now she wears a hearing aid and no longer has
Parks and Murray State. The show, featuring music and
a problem. And neither have we.
skits from the Gay 90's era, will include such numbers as
US IN DENVER
"Frankie &Johnny" and "Good Old StunmeffIthe:"
- Bannon, Music Depart
Directors of the show are Henty
DEAR US: Thanks for a good suggestion on handling
ment, and Robert Johnson and "James I. Schesripp, Speech
folks who turn a deaf ear to suggestions that they get their
and Theatre Department, Murray State. The cast includes
hearing checked.
Whayne Pope, David Price, Tim Hawkins, Byron NorRobin Crutcher, Lisa Goode, Lisa Cates, Laura
sworthy-,
could
you
How
define
good
ABBY:
a
DEAR
friend'?
Case, and Julie Heil, pianist.
CURIOUS
"For the past several years, the Cabaret troupe has
DEAR CI_ RIOUS: -To know someone here or there with
launched their summer season in the library to a capacitywhom you can feel there is understanding in spite of
crowd, but this will be the first time they will provide the
distances or thoughts unexpressed...that can make of this
luncheon entertainment, and I urge you to make your
earth a garden."(GOETHE)
reservations early as seating will be limited," according to
Margaret Trevathan, librarian.
The decor of the table settings will be in the ca beret theme
the -menu will consist of Carolyn Adams' Gazpacho,
and
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
piquant cheese sandwiches, and southern pound cake. _
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
"Reservations should be in no later than Monday afternoon
Ab0;41 new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
and may be made by calling the library at 753-2288," Mrs.
Send SI and a long, stamped 128 cents) self•addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Adams said.

Luncheon Planned
At Library Here

The story continues...
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Mike Bowen of St. Paul,
Minn., attended the groom as
best man. Groomsmen were
David Hand of Washington, D.
of
Homra
C., Ronnie
Louisville, Alan Benedict of
Miami, Fla., brother-in-law of
the groom, and Bob Mahan,
brother of the bAde.
The mother of the bride
wore a formal gown of rank
crepe with a long sleeved
jacket. The groom's mother
chose a pale blue crepe,
fashioned along simple lines
with a pleated bodice. Both
wore cy mbi diurn orchids.
Mrs. Hoyt Moore,' maternal
grandmother of the bride,
wore a mauve flowered print
formal with matching jacket.
Her corsage was of pink
rosebuds.
Reception
ThC reception was held
the Ftiltori Country Club with

Bay Point and other points in
Florida, the couple will make
their home in-Silver Springs,
Md. Mr. Smith will intern at
Hospital,
Reed
Walter
Washington, D. C.
Among the many out of town
guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn T. Hicks, Al Walker,
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Slow,
Dr. and Mrs Rex Galloway
and children, Andrea and
John,, and Mr. and Mrs.
Harding Galloway, all of
Murray.
Following the reception a
party was'tied at the home of
Mrs. David. Homra, Fulton,
with Mrs. Tar Nelson, Mrs.
John Joe Campbell, and Mrs.
Glynn Bushart as cohostesses
The guest list included
members of the wedding party
and out of town guests.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Smith,

Murray, as_sisted by
Mrs. C. tX Edwards, Mrs. Joe Sr„ ofdaughter, Mrs. Alan
their
Tom
WestHall, ,.and 'Mrs.
Benedict of Miami, Fla., were
pheling as hostesses\
kr a rehearsal dinner
The refreshment \table:— _hosts
the i'ark Terrace
at
held
overlaid with a linen cloth Restaurant, Fulton.
edged with a wide -band of
The table was centered with
lace, held- as its central apof yellow

arrangement
a
mixed a large
pointment
and yellow killion
gladioli
'pink
bridal
arrangement of
interspersed with
daisies
roses, yellow and white
baby's breath. Yellow tapers
daisies, baby's breath, and..
with springerai greenery in
purple statice in a silver
crystal holder were on each
epergne. Another table held
side and down the center of the
the three-tiered wedding cake
other tables.
and a' large bouquet of pink
Twenty-seven persons were .
roses in a,silver bowl.
present.
Punch„ weddng cake, and
The Bridesmaids' Brunch
nuts were served by Mrs.
held at the home of Mrs.
was
Dennis Mullins and Susan
McDade, .Fulton, with
Max
bride,
the
cousins
of
Moore,
McDade, Mrs.
Maxwell
Mrs.
Mrs. Joe Sanger, and Mrs.
Herbie Hunt, and Mrs. Jeff
James Coffey of Hickman. .
After a short wedding trip to Barclay as cohostesses.

Palestine Women Meet
At Home, Mrs. Lovett
Mrs. Ralph Lovett opened Child.
Others present, were Mrs.
her home for the all day May
McDaniel,. Mrs.
Myrtie
meeting of the Palestine
RufeUnited Methodist ChurCh Stanley Duncan, Mrs.
R.
James
Mrs.
Burkeen,
Women.
"Prayer Is A Venture of tharkeen, Mrs. Earl Childress.
Faith" was the subject of the -and ,Mrs. Eulis Goodwin,
Kylie
lesson presented with the members, and Miss
visitor.
Mullinax,
purpose of - "to experience
Following the program, the
prayer in awareness of the
went to the Colonial
group
needs of the human family."
The president, Mrs. Lovett, House Smorgasbord for lunch.
presided, and Mrs. James
McDaniel led the opening
prayer. Each member took
part in the discussion of the
lesson. Mrs. Fuqua Hopkins
read "We Cannot Merely
Pray" from the Response
magazine, official program
journal of the UMW.
The group voted to send a
donation to the Methodist Unripe
bananas will turn
Auxiliary in Mem- brown even.,in the refrigphis, Tenn., and to Reelfoot erator, but their insides
Lake Missions honoring the will ripen only when
International Year of the kept at room temperature.

THEY RE RIDING
THE RAILS TO LAUGHTER

9111011 DOLLAFt

Wedding
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Mr. and Mrs. William..-ilton Smith. Jr.

G

Quality Work Since 1970
Call 7.53-9562 ,
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Events Ltsted For Community Calendar
Hopkins-Boggess
Vows To Be Read

Thursday,June 14
Thursday, June 14
Thursday, June 14
Women of the North
Murray
Chapter No. 92
Cumberland
will
Grove
"Butterflies
Free"
Are
Pleasant
Royal
Arch
Masons will meet
Presbyterian church are be presented by the Purchase
at the Murray Lodge Hal at
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. Area Repertory Theatre in the
Murray State University 7:30 p.m, for the annual
with Emma Dean Lawson.
Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission is election of officers. All Royal
Welcome Wagon Club $2.50 for adults, $1.50 for Arch Masons are urged to
attend.
members and their families children and adults over 65.
a
for
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
The Taming of the Shrew'
spaghetti supper at Pagliai's
will be
presented
by
reservations
Restaurant. For
Suburban Homemakers Playhouse in the Park at the
call Evelyn Tapp,753-7981.
Club will meet at the home of New City-County Park at 8
Mrs. Clyde Miller at 7 p.m. p.m.
the
of
Woodmen
6126
Grove
with Mrs. Lenith Rogers as
at
meet
World is scheduled to
cohostess.
' Twin Lakers Good Sam
Triangle Inn at6 p.m.
Camping Club- will hold its
monthly
campout
at
Twilight Cabaret will
Newspaper workshop for Columbus Belmont State Park
present a show at old beach
with Bill and Norette Hill in
area at Kentucky Dam Village elementary and secondary
teachers will open today and charge of arrangements. A
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
continue through June 29 at supper of sandwiches, salads,
Lakeside Singers will
Murray State University. For and desserts will be served on
present . a program at Lake
information
call Dr. Phil Saturday night.
Barkley State Park at 8:30 Deaver.
-p.m.
North Murray Homem•
rs Club will meet at 11:30
'AA. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord, Highway 641
..North.

Mr.& Mrs. Mowaq,i'
_ _Married 65...Wars

Mr. and Mrs. William Hobart MorgaaCelebrated their 65th
wedding anniversary with an open honk at their home, 1511
Kirkwood, Murray, on Saturday, June 6.
The event was hosted by they children-Mrs. Don
With.; Rutherford (Cotton)
(Dorothy) Finch; Northv
Mich.; and
Morgan, Murray; Mrs.
Mrs. Ulis (Irene) Woods,14
Miss Tammy Thomas, great granddaughtir,. registered
the guests. Mrs. Dan Harrell and Mrs. Ken Thomas, granddaughters,served at the refreshment table.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgairwire married June 6, 1911, at
Metropolis, Ill., with Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey 0. Woods as their
attendants, 41lio were present for the 65th wedding
celebration.
Mrs. Morgan is the daughter of the late Brice and Mattie
Sykes and.Mr. Morgan is the son of the late John C. and
Martha Morgan.

ariKbearborn,

Ifiss Pamela Faye Hopkins
Bobby Gene Boggess
and
_
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas L. Hopkins of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Pamela Faye, to Bobby Gene Boggess, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Gary W. Boggess of Hardin.
The bride-elect is the granddaughtet of Mrs. Elsie Hopkins
and the late F. L. Hopkins of Murray, and of Mr. and Mrs.
'Alva C. Green of Benton.
Miss Hopkins is a 1974 graduate of Murray High School and
earned a certificate of Expanded Duty Dental Assistance
from the University of Kentucky. She is employed in her •
father's dental offices.
Mr. Boggess is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Guy I.
Boggess of Hardin, and of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie F. McKinney
of Iuka; and the great grandson of Albert Boggess and the
late Bessie Boggess of Hardin.
The groom-elect is a 1973 graduate of Holston High School,
Knoxville, Tenn., and received his Bachelor' of Science
degree idAgriculture in 1977 at Murray State University. He
is presently employed at Hutson's Ag Service.The wedding is planned for Saturday, July 28,for members
of the immediate family only. An open reception will follow
from 3 to 5 p.m. in the home of the bride-elect's brother-inlaw and sister, Mr. and Mt-s.lerry McCoy,2008 Brookhaven,
Gatesborough Estates, Murray.
Only out of town invitations will be sent and all relatives
and friends are invited to attend the reception.
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Friday, June 15
Twilight Golf with Faira
Alexander in charge will begin
at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club.

Saturday, June 16
Arts and Crafts Festival will
be front 9 a.m. to dusk at
Environmental Education
Center, Land Between the
Lakes.

"The Taming of the Shrew"
Last performance of "The
will
be
presented
by Taming of the Shrew" will be
Playhouse in the Park at the shown at 8 p.m. at the New
New City-County Park at 8 City-County Park.
p.m.
Third performance of
Lakeside Singers will sing at -Butterflies Are Free" will be
8:30 p.m. at the Kenlake State shown at 8 p.m. at the Murray
Park.
State Universily Theatre.
Twilight Caberet will
perform at old beach area of
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.

Twilight Cabaret and
Lakeside Singers will both
present separate programs at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.

Unit 50 of the Ladies Auxiliary of the Disabled American
Veterans received its charter in special ceremonies at the
American Legion Hall, Murray,on Sunday, June 3, at 2 p.m.
Mrs. Elizabeth Malcomb, state commander of the
auxiliary from Worthville, assisted by Mrs. Lenore Diffee,
Winchester, presented the charter to the local chapter. Other
special guests included Mrs. Ruth Babb, commander of the
Paducah Unit, and others from several Kentucky units.
Elected as commander of the Murray Unit was Kathleen
Smith. Other officers are Bobbie Cook,senior vice president;
Ynema Wright, junior vice president; Mildred Tutt,
treasurer; Annie Sims, chaplain. Appointed as adjutant was
Elizabeth Herndon.
Other charter members of the chapter are Imogene
Herndon, Katherine Lewis, Myra Nanny, Octavia Dailey,
Sue Givens, Verna Card, Anna Lou Outland, Nell Housden,
Ernestine Hargis, Dorothy McClure, Rachel Rickman, Eva
Alexander, Dorothy Kernell,and Phyllis Clary.
The auxiliary will meet each fourth Thursday of the month
at 7 p.m. at the Legion Hall,South Sixth and Maple Strefts.
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Sulimming Dates Given

NORTH CALLOWAY PTC — Glen B. Gibbs, right, was installed as president of the North Calloway Elementary
School Parent-Teacher Club for 1979-80 at the meeting held at the school Other new officers are, left to right,
Wanda Walker, reporter Marita Burkeen,treasurer Karen Crick, secretary; Jackie Morris, vice president. Jane Barton,
outgoing treasurer, presented the financial report for the year which included $500, playground equipment $416,
for 10 guitars for music department $150, Science Fair awards; $200, Environmental Science Program; $300,for 40
dictionaries; $1,000 for three color televisions; $1,000 for math program; $480 for classroom supplies, $20 each to
24 home room teachers. The PTC expressed appreciation to the members and the community for the support in
the fund raising projects. Mrs. L K. Pinkley who retired after 32 years of full service as a teacher was presented with
a_ gift at the meeting.

We are pleased to announce that t'anessa
Karen Miller, bride-elect
of Mark Welch has selected hes pottery, .ccesi,al
and accessories from our
complete bridal registry.
I -anessa and Mark
will be married .-lugust
11. 1979.
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Save Up To

Backgammon Sets

20%

New!The Old
Fashion Way

des
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To Shave
Register Dad For A Backgammon
Set To Be Given- Away Sat., June
T6.

Styles by Gossard,
Vanity Fair, Maidenform, Shadowline
and many others!

Hours 10-6 M-F
10-5 Sot

j

z",_
441.

‘Af‘
)

Styles by
Playtex,
Vanity Fair,
Maidenform,
and Warners!

OFF

Bras and Girdles

Our long awaited sole Of doyweor drid
ofeOr &ave on gowns peognOtr sets robes,
pc:llamas, sl.ps holp-sltps, pantoes
and b,lc.n,s A good s,ze and r-olor
selection ,s ayo;lable. SAVE'
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Coffee Mugs
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Our,annual sale of

Unique Gifts
For Dad:
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Initial Glasses
Ash Trays Big Sizes
With Sports
Theme

Arts and Crafts Festival will
continue today from 9 a.m. to
dusk at the Environmental
Education Center, Land
Between the „Lakes. The
Country Trend band will, play
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the festival.
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Lakeside Singers will
perfom at Lake Barkley State
Park at 8.30p.m

"Butterflies Are Free" will
Cheerleading Camp, a
be presented by Purchase
First annual adult education summer youth program for
Area Repertory Theatre at the graduation ceremony for beginner, intermediate, and
Murray State University recipients of high school advanced twirlers, drum
Theatre at8 p.m.
equivalency certificates at 1 majors, pompom corps, and
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium, additional areas relating to
Saturday, June 16
the high school and college
Murray Shrine Club will Murray State University.
band front, opens today at
have a potluck picnic at the
Murray State University and
Saturday,June 16
Kenlake State Park pavilion
Shopping for Senior Citizens at 4:30 p.m. for Shriners and
Rock-A-Thon by the Youth continues through June 21.
will be held and call 753-0929 their wives or guests.
of Brooks Chapel United
Football
Camp
and
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-- Methodist Church will be held
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
Square and round dancing from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. at the Basketball Camp will open
today at Murray State
afternoon shopping.
willl be held at the Woodmen church. The concession stand
will be open throughout the University and continue
of the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
through June 22.
Friday,June 15
day.
American Legion Post No.
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
National`School of Christian
329 will have a special called
Sisterhood will have a 12 noon
Sunday,June 17
Music (formerly the Stampsmeeting at 7:30 p.m., acluncheon at the home of Mrs.
Twilight Cabaret will Blackwood School of Music)
cording
to Commander
Edward Nunnelee, Mayfield.
perform at old beach area of opens today at Murray State
Golden Dillard.
Kentucky Dam Village State University and continues
Fish Supper, sponsored by Park at 8:30 p.m.
Edition workshop for
through June 29.
elementary and secondary Martin's Chapel United
begin
will
Church,
Methodist
teachers will be at Youth
Station, Land Between the at 5:30 p.m. at the church.
Lakes. For information call Reservations may be made by
Debbie Hoffman of the Red Cross Swimming Program at
Dr. John Taylor, Murray State calling 753-6057, 753-5048, 753Kenlake State Park has announced signup times for the
3757, or 753-5809.
University.
various groups on Monday,June 18, as follows:
-Intermediates and Swimmers at 9 a.m.
'
-Advanced Beginners at 9:30 a.m.
-Tadpoles, babies through four years of age, must be
accompanied by parents, at 10 a.m,
-Beginners who have had lessons previously or who are
used to having their heads in the water at 10:30 a.m. --New" Beginners at 11 a.m.
Ms. Hoftmaniaaid swimmers should wear swim suits and
be ready to swim the first day. She said they were also
looking/or mothers who might help with Beginner classes.
Elementary life saving will be taught in all classes, and
adults are welcome as students in all classes, Ms. Hoffman,
WSI,instructor, said.
For information persons may call 354-6205.

DAV Charter Received
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Sunday. June 17
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Farris will be honored at a
reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding anruversary from 2 to 4 p.m. at
the Fellowship Hall, First
Baptist Church. The family
requests that guests not bring
gifts.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frans Drake

can't
FOR FRIDAY,JUNE 15, 1979 buy that something you
live without, or else you may
What kind of day will
find yourself short of cash
tomorrow be? To find out what later. Be prudent.
tbe stars say, read the PISCES
forecast given for your birth (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Sign.
Self-concern could irritate
ARIES
others. Later, you'll find
-4 others too busy to pay at{ Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 ) Tr
A day when problems are tention to you. The same old
likely to affect you more than routine may seem boring.
usual. Avoid dwelling on the
YOU BORN TODAY are a
dark side and try to be con- born money-maker, but your
siderate with others.
inventive nature may not be
TAURUS
sufficiently ,stimulated in
• Apr. 20 to May 201
business. Strpagly artistic, the
person's obnoxious theater, interior design,
.A
behavior may finally get to music,, painting, and careers
you. This could lead to a allied with the arts are likely
confrontation if you happen to to be especially appealing to
-meet at a social function.
you. Your best success comes
GEMINI
when you capitalize on your
[ May 21 to June 20) selfnatural gift for
business with expression, which will serve
Mixing
pleasure is ill-advised right you well in both business and
now. Don't expect feedback the arts. You are dramatic
from others, especially and your powers of persuasion
family, re your career are especially convincing.
progress.
Law, writing, education,
CANCER
religion, and salesmanship
0 are other fields in which you'd
(June 21 to July 22) 43
-A callous- attitude on
excel. Birthdate of: Morris K.
part of someone at a distance Udall, Ariz. congressman;
could leave you feeling Edvard Grieg, composer; and
unappreciated. No doubt Robert Russell Bennett,
they're just preoccupied.
LEO
HOSPITAL NEWS 1
(July 23 to Aug. 221 JZfilitz
of
Don't be neglectful
5-30-79
others' interests, especially re
Newborn Admissions
finances. If you're at all inBaby Girl (.,Sheila,
Flood,
considerate, you'll hear about
Rt. 6 Bx. 316, Paris, Mn.
it later.
Dismissals
VIRGO
Mrs. Regina L. Castleberry
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
A partner or close ally may and Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Bx, 465A,
have some complaints about Gilbertsville, Mrs. Sherry J.
Elmwood,
your handling of finances. Be Richardson,
amenable to compromise and Paducah, Mrs. Janice D.
Hasty, Rt.6 Bx. 182A, Murray,
be responsive.
LIBRA
Mrs. Leah B. Evans, D-13 Fot
r•-•—x
..11,
•
Sept. 23 to - Oct. 22 ) —""
Meadows, Murray, James
Don't be careless Of the
Morgan, 725 S. 4th, Murray,
feelings of co-workers or the
Mrs. Lennie R. Boren, Rt. 6.
p.m. will lead to some-- Bx. 256. Cadiz. Harding g. •
remorse about a work Wells, 2108
Gatesboro,
situation. Try not to worry.
Murray. Mrs. TarrunY M.
-,
SCORPIO
Baker. Southside Manor,
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
Murray, Pamela J. Anderson,
Leisure time activity may 105 S. 12th, Murray, Mrs. Jean
not fill expectations. A social Phillips, Rt. 6 Bx. 133AB,
gathering may either be
Murray, Mrs. Louise H.
boring or some guests may be
Bx. 362, Benton, Mrs.
Lovett,
somewhat cold.
Wanda J. Williams, Rt. 2 Bx.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 "Eirr 27G, Buchanan, Tenn., Debra
Family members may be L. Wachal, Coach Estates,
not Murray, Mrs. Sandra G.
and
preoccupied
especially sympathetic to Steele, 207 Gale, Paris, Tenn.,
your problems, or so you may Mrs. Ora Clayton, Rt. 1 Henry,
think. Avoid depressing Tenn., Beverly J. McClain, 350
Rison, Paris, Tenn., Edgar N.
thoughts.
Williams, 700 Fairlane,
CAPRICORN
Murray, Mrs. Ronda Fitts, 743
'Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You may be careless about Riley Ct. Murray, Mrs. Clover
appointments. A. Boyd, Murray Manor,
keeping
Talking too long on the phone Murray, Mrs. Cosy M.
may be the reason. Expect Phillips, 833 Hurt, Murray,
criticisrn if you're late.
Mrs. Nell P. Hendon*, Rt. 8 Bx.
AQUARIUS
523, Murray, Mrs. Pauline
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Rt. 5
Willoughby expird),(
Resist that temptation to Bx. 145, Murray.

Golden Wedding
Reception Sunday

North Fork News-:--

Slides Of Holy Land Shown At Church
By Mrs. R. D.Key
May 22, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins and son, Adam, Mr.
and Mrs. Milford Orr, and Mr.
and Mrs. Terry Orr were
dinner guests of Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins on Mothers Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall attended
services at Sedalia Baptist
Church last Sunday and were
guests of the Rev. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr. They stayed over
for the evening services when
Rev. Orr showed slides of The
Holy Land.
- R. D. Key returned home
from the Henry County

Recent Bride
Is Honored
At Et`i;nts
Mrs. Mike Chandler, nee
Theresa Dover, was honored
with several events prior to
her recent wedding.

I

Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn

Farris

Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Farris, Peggy Ann Drive, Murray,
will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday,
June 17, with a reception at the Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church, Murray.
.All friends and relatives are 'invited to call between the
hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The family requests that guests not bring
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Farris were married June 16, 1929, at the
First Baptist Church, Paris, Term:, with thellev. John H.
'Buchanan officiating. The ministers wife was their witness.
They- retired about five years ago-after having operated the
White House Grocery, West Main Street, Murray, for many
years. Prior to that Mr. Farris was with the Piggly Wiggly
here, and they also resided in,Roswell,•N, M., for about five
- years in the early 1940's.
Mrs. Farris is the former Nell Stiles, daughter of the rate
Luther Stiles and Amy Taylor Stiles. Mr. Farris is the son of
, the late Sammy Farris and Effie Skinner FarriS. One
daughter, Barbara Sue, died at the age of 7 in 1940. /
The couple attends the First Baptist Church, Murray.

Delpha Taylor Open.sfiorne
For Oak Grove WMIJ Meet
The home of Delpha Taylor
was the scene of the meeting
of the WMU of the Oak Grove
Baptist Church held on
Wednesday, May 30, at8 p.m.
"Baptists In Zambia" was
the subject of the lesson
presented by Mary Gregory,
Clara Jean' Paschall, Pauline
Story, Delpha Taylor, and
Freda Humphreys.
Youlonda Grooms read the
Call to Prayer, and Jane

Morton lead ..in prayer for
missionaries having birthdays
on this date.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Taylor.
The next meeting will be
held June 26 at 8 p.m. with
Mary Gregory

Mrs. Ken Winters Zsted a
brunch on May 12 in h home.
MesdarryiS John BowkerJohn
Bryan,/and Bennie Jackson
were ,/ cohostesses for the
event/. The honoree wore a
green terry cloth dress for the
ocOnsion.
. ./The table was covered with
floor-length eyelet cloth and
centered with an arrangement
of white flowers. Coffee and
fruit punch were served along
with an array of sausage balls,
country ham biscuits, and
fancy sweet delicacies.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with a place setting of
her china and a corsage of
white flowers.
On May 19 at 5 p.m., Mrs.
Velda Reynolds, godmother of
the honoree, was'hostess to a
bridesmaids' party. Attending
the party were the bride-elect,
her mother, Mrs. J. B. Dover,
and members of the wedding
PartyA table was laid with heartshaped place card boxes. A
ham and cheese roll, fresh
fruit plate, frozen fruit salad,
and punch were served to the
guests.

Equal To The
Lower Priced Lure

Key Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Coy
and
Mr.
Kuykendall visited Charlie
Olive in the Henry County
Hospital on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
and Mrs. Ovie Wilson attended
homecoming at Oak Hill
Baptist Church near Martin,
Tenn., on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins and son, Adam,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins on Sunday.
Haffortin Cooper and Mrs.
Sadie Bucy visited Mr. and
Mrs. R. D. Key on Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd
and Mrs. Jessie Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
Monday night.
Mrs. Ludie Malray is
spending a few days in
Lawrenceburg with Mr. and
Mrs. I.udie Malray and new
baby.

EARLY BIRD SALE
GIRLS
Dresses
Purses
Hats
Pant Sets

BOYS
Slacks
Shirts :
Suits
FF Sport Coats
Pant& Shirt
Sets
INFANT BOYS & GIRLS SETS

O

-BOYS ONLYKnit Shirts
Shorts
Slacks
TenrAs Shoes

Dresses
Slack Sets
Shirts
Tennis Shoes

'OFF
We have an overload of boys'ear - shop early - enjoy them all summer.

clodand cfaAth
Children's Shop
Southside Shopping Center

Amaiivw

HOME FEDERAL
ATION

Olympic Plaza Shopping Center Murray, Ky.

Buy Any Two
Get ONE FREE!

Mrs. Glynn Orr Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
Grooms visited Mrs. Jessie
Paschall Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Ruby Owen, Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins, and Mrs.
Jessie Paschall visited Mr.
and Mrs. R. D. Key on Friday
afternoon.
Mrs. Terry Sills of Paducah
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke Thursday.
\ Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Mon-is
iiisited Kenny Jenkins Sunday
at the home of Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins.
Mrs. Ruby Owen visited
Mrs. Estelle Brisendine
Friday night.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Carey
visited Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins Saturday night.
Mrs. Lela Wilson and Mrs.-Ovie Wilson visited Mrs. R. D.

Caraway seeds blend well
with cabbage; try them in
sauerkraut, cole slaw and
cooked cabbage.

SPORTING GOODS

Lure Riot

Hospital, Paris, Tenn., on May
9. He appreciated all the
visits, calls, cards, flowers,
and the prayers.
was
Jenkins
Kenny
dismissed from the Henry
County Hospital on Saturday.
The Rev. and Mrs. Terry
Sills of Paducah visited Mr.
nd Mrs. Douglas Vandyke on
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore visited Mr. and
Mrs. R. D. Key, Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke, and Kenny'
Jenkins on Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Farley of Memphis. Tenn.,
spent last weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Cooper Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Dale and
Mrs. Ruby Owen spent last
week with Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Hopkins, Chicago, Ill.
The Rev. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr and sons, Rickie and
Brian, were guests of Mr. and

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCI
MURRAY BRANCH
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LURE inOt

—
Purchase any two lure* at Our
and—Q*1a
repeat tos, Wee OhCe
flurd lure (IoNnnt pt7ce urP

Daiwa 1300X

6-month or 26-week Money Market Certificates*

FREE

Spinning Reel
Internal Bail Trips

Daiwa

$1699 Millionaire
5SH
Zebco 600

Reg $21 99 sok

Daiwa
SC208RL

Freshwater
Spin Cast

Reel
Reg.;7.97

Reg $11.49

99
..$5
99
$9

Zebco
33

$10,000 min. dep.
Rate effective: Thursday, June 14 through Wednesday, June 20
Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest daily on this account.
•Federal regulations require a substantial interest penalty for early
withdrawal from Certtficate accounts

Reg. $49.99

Reel

Sale

Reg.$11.99

Now

$3999 '89
'

6.4
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Nominations Of Judges
Are Approved By Carter
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
Nominations of three new
federal judges for eastern
Kentucky have been approved
by President Carter, according to a report published
today.
The Courier-Journai•said in
a copyright article the three
men are Kentucky Supreme
Court Justice Scott Reed757,
of Lexington; Fayette Circuit
'Judge I,.T. Grant, 54; and G.
Wix Unthank, 56, commonwealth's attorney for
Harlan County.
•
_
Each man 'was among 10
recommended to the president
by a judicial selection commission established in 1976 by
Kentucky Sens. Walter "Dee"
Huddleston and Wendell Ford

••••••••••••••••••••-
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WASH1NTON (AP) — A
century awiz, Gen. George
Custer paid withhis life for the
government's policy of
uprooting the Sioux Indians
from land in the Black Hills of
South Dakota. A century later,
a federal court says Uncle
Sam should pay the Indians,
for the land.
The U.S. _Court of Claims
ruled 5-2 Wednesday that the
Sioux are entitled to $17.5
million for their land and 5
percent interest dating back to
the seizure 102 years ago.

KAINTLICK

TOM T HALL

IN PERSON
APPEARING AT
THE ALL NEW

KAINTUCK
TERRITORY

HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY, KY

Sun. June 11
In Case of Rain
will appear in the new
enclosed theatre at Kaintuck

ome items not exact

Men':

Baseball Spikes
$100

Thongs

Reg. $1.88
Men's
Ladies

Caps

Tops

Reg. $2.99
Now

-

So 12th St Murray. Ky 75.1-2617
°I4C3F

mt=x• a4I:" milPm

eits. -ow

I Group

Slacks

Special Group Men's

49

3 Styles To Choose From
Mid Calf, White Crew And
White Cushion Foot
Package of 3

Rumble Seats, Daddy's
Money de Wrangler
Values to $12.99

_
‘010011111.t 1r.

Ladies Boxed

Men's

Handerchiefs
Values

Ties

to $2.49

Only

$1 00 '
Now
II
A Box

00
I,Ii---- '

\

Sandals
By Hang Ten
Reg.$7.99

$300
Sale Price

Other Items
On Sale
Inside &
Outside. No
Refunds. No
Exchanges On
Sale Items
All
Sales Final

Special
Group
Boys &
Student

1 Group

Uniform
Tops
MOO
Only lidy

Values to $10.00

Uncle Jeff's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy's Sidewalk Toy Sale!

Toys Toys TOYS!
Cowabunga Skate Board
Giant Color Books
Super Toe Football Game
011ie Stretch Octopus

Ii

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

00

Work Socks

Little Soft Love Doll
Flat Cat Game
Crown Dart Board Game

I
4

$
Sale Price

Solid Color
With Rick
Rack

4

4

Values
To $23.99

Bath Towels

LEASE A PRE-OWNED 1978 BLAZER
For $191.00 per month

Minimum 6 months, 1,000 miles per mon wjl out
perialty. Satisfactory insurance coverage and opproved credit are required.
,gess at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet.
CoAptact Mickey Bc4_,
.
Inc.

Sale Priced
At Only...

Reg.$12.99
Limited
Supply

anfeaw *Bow 411:3.antlar

Equipped with air conditioning, power steering and
brakes, automatic transmission. The top is removable.

as •ictured

Multi Color

NATIONAL
SACRAMENTO.,Cali((/),P),
— A strike by technicians
closed down the $3 billknk
State Water Project for half a
day, but supervisors had it/
back in operation virtually
before the water was missed.
The-- 450-mile network of
aqueducts, pumps and electrical generating plants
serves half of the state's 22
opinion residents and irrigates
as much as 700,000 acres of
prime farm land.
But local reservoir supplies
and alternate sources of water
turned out to be adequate
when 310 state technicians
walked out at 11 a.m. Wednesday in a dispute over
money.

AIRLINES JOIN
WASHINGTON ( AP ) —
Ca ol International Airways,
ans Carib Air and
Evergreen
International
Airlines have,J.•4'0 the Air
Transport Associati Capitol is headquarte
at
Smyrna, Tenn., Trans Car
here and Evergreen at
Marana, Ariz.
ATA says it now has a total
membership of 33 airlines.

ncle Jeff's Clothing Dep

Phone 753-6575

CUERNAVACA, Mexico
(AP) — Iran no longer.has a
government and is destroying
itself, says Shah Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi, speaking out at
his first full-scale news conference since leaving his
homeland for an uncertain
exile five months ago. "My
heart is bleeding. My country
is.. destroying itself," the
deposed ruler tOldireporters
Wednesday.

NEW YORK ( AP) -.-- Nearly
20 ,percent of all Americans
get most of their medical care
from a gynecologist, cardiologist or other specialist
rather than from a general
practitioner, a new study
shows.
The report, described as the
largest ever on how doctors
spend their time, is the latest
in a continuing debate over
whether medical schools are
turning out enough physicians
for personal care.

_

Sidewalk Bargains!

looting was widespread, and
the U.S. Embassy planned to
fly out more Americans.
§omoza's planes rocketed and
strafed Managua's stunts,
trying to smash the guerrillas
in the strongholds they have
barricaded since Friday
night. National guardsmen
raked the barrios with submachine guns in an operation
called "reconnaissance by
fire."

security..

INTERNATI9NAL
MANAGIM—Nicaragua
1AP) — Sandinista guerrillas
battled President Anastasio
Somoza's troops in Managua
for the seventh day today,

• MI •

w

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
WASHINGTON,
WASHINGTON
AP), —
President Carter headed for
Vienna today, saying he is
approaching his first summit
with Soviet President Leonid
I. Btezhnev "with hope but
without false expectations."
In a statement prepared for
delivery on his departure, the
president said his main goal at
the summit and the "unchanging duty of every
president" is to avoid nuclear
war while maintaining U.S.

S

.It was nut know when the
president will announce the
Kentucky nominees, who will
have to pass an FBI clearance
check and be confirmed by the
U.S. Senate, the newspaper
said.
The
three
district
judgeships for eastern KenOicky were among .152 new
federal judicial positions
approved by Congress *last
year, including 35 on appeals
courts.
Carter nominated Boyce F.
Martin Jr. earlier this year to
a new seat on the 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in
Cincinnati. Martin, 43, of
Louisville, is chief judge on
the Kentucky Court of.
Appeals.
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Sidewalk Sale Fri & Sat
1•111111

V•11.%

Reg.$4.59
Reg.$7.99
Reg.$4.79

Car Kits
Metal Car Kits
1932 Chevrolet Coupe Kit
1932 Chevrolet Roadster
1932 Chevrolet Phietiii-

Reg.$6.99

Reg.$13.99
Reg.$1.69
Reg.$7.99
Reg.$12.69

•
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Check For Bargains
- At Our Sidewalk Sale
Friday & Saturday
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From Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty Aid Department
Just In Time For Father's Day Too!
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One Step
At AWater
Time
Pik

Norelco Adjustable
Tripleheader
Rotary Razor

By
A 4 step,8 week smoking withdrawal
system that lets you withdraw from
smoking gradually. Model SWS-2

9 adjustable settings, 36 self
sharpening blades, sleek
streamlined cord model. Model
HP 1131
Sale

$3598

k

by\Matey

No. 403

Norelco
Tripleheader
Rotary Razor

•

Scope
Mouthwash
and Gargle
240z.Bottle

Sleek styling for
closer,' smoother
shaves, 36 self sharpening blades with
floating microgroove
heads. Model 1132

434 Oz.

.,

20%
$14
- Off Mfg.
Suggested Price

Aladdinware
, Plastic
Tumbler
41

30 Oz.
No. 164

Oven Mitt
and Pot Holder
Set
Ideal For Kitchen
or Barbecue
No.76I6T

Many,many
other
unadvertised
specials
on tables.

Come see!
Come save!

For

White Rain
Hair Spray
Regular,Extra Hold,
Unscented,Ultimate Hold
7.5 Oz. Can

No 29/450

ritar

Sale

Sale

89
Solarcaine

tro
• -TN., If•

Round Tin
Box
Powderthe
Only
"G"
Assortment

Wicker
Basket
Assortment

'-

ban
-T
°I1Y

Sponges

1
ClpSe-1.1137

Large Assortment
No.3CLD
Sale

2

for

Close-Up
Toothpaste

49

Regular or
Mint Flavored
4.60z.

'1
a

*; ••• , •

Sale

• y•••.:

is expensive"- has
many uses.

'D

Solarcaug
S p R.,

70z.
rst IRMO nom
0•0316

$189

I1ELIEvES
SUNBuRri
PAIN
...No. atoms
%.*.

Sale

Spray

001,11

Relieves
Sunburn
Pain
5 Oz. Aerosol
Sale

_ Coppertone
.)
Suntan Oil

Twix
Candy Bars
Sale

48'

Nevco Woven Wood
10" Salad Bowl

For a fast,
dark tan
8 Oz.
Sale

$219

\
.•, ,

Sale

Lfld
$
Sale'

.

Renew it yourself,
assorted colors
17 feet

Size 8" x 10'
No. J049003
Sale

$2'7
Aloc•••-"Ts
4.• , at,

rive

.0.••
•

•

•

•

E -1135

Enesco Special
Occasion Mugs
No. E5925B

Suntv, Lton

Lawn Furniture
Webbing

Waste
Basket

Enesco Bisque
Doves Pair
On Branch
No. E1735

4
Sale 99

Cippiqo

No. 1229-10

Brush Finish
No. 200
Reg. $4.95

Al ie•essue••

Sale

Package of 3 Bars

$209

Zippo
Lighter

$119

No. 7000

Ale

Daffodil Decoration
On Extremely High
Quality Plastic

1 look

1
0

Brut 33
On
ii Splash
Lotion

Styler/Dryer.
1000 Watts,3 heat settings,
lightweight. No.901

Sale

Valiant Animal
Figurine Banks

ions

Sale

Sale

'14

Sale

Sale

Regular or Unscented
1.5 Oz.

Gillette
Pro Max Compact

40.11.

'32"

•

Timex
Watches
A Nic4 Gift For Dad

Sale

Ban Roll-On
Anti-Perspirant

.110Lt AO In

Sale

Para-Gard
Toilet Bowl
and Household
Deodorant
Cake

All

6 Qt. Punch Bowl & Plastic Ladle.
8-6 oz cups and plastic hangers.
.
Ng:300/279A

Sale $187

Sale

,
Lod.

Anchor
Hocking
18-Piece
Punch Set

Aladdinwore Plastic
4-Piece Canister Set

Sale

4

-MAE

Old Spice
After Shave
Lotion

2

• k*
. :'I

No 107

Sale

0t4ifjpik
4,

Sale

Nevco
Over Sink
Cutting Board

Mr. Cheftender
Electric 500 Watts,120 Volts,6 ft. Cord
No. 2B125
Charcoal
Lighter
Sale

11"••• is
11_11111.111111111111111110•0•11nomm•simewomm••••
SION111111_11•111•MIII•M•••••e•NII•Now•••••

Sale

Foster Grant
Sunglasses
New 1979 Styles for ladies, men an
children.

Off Mfg..Suggested Price

l'Ai,k; 7-A
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Check For Bargains At Our Sidewalk Sale ;11
Friday & Saturday
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Hupp
12 Volt
Oscillating
Fan
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ome items not exactl

Rockwell 73
/
4"
1 H. P.

as

for cars, boats,
airplanes & all
12 volt systems

ictur4d

Sale

Reg.$25.99 — Save $5.00
Sale

$2099

Your Choice

$2200

4 Ft.

$2395
5Ft.

$25"

For Insects & Disease

Start at

save

Sale

S237
Buffalo Pencil

Top Soil

Type

For patching,seeding
and many other
lawn & garden uses

•
40 Lb

S199

Bag

.30 watt.110-120 7
.700 deg. tip.Polymer Handle
.8 ft. cord
Retail $10.95

$237
lugg
1111111118148881111iiik

Boxes

mu
Socket Set mu
Sale

Socket Sets $11
°°0ff

DISCOUNT PRICES gistyles

Sale $
2
"

Buffalo 85 Piece

All Buffalo

Many Colors

Soldering mu
Iron

eel-Set-Of-The-Week

/Is

Reg. 5.
$1
$r
99..

$6.00

Gutter
Guard

"s,

Buffalo
Heavy Duty
4"

Table
Vise

$8.00

6 in. x 25 ft.

In 2& 4 Lb Bags

Bag

$
2
"
Save

.Ps

Triple Action
Vegetable
Dust

Black Top Mix
$539
661.b

•

Reg.
$29.95

Vexor Plastic

Sevin Dust

80 Lb. Bag
Concrete or Sand Mix
$387
Bag

•

Sale

$4.00 Extra For Assembly

Sackrete

7."

Gear Puller

Porch
Swings

Holds up to
250 ft. of hose
Reg. $25.99

$447

Buffalo
Heavy Duty 8"

Sale

Hose
Reel
4

Buffalo 11 Pc.
Combination
Open End 8.
Box End

Sizes
Reg. $27.57
Save. $7.57

Grass Shears

14Inor

•

Sale

111111(1111 Wrench Set

or
No.82801 Cordless

Fteg $1999

Reg. $7.47

Lrt,

tNo. 8206)

fr

Screwdriver 1
#
Set

$22"

Circular Saw Grass Trimmer4

Upper,Shenk

Reg $29 99 — Save $7.50

Block & Decker
Nylon Line

(;reat for home
or shop use

Buffalo 7 Piece

Reg.
$79.95

$5995

Save
$20.00

Nelsen

Lawn
Sprinklers
Oscillating sprinkler, tvliirling sprinklers and
impact sprinklers,
all at

Super Prices
Super Specials From
7

Uncle Jeff
'
s Sporting Goods Dept

'et'

Plano

L& H

41530

Zebco Omega 113

trotline

Tackle
Box

Rod & Reel Combo
featuring Zebee's 113 ultra light reel and
2115 4 ft. 6inch pistol

Trot
Line
150 feet, 250 pound
test line with 50210 extra sharp hooks

grip tubular glass rod.
Reg. ra.47
Sale

Discount Prices
Just. Received
New Shipment

Bait
Keeper

Johnson Reels

With Freezable blue ice lid.
With Freezable Blue
Ice Lid.
Reg. $6.97
$A47
Sal•

Garcia Ambassadeur Baitcasting Rod
11
1
2Ft. PistOlGrip
5/
Medium Action Rod
Reg. $28.37

565

$
l
I MINN KOTA

'

0
do
is

IS
IS

is
di

\
.

Sale

Trolling
Motor
Reg.

$174.00

t.,,,
' \__.

aSale

nr

Including Sabra,Seville,710c, Citation
and Century

Boat
Ladders

mu

Dick Pope Jr.

Skis

with three or 1
four wooden or
plastic steps

playmate

1
111
:;

Regular $69 95

Lunchmate

----t

Cooler

Sale

$el Or

- --T:.
,

$1995each

,It.
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Looking Back

inton Pag

10 Yeitirs Ago

EDITORIAL

John Paul's
Triumph
It was to be expected that the
first visit by Karol Wojtyla,for'trier arch-bishop of Krakow, to
his native Poland since being
elected bishop of Rome would
draw crowds. John Paul H is
• not only the first non-Italian
pope in five centuries, he is the
-first Polish pope ever.
But what happened during
'those nine days was far more
triumphal
the
pap
homecoming of a local hero.
The outpouring of affection for
— and allegiance to — the pope
by crowds in the hundreds of
thousands everywhere he went
was a phenomenon that can be
compared with the religious
fervor that swept Europe
during the crusades.
If we were a Communist official in Poland — or any Iron
Curtain country, for that matter we would be biting our nails
in frustration.
Spectacles like thousands of
people holding up crucifixes for
the pope to bless showed that
after 34 years of total Communist control and indoctrination, religion is a
powerful force in the lives of
Poles,young as well as old.
They were proOf of how
strongly the heart of Polish
nationhood still beats, and how
—essentially tenuous and fragile
is the r Ile of Soviet-imposed
communism.
Little Wonder that news of the
pope's visit was virtually
blacked out in other captive,
Catholic members of the East
European bloc.
Had he been so inclined, we

Ois

think John Paul II could have
started an actual revolution in
Poland with a wave of his hand.
As it was, he came not far short
of 'directly challenging the
government to grant more
religious and political freedom
of Poles — something it dare
not do, yet dare not absolutely
refuse to do.
In short, John Paul's
pilgrimage to Poland was a
devastating answer to Stalin's
cynical question: "How many
divisions has the pope?"
There was a time when popes
had real armies and fought
wars with them, and the moral
influence of the See of Rome
was never lower than then.
Today,Pope John Paul II has
only a few Swiss guards armed
with antique, ornamental
pikes. But the "spiritual
divisions" he commands have
the heirs of Stalin quaking in
their boots.

SOME
CARLS
GLAMOR
FOR v.v.
ON

Letters To The Editor
Appreciates Coverage
Dear Editor:
I would like totake this opportunttY to
personally thank you anti The-11turray
Ledger and Times staff for the super
qoverage you gave us preceeding and
fallowing the KET premiere exhibit of
*!This Other Eden," which took place
$unday. June 10 at the Calloway County
Public Library. Our "Green Tea"
raised over $250 for KET of the $1000
goal for Calloway County.
On behalf of the Mini-Board of KET
rs. A. C.-TA Follette. chairman). I
o want to thank Debbie Lee of your
itaff; Marion Hattenbach representing
WKMS; and WKYQ-WKYX for attending our press conference during the
Open House Sunday. The_.KET MiniBoard expresses appreciation to Patti
Sanders and WSJP for their week-long
promotion of the premiere and to
WN BS.
: And may I say how beautiful the
Meeting room at the Library looked
during the Green Tea-Open House‘
thanks largely to the efforts of Mrs.
John Winter, Mrs. Lester Goheen, Mrs.
James Hart, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sturm,
Miss Frances Brown, Miss Clara Eagle
and Mrs. A. C. LaFollette.
Gratefully,

To the people of Murray:
Troop 77 thanks you for saving papers
fpr their annual paper drive. We not
drily use this annual evenV as a con-:
sbrvation project but also as a fund
raiser. We hope you will continue
siiving them for us and let us know you
have them for our next paper drive.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Eagle Scout
Don Alan Moseley
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Having recalled some of my caddying
days earlier this week, I've got to share
with you one of my favorite golf stories,
experienced since coming to Murray.
Golfers are as bad as fishermen when it
comes to telling stories. With fishermen: it's the size of the fish that got
away. With golfers it's the length of the putt that was missed.
Involved in this story was Wayne
Doran, Holii —, Ellis, a visitor from
New Orleans and myself.
The New Orleans visitor was a Mr.
Hoyle. His son, Mike, had just
graduated from high school down there
and they were in Murray so he could
play a round of golf with Buddy Hewitt,
hoping perhaps to be offered a
scholarship.
Mike weighed about 125 pounds, was
about 5'6" tall and had a waist about as
big around as a putter shaft, but he
could hit a golf ball a country mile. He
later became one of Buddy's better
players, graduating a couple years ago
and is now working back in New
Orleans
++++++
Buddy had called me earlier in the
day, a Saturday, and asked if I would
take Mr. Hoyle under my wing, get up a
golf game for him and generally entertain him while he i Buddy) checked
out Mike's game. Of course, I said. I
would be delighted.
When I met Mr. Hoyle at the Murray
Country Club, he immediately
reminded me of Winston Churchill,
although not quite as heavy. As was I,
he was a little on the plumpish side, was
wearing one of those zip-all-the-wayupjump suits and one of those wide-

Calloway County
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, 1971
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Heaven Hath No Fury Like
A Golfer 9Down At The Turn

The Story Of

1822-1976

RN

John Mark Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Norman D. Hale, was awarded a $100
industrial education scholarship, and
John Maddox Belote, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Maddox Belote, was
awarded a $150 Board of Regents
scholarship, both at Murray State
University.
011ie Brown, Henry Edwards,
Raymond Wrather, and E. H. Swift
constructed diversion channels on their
farms last year, according to Felix C
Perrin of the USDA Soil Conservation
Service.
James 0. Baird, president of the
Oklahoma Christian College since 1944,
will be the evangelist at seswices to be
held June 15-22 at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Dr. and Mrs. Conrad H. Jones announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Janith Louise, to William Richard
Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. B
Wilson.
Births reported include a girl, Ken
Jean, to Mr. and Mrs. Terry McCuiston
on June 9,
Sandra Edwards was winner of 4e
Ladies Golf Medal Tournament played
this week at the Oaks Country Club.

20 Years Ago

Carole Hahn
Publicity Chairman
KET Mini-Board
P.S. The exhibit of 75 black and white
photographs taken from the filming of
KET's new history series, This Other
Eden," is still at the Library for
ercrybrie who missed the Sunday
premiere.
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Events in Calloway and adjoining counties not only had caused
concern in the state, but also had captured national attention. Gov.
Willson addressed 'a - tter to the adjutant general calling attention
s previously, under which Night Riders
-to a law passed -several
may be apprehended and puiiisb,d and property be guarded against
injury and destruction, the guard -..to be paid out of the county
treasury. —
Based upon the statement by the governor, the editor estimated
the cost would approximate $5,000 a month. The approximation
d 75 cents
was made by allowing each of the 40 soldiers $1.75,
livery
bill
and
for
daily,
es 75c
the
$1.50
at
per day, 31 horses
cents each day.
Murray Harris, the witness testifyinglo. the activities of tlic
Kirksey men charged with Night Riding, mysterously disappeared,
however was present in court the week,of April 2.3. Wild reports
were circulated that Harris had met with foul play' after his attendance at the trial the previous Thursday, but were found without
foundation of fact.
An idle report by a member of the guard that three men had
been murdered on the east side of the county resulted in the rushing
in of additional troops. Company E of Owensboro with 28 mull,
arrived Sunday night, April 19. As of April 23, six men were in jail,
20 had been released on bonds, and 6 men had been indicted but
not apprehended. Kelsie Kirk was the last man arrested and he
was taken into custody by Bob Lassiter,--who was acting as a patrolman on the east side.
The editor announced that the general manager of the Planters
Protective' Association would come to Murray the followitig'Mondav
and requested that a large crowd be on hand to 'hear his address
The failure of Ewing to appear at the announced hour Mondos
resulted in charges that the editor had maliciously made the—statement for the purpose of attracting a large crowd "in the intetca- of
the Night Riders." J. B. Swann, chairman of the Association in
CallowaCinnity; explained in the columns of the-Ledger the weck
of April 30 that he was wholly responsible for the appearance of - thy
announcement, adding: "I do not know why ;he failed to come
and Mr. Ewing's coming was for no other reason than a righteous
cause and wholly in the interests of the tobacco Association."

To Be Callused

brimmed planter's hats Vie pro golfer
J.C. Snead wears and there was a big
black cigar stuck in one corner of his
mouth.
I found him to be a very personable
fellow, quick to smile and to talk. We hit
it right off. Then we started looking for
someone with whom to play ,golf.
Wayne and Holmes happened along,
didn't have a game and soon we were on
the first tee ready to start. You've got to
have some kind of a "little game" — a
wager of some sort — it seems before
you can play much golf these days, and
soon this was worked out. Not much,
but just enough to make it interesting.
Then we s94Tted pairing up the
to determine whofoursome, NO
was-going-to-play-with-whom.
I had no idea what kind of game Mr.
Hoyle shot, and he had not idea what
kind of game any of us played. As we
were discussing the . possibilities,
Wayne sided up to me and whiSpered,
"I really don't like to play partners with
strangers, so if it's okay with you, I'll
just take Holmes and we'll take you and
Mr. Hoyle on."
"That's fine with me," I said, and
turning to Mr. Hoyle, who was across
the tee, asked "Mr. Hoyle, what do you
say about you and me taking them on?"
It was fine with him, and off we went.
++++++
To make a long story short, Mr. Hoyle
turned out to be a fine golfer. It was his
first time ever to see the course, and he
shot a 39 on the front nine — only three
over par. I was one stroke back at 40.
Wayne and Holmes were way back —
I can't recall scorewise how far—but
at the end of nine holes, Mr. Hoyle and I
were something like 9 up on them. The
match, obviously, was much one-sided,
and I thought, simply for the sake of
sportsmanship, that perhaps we might
even it up a bit and change partners.

"Wayne," I said, "would you like to
change partners on the back nine and
even things out a little bit?"
Drawing back and pulling himself to
his full heighth with a big breath, he
looked at me with somewhat of an icy
stare for a few seconds and as if mad
enough to bite the head off a nail,
snapped, "Look, little buddy. If I
wanted charity, I would ask for it."
That was fine with me. I had tried to
be sportsmanlike about it. We would
finish the round as originally paired,
w-hich we did. This time, however, I
lucked out a 39 on the back nine and Mr.
Hoyle came up with a 40, giving both of
us 79's for the 18 holes played.
We ended up 23 points tip on Wayne
and Holmes, and it'h,as been very
seldom that I've had the opportunity to
play with either of them since.
++++++
Mrs. Ray Buckingham is our nextdoor neighbor, and a great one she is.
She laughingly tells this story on herself, so I'm not out of line in passing it
along.
There's a young lady by the name of
Pam Young from Paris, Tenn., who
rooihs'at Mrs. Buck's home whenever
she's in town attending classes at
Murray State. She used to be Pam
Adkins, but recently married a fellow
who was away in service most of last
year.
The purpose for her living at Mrs.
Buck's was to keep Mrs. Buck company
at night. When her fiance learned that
Pam was living with an older lady while
going to school, he asked her one night
on the phone, "Pam, don't you get
bored having to stay with that old lady
so much to keep her company?"
"Keep her company, heck!" Pam
was quoted as responding. "I don't
have to keep her company. She's gone
somewhere every night.. It's ME that
needs the company!"

Consumer Comment

Getting Most For Dollar
If you do not know what octane rating
is right - for your car, a simple
procedure will show you. First, check
the octane rating on the gas you are
buying now. If Your car is not knocking,
fill up the next time with the next lower
octane. Then, if it still doesn't knock,
try one level lower.
In this way, you can find the lowest
octane gas which is safe for your car.
However, your octane needs may vary
with the age of your car, your driving
habits and the altitude and humidity of
the area in which you drive.
Since uniform, nationwide octane
ratings are now required, you should be
able to go to any gas station and find the.
right octane gas for your car.
Sin'Aigher octane gases usually
The Octane rating is not the only
cost more-,--you can save money by
factor ..tp: consider in buying gasoline.
buying the loViest octane gas your car
Some gasolines contain additives which
will run on .withoilt-luiocking. By not
clean engine parts or help start cars in
"overbuying" gas — that' buying gap
cold weather. To get information on the
with a higher octane than yo eed —
ce
other qualities of gasoline, ask your
and
energy
save
help
you will
service station manager.
air pollution as well as save money.
To learn more about how your car
wo
what kinds of additives are used
in gasoline and how you can save on gas
get a free cot)), of the booklet, Gasoline:
More miles per gallon. Just send a
postcard to the Consumer Information
Center, Dept. 518G, Puebtkcolo. 81009.
By Ken Wolf
If you have any consumer c4nplaints
Many twentieth-century authors have
or
questions please write the Offi if
in
dividedness
the
with
concerned
been
Attorney General, Consumer
the
man't
found
human nature. Some have
Protection Division, Frankfort, Ky.
apparent inability to be at peace with
hianself a blessing and others a curse. _ 40601. In emergency situations, call our
toll.free number at 1-800-372-2960.
The German novelist Herman Hesse
(18774962) wrote inSteppenwoll of man
as "an experiment, a bourgeois corn7'promise," because he is torn between
Sing and rejoice . . . for I come
God and nature:
and I will dwell in the midst of
He is nothing else than the narrow
thee, smith the LORD. Zachariah
and perilous bridge between
2:10.
nature and spirit. His innermost
God did not create us and then
destiny drives him on to the spirit
grrtar away He is with us He is .1
longing
innermost
His
God.
to
nd
a
" Gee, who Cares for US
draws him back to nature.

By Robert F.Stephens
Attorney General
As the price of gasoline rises, consumers are becoming increasingly
concerned with getting the most for •
their fuel dollar.
To help consumers compare different
brands of gasoline, the Federal Trade
Commission has required gasoline
dealers to display a yellow label on
their pumps which shows the gasoline's
-octane rating." Octane ratings are
important because they measure how
well the gasoline will prevent engine
knock. Persistent or severe knocking
seriously damage your car's

Thoughts
In Season

Bible Thought

Frank Dibble of Murray has been
named head of Waterfowl Development
by the Kentucky Fish and Wildlife
Commissioner'Minor Clark.
Murray Grove No. 126, judged the
most outstanding grove in the state for
1958,. was presented a large silk flag at
the Kentucky convention of the
Supreme Forest Woodrnen Circle held
June 8 and 9 at 12iuisville.
Miss Fredda Louise Shoemaker,
daughter of Mrs. Sadie Louise
Shoemaker, was married to Donald
Frederick Buxton, sOn of Duane and
Dorothy Buxton, on June 7 at the First
Baptist Church.
Mr..and Mrs. Charles O. Bondurant of
Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Betty Charles, to Wayne
Brown,son of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Brown
of Lake City and Providence.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mts.
Karl Hussung and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Hal Shiplev.

30 Years Ago
Western Kentucky Strawberry
Growers grossed about $750,000 from
the sale this year despite much bad luck
in the growing of the crop, according to
reports from the growers,
---aeaths reported include John Waddy
Wear, 56, W. E. (Willi Gatlin, 77, and
Mrs. Sammie Marshall, 72.
The body of Sgt. Robert Thomas
Peavy, 19, who was killed in France in
1944 while a member of the Air Corps is
being returned here on June 16 for
burial rites at the Murray' City
Cemetery.
Mavies Sledd of Hazel High School,
Verona Smith of Murray Training
School, and Betty West of Murray HighSchool left today to attend Girls State at
Lexington. They are sponsored by the
American Legion Auxiliary of Murray.
- • Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Nickless Smith on June 6, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Linn on June
7, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Outland on June 9.

TodAy
In History
, By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 14th, the
165th day of 1979. There are 200 days left
in the year. This is Flag Day.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1777, the Continental
Congress in Philadelphia made the
Stars and Stripes the national flag.
On this date:
In 1775, the U.S. Army was founded as
the
Continental
Congress
in
Philadelphia authorized the recruiting
of 10 companies of riflemen to serveone
year.
In 1922, President: Warren Harding
became the first president to make a
radio speech, broadcasting over
Baltimore's WEAR at the dedication of
a memorial -to Francis Scott Key at
•
Fort McHenry.
In 1940, the Germans occupied Paris
in World War II.
In 1941, President Franklin Roosevelt
ordered/-the freezing of German and
Italian assets in the United States.
In 1944, American forces fighting in
the Pacific began the invasion of Saipan
Island in the Marianas.
Ten years ago: The Soviets proposed
to the Chinese that negOtiations begin in
Moscow within the next few months to
settle their border disputes.
Five years ago: In Cairo. President
Richard Nixon and Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat signed a sweeping
declaration of friendship and
cooperation between America and
pt.
ear ago: President Carter said
Cuba co
have done much more than
it did to pre'veut
invasion- of Shaba
Province in theicak.country of
Zaire.
' Today's birthdays: Actor and singer
Burl Ives is 70. Actress Dorothy
Maguire ts 60. Former presidential
new_Ltecretary Pierre Salinger is 54.
Thought for today: Even the lion has
to defend !time& against flies —
German proverb.
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Is Tom Terrific?

Purcell Given
One Of Three
Pan-Am Berths

•

,-

middleaged ladies sighing and
By WILL GRIMSLEV
their teenage daughters
AP Special Correspondent
TOLEDO, Ohio - There's screaming? Where are the
nothing wrong with the pro "Tom is Terrific" buttons and
golf tour, critics say, that a the Watson fan clubs? Why
fresh, dynamic personality isn't Tom Watson the subject
such as Arnold Palmer, Jack of weekend conversations in
Nicklaus- or-Nancy Lopez the club locker rooms and on
the Monday morning cumwouldn't cure.
If something doesn't happen muter trains?
The answers are simple.
soon, doomsayers warn,
bubbly Nancy will run the Tom Watson is the All• computerized guys right out of American Boy. Sports fans,
--the -headlines unto the results-- demand more of their-superstars. They want _that.
pagei: Has anybody thought to look elusive quality they call
in the direction of one, Tom "charisma" - whatever that
is. If not that, they'll settle for
Watson?
flash,
brashness or condone
has
man
young
this
All
2 years is win troversy.
/
in the last 21
more tournaments and more
Watson provides none of
money than anybody else in these intangibles. He is just
his business - the "Golden Tom Watson, golfer, low-key,
Bear" included - shoot the businesslike, ,sans flair. He
lowest average score and go does his job froin nine to five
through 30 straight tour- ,right now better than
naments without missing the anyone !live - and then goes
cut.
home.
In'achievement, no one else
"I don't" understand it,"
is close. Watson was named
67PGA Player of the Year for says Byron Nelson, the
man"
cal
"mechani
year-old
to
have
he'd
and
1978
and
1977
won an
be run over by a freight train of another era who
unbelievable 11 tour tournot to repeat in 1979.
is
Then, why aren't people naments in a row. "Tom
is
getting excited about Tom such a nice young man. He
smile
his
with
free
,
congenial
got
he
t
‘
Watson? Why hasn'

NEW YORK - Murrayan Mel Purcell is one of three
tennis players who have been selected to represent the
United States in the Pan American Games, which will
be held in Puerto Rice July 1-15.
Purcell will team. with University of. Tennessee
teammate Andy Kohlberg, larchmont, N.Y.,and Fritz
Buehning,a UCLA student from Short, Hills, N.J.
The U.S. women's team will be Stanford's Susie
Hagey, La Jolla, Calif., UCLA's Ann Hendricksson,
Mahtomedll, Maine, and USC'a Trey Lewis, San Pedro,
Calif.
BIII Glaves, who guided the U.S. men's team to five
gold medals in the 1V75 games in Mexico City, will
again oversee the squad. The five medals by the U.S.
marked the first time a nation had swept the competition.
The 1975 U.S. team listed such impressive names as
Butch Watts, Bruce Manson and Hank Pfister, all now
currently on the professional tennis circuit.

Post 73 Hurlers
Limit Union City,
Key Twinbill Sweep
Murray pitchers limited Union City to eight hits as
Post 73 swept an American Legion baseball
doubleheader last night at Ty Holland Stadium,
grabbing 4-1 and 6-1 decisions.
Scott Tucker went the distance in the first game as
Murray erupted for 10 hits. In the second contest, Jeff„
Jackson and Bill Presson combined to limit the visitors
to two singles as Post 73 improved its season mark to 64

Murray scored three quick runs in the first frame of
the opening game. Union City contributed three errors
to Post 73's outburst, and Dean Cherry and Tucker
slapped RBI hits.
In the sixth inning, Mike Vaughn reached base on an
error, stole second and scored on shortstop Brad
Taylor's triple.
Union City's lone run came in the fourth on a Single,
two Murray errors and an infield out.
Jackson helped put himself up 3-0-in the first inning
of the second game with a two-run single that scored
Taylor and Cherry. David Mathis walked before
. to load
Taylor singled and Cherry drew another•,,walk
the bases.
After Mike Vaugtes base on balls broght one run
heme,Jackson followed with his RBI hit.
Murray made it 6-0 in the third by stringing together
two hits, two walks and a Union City error. Taylor
reached on an infield miscue and came home on
Cherry's triple. Vaughn, who had walked, stole home
for Murray's fifth run before Jackson, who had drawn
another walk,scored on Bill Presson's single.
Union City scored its-run in the -fifth frame when
Jackson hit a batter and gave up a single and two
straight walks. The latter forced home a run.
Murray travels to Russellville Saturday and
Madisonville Sunday for back-to-back doubleheaders.

Murray 4, lads* City I
eh ✓
3 O
Jeff Jacksonib
O
Dean Jackaon.2b
3 1
Brad Taylor.*
1
4
David Mathis,cf
3 1
Dean Cberry.c
3 0
Bruce Trylor,tb
3 0
Scott Thcker.p
3 0
David Stripling.rf
0 0
Bill Preason ,ss
3 0
Terr Giboon,3b
0 O
John Denham,5i
0
2
Hill Miami(
1
Mike Vaughn,11
31 4
Totals
20 1
Union City
300 001 1-4
Murray
000 100 0-1
U City
Murray Flicking
ip r er 0
1 6
1
7
Scott Tucker

h
0
0
2
0
2
1
2
2
0
1
0
0
0
10
6
10
6

0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
1
5
3

bb so
1 4

Norm 6,Irlaisa City I
hi
se-r
3 0 1 0
Dean Jackson.2b
3 1 0 0
David Stattussf
1 0 0 0
Terry Gibson,11
3 2 1 0
Brad Taylorst
0 1 0
1
David Stnpling.rf
1 1 1 1
Dean Cherry.lb
1 0 0 0
Bruce Taylor,lb
1 1 1 1
04hke Vs ughn,3b
1 1 2
2
Jeff Jarkson,p
0 0 0 0
Scott Tucker,2b
3 0 0 0
John Denharn.c
2 0 0 0
Chad Tucker.lf
1 0 0 0
Bill Wilsan,c4
3 0 1
Bill Pteasonas,p
2566 5
Totals
20 1 2
Union City
ia 6
000
303
Murray
(20 010 0-1 2
U City
Wirral. ?Itching
en 0 bb 30
P
5 1 1 1 6 2
Jeff Jackson
2 0 0 1 2 2
Bill Preston

Navratilova Easily Ousts
Siegel;-Gullikson Upsets
Gerulaitis In Grass Event
CHICHESTER, England Navratilova
Martina
ar-old Linda
18-ye
swamped
Siegel 6-0, 64) in the raindelayed first round of the
175,000 Chichester grass-court
tennis tournament.
With two complete days lost
to the weather and only eight
singles matches completed,
the organizers decided to
switch the final from Saturday
to Sunday.
Billie Jean King won her
first round match 6-1, 7-6
against Anne Hobbs. Pam
Shrivel-. defeated JoAnne
Russell 7-6, 6-4 and nearly
mett a world record. Shriver
won the first set tiebreaker 1311. That was only 2 points
short of the longest tiebreaker
ever recorded in women's
play.
The two top British players,
Virginia Wade and Sue
garkor-,-betb-str ugglect
lesserknown
against
Ar%erican opponents. Barker,

seeded No.4, defeated Rayni
Fox 7-5, 7-5, while Wade
downed Laura Dupont 7-5, 6-2.
Seventh -seeded Kathy
MayTeacher defeated fellow
American Bettyann Stuart 6-7,
LONDON -Tom
7-5, 6-2.
Vitas
beat
Gullikson
Gerulaitis, 6-2, 6-3 in the first
round of the $125,000 Stella
Artois tournament on wet
grass at the Queen's flub.
Tournament organizers
struggled to get the first round
finished despite rain, which
shortened the program for the
third straight day.
In other action Victor Peedi
of Paraguay defeated John
Lloyd of Britain 6-2, 3-6,6-3.
American Tim Wilkison was
a convincing 6-4, 6-3 winner
against Hank Pfister. Two
were
Americans
other
defeated. Britain's Roger
Taylor came from behind to
ekininate Van Winitsky 4-6, 6RA-2.___and_Phil Dent of
Australia downed Mike Cahill

Though He Currently Dominates
Golf Tour, Fan Just Don't Flock

by Tony Wilson

Avoiding The Tight One
League
Phillip Billington was forced to dan, e from a tight pitch during a recent Little
tonight.
Cards
the
plays
Pirates,
baseball game. Hi,s team,the

The ABA Is Back
At Least The 3-Point Goal May Be
Ramsay said the coaches approved 11-9 while „the
By TOM SEPPY
were persuaded to approve general managers relected
AP Sports Writer
the idea 14-8. The general
WASHINGTON - Look out ,thg, three-point field goal by
managers said it would just
for Downtown Freddie Brown. the former ABA members who
the
of
some
it
took
"said
Keep an eye on Rick Barry
give the referees another area
and Rudy Tomjanovich. physical contact out of the
in which they must use their
not
is
l
Basketbal
area.
basket
Whooeee - there goes Brian
.
judgment
physical
Winters and Kevin Grevey. a tug of war where
a
is
It
g.
dominatin
is
strength
Hold on, here comes Louie
game of finesse."
Dampier.
-I'm still not pleased with
The bomb from the arena
the premise where distance is
parking lot may be back.
The National Basketball rewarded but if it takes away
it's
Association general managers the pushing and shoving,
Ramsay
game,"
the
for
good
overvoted
and coacheR
whelmingly Wednesday to said. . Jerry. Colangelo of the
adopt the three-point field
Suns;chairman of the
Phoenix
goal. It was a staple of the old
Basketball general. managirs' group.
American
Association and rewards said the GMs /voted for the
baskets made from distances three-point play because -the
former ABA people said it
of 22 feet or more.
The recommendation, would add excitement to the
passed 15-7 by general game. If you can add exmanagers and 15-5 by citement, then that is a plus."
Both the NBA general
coaches, will be considered by
the NBA Rules and Com- --Managers and the coaches
petition Committee next rejected a proposal to legalize
Wednesday. The 11-member the zone defense - the GMs by
committee will then pass the a vote of 20-2, the coaches 19-1.
Each team had one vote in
proposal, along with its
opinion, to the league owners the separate meetings.
the next day at their annual However, two cikubs. meeting at Amelia Island, Cleveland and Salt Lake City.
formerly New Orleans -•did
Fla.
The owners will have the not have representatives at
last say on the rules change, the coaches meeting.
but spokesmen for the generafr. The two groups voted difmanagers and the coaches ferently on only one of the 10
believe their heavy vote in proposed rule changes during
favor will carry much weight. the two-day annual meeting of
managers,
general
"We feel we are the most the
knowledgeable about the coaches, team doctors,
game," said Jack Ramsay of business managers and public
the Portland Trail Blazers, relations directors.
On a proposal to add a
president of the coaches
association."Our opinions are broken line three feet from the
not given lightly. It is our hope sideline to protect a player
that our recommendations inbounding a ball from the
detersive man, the coaches
will be accepted".

and has excellent rapport with
people.
"On the record, he is the
best - has been for more than
two years. There is no reason
he shouldn't be accepted as a
true Superstar."
Watson lacks the flamboyance of a Walter Hagen.
He doesn't project the grim
killer visage of a Ben Hogan.
He doesn't hitch at his
trousers and jerk at his glove'
the way a charging Arnie
Palmer did. He is not as loose
and garrulous as a Lee
Trevino nor as awesomely
overpowering as a Jack
Nicklaus.
No matter. If he continues
winning, Watson will create
his own unique image. People
will stampede at his heels.
He has taken on the great
Nicklaus in he,ad-to-head
pressure birdie duels - the
1977 Masters and British
Opens, as examples - and
won. He is headed toward the
first $500,000 season in prize
money.
He is 5-1 favorite in the 79th
U.S. Open, starting today.
Don't sell Watson short. He's a
fairway assassin in disguise.

Niekro Captures Ninth
As Astros Edge Phillies
By the Associate Pritss
He used to be 14 other
Niekro, but not an
Joe Niekro is emerging
from the shadow of his older
brother, Phil, and at 34 seems
-to be approaching the prime of
.his pitching life.
, Niekro posted -his ninth
consecutive victory and
became the first 10-game
winner in the National League
Wednesday night as the
Houston Astros edged the
Philadelphia Phillies 4-3.

"I'm just being consistent,
throwing strikes not only with
the knuckler but with my
other pitches - the slider and
the fast ball," said Niekro,
who has lost just twice. "It
feels good to be on a first-place
club, a team that as been
scoring early for me and
playing great behind me."
The Astros lead the National
League West with a 37-27
record. The latest they have
ever been in first place is June
24.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Los Angeles
Dodgers nipped the St. Louis
Cardinals 9-8, the Cincinnati
Reds beat the New York Mets
4-1, the San Diego Padres
edged the Pittsburgh Pirates
3-2, the Montreal Expos

See Niekro, Page 10-A

We are expecting a G.M.
strike and higher prices, so
we have brought our inventory to an all time high &
have more on the way.

We Need To Move Cars And Are
Passing The Savings On To You!
You Can Save Up To

00
'2,500

During This Stock Reduction Sale
fan

All New 1979...

CADILUCS-OLDSMOBILES-PONTIACS

Bench, Luzinski, Lopes Lead Voting
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK - Cincinnati's
Johnny Bench, Greg 1,uzinski
of Philadelphia and Davey
Lopes of the Los Angeles
Dodgers lead at their positions
in balloting for the National
League All-Star team, the
commissioner's office said •
today.
Bench, who has started
every All-Star game since the
voting was returned to the
fans in 1970, moved into the
top spot for catchers with
346,474 votes, 10,923 ahead
the St. Louis Cardinals'
SirtunVil,
I.uzinski leads he ing for
,588 votes.
outfielders with

George Foster of cindinnati
has 374,624 votes,/ and the
Pittsburgh Pirates' Dave
Parker 390,818 in e race for
outfield
the other sta •
positions.
Lopes leads Cincinnati's Joc
Morgan 422,414-391,268 for
second base.
Philadelphia', ete Rose
(560,128) holdia comfortable
Dodger- StFre •
lea
ov
- t446,850 at first
Gary
Rose's teammate, Mike'
ha
idt, leads Dodger Ron
Cey 598,072-333,933 at third
base, and another Phillie.
LarryAiowa (441,60% is the
leading vote-getter at shorWoo.

Are Included

Gas Savers

Our new lines of full sized Cadillac:, Pontiac: and Oldsmobile: have a better EPA Gas
Mileage than any car in their classes.
Olds-Pontiac-Callilac

PURDO

Satisfied Customers Ars Our
Main Concern

1406 West Main-753-5315
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Norris' No-flitter Failed In 8th

Sports At A Glance
Major League Standings
AMILAIA AN LI...4GL k
EAST
L
Pet. GB
:Baltimore
36 22
Boston
3: 22
1
627
, New N'ort
33 31
541
1
Milwaukee
33 n
532 .64i
Detroit
29 36
527
7
Cley eland
29 30
9
492
Toronto
18 45
:116 22
WEST
California
37 26
517 Minnesota
31 27
534
Texas
32 21
533
341
, Kansas City
33 29
532
34a.
-.̀Chicago
29 31
413
On
;• Seattle
25 38
397 12
19 43
306 174
NedoesdayaGasnes
Toronto 9-2 California 11-10
Cleveland 6. Oakland 4
Detroit 7. Seattle 3
Baltunore 8 Chicago 7. 10 innings
Minnesota 8, New York 7
Boston II, Kansas City 3
Milwaukee S. Texas 4
Thursday's Games
California Rsan 73, at Toronto Huffman 3-gi. iou
Oakland iJohnson 1-8; at Cleveland
Barker 0-01, I 111
Seattle , Huneycutt 3-5 , at Detroit rBillingham 6-3i. ,n
New York 'John 10-1: at Minnesota
(Zahn 4-11. ,ni
Mthvatikre rieavers 3-3, at Tesas • Alexander 3-1,. n
Samna scheduled

Baseball Leaders

AMERICAN LEAGL E
EtATTING 1125 at beta ,-Smalley, Mo.
37tha7arew, CIL 355, Downing, Cal. .5)1;
Kemp. Dee, 351, Wilson, KC 342
RUNS-Glirett, KC, 50. Lansford. CM,
411, Baylor, Cal, 41; Otts, KC, 16, Lynn,
Ban. 45
RBV,Baylar, Cal, 511. Lynn, Ban. 52,
Porter, KC, 48. Bochte, Sea. 47. Cooper,
Mil, 45
HI7I-Glirett. KC, IC Lansford Cal
Houston
576
37 27
Ii,Stiwit7 11140-13.PL
Cincinnati
34 27
557
RemY
6r! Bin,
Ban,
74_
San Francisco
30 32
6
464
DOUBLES
Lemon.
Thornton.
la.
Chi.
469
Angeles
Los
30 34
('Sell: CWashirtn. Chi. 17 Lynn. Ban. 16.
453
29 35
I
San Diego
Bonds.(le, 16, Downing. Cal, 16, McRae.
367 13
Atla nil
22 38
KC, 16. Btail. Tex, 16
Werinesdey Games
TRIPLES--GBrett, KC, 9; Wilson. KC.
Montreal 4 Atlanta 1
6 Randolph. NY,5; Griffin. Tor, 5, 6 Tied
Houston 4. Philadelphia 3
With 1
t'uwinnati 4. New Yorkl
HOME RUNS- Lynn, Ban, 16. Singleton.
San Diego 3, Pittsburgh 2
14; Thomas. Mil 13, Grich, Cal, 13,
Bal.
Los Angeles 9, St Louis 8
Wanes, Sea. 13
Chicago 3. San Francesco 2. 10 innings
STOLEN BASES-teflon), Det, 30.
Thursday's Games
Wilson. KC, 27; Jams, Sea, 72; Otte, KC.
Atlanta ; Solomon 3-2 at Montreal Lee
Si,
Wills Tex, 18
6-3). In ,
PITCHING 6 Decisions -John. NY 10Pittsburgh , Rooker 2-1 at San Diego
I, 909, 213. Kern. Tex, 8-1. 809, 106,
;Jones 5-4 ),
DMartinet, Bat 9-2. 118. 304. Clear, Cal,
Chicago , Lamp 2-4i at San Francisco
750, 2.01; Itenke. Ban. 5-2, .714, 312;
6-2
iBlue
Ry an. Cal. 7-3, .700. 2.42, Jenkins, Tex,7-3,
Only games scheduled
700, 3 45; Waits,(le, 8-4, 667, 3.n.
Fray's Games
STRIKEOUTS-Ryan. Cal, 94; Guidry.
Houston at Montreal. ,is
NY.80, Jenkins, Tex. 74, Kfaver, Chi, 61;
Atlanta at New York. n
Koosman, Min. 59
Cincinnafi at huladelphia, n:
Chicago at San Diego,!nr_
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Pittsburgh at los Angeles n
BATTING 1125 at bats I-Brock. StL,
St Louis at San Francisco, in;
.361; Winfield. SD, 152. Rote. phi, .333;
Murphy. Atl, 348, Hendrick. SIL, 342.
RUNS- Lopes, LA. 59, Kingman, Chi.
44, KHrnandx, SC_ 43; Roy's-ter, M.I. 43,
Schmidt, Flu. 42, North, SF, 42
CLEVELAND BROWNS- Signed Sam
RBI-Winfield. SD, 54; Foster, Cut, 50,
Claphan. offensive tackle. and Curtis
Kingman, flu, 411. Sinunons, Stl.,
Weathers, wide receiver
'Carves. LA, 45
DETROIT LIONS-Signed Tom W Mum,
HITS-Wirdield, SD, 86. Rose, Phi, 83,
punier.
Garvey, LA, 111: Russell, IA. 111, Templeton. StL, r
DOUBLES-Ale,Phi, 21; Mazza, NY,
WS ANGELES RAMS- Traded:Jeh-y
19, Parrish.. Mil. 18, Reitz, SU- II;
Lenin. -kick return specialist, to the
Buckner, Chi, 17, Hendrick. Sit,, 17:
Minnesota Vikings for an undisclosed draft
Griffey, Cm, 17; Baker, LA, 17
choice
TRIPLES-Templeton. Sti. 7, TScott,
MINNESOTA VIKINGS-Acquired
StL, 7. Wudield. SD. 7. Moreno, Pgh, 5.
Jerry Latin, running back, from the Los
Jeruz.. Htn, 5; Nletzget, SF'. 5
Angeles. Rams for an undisclosed draft
HOME RUNS-Kingman, CM. W. Schchoice.
midt, Phi, 1$. LePes, hA, IS. Sunnidns,
StL. 16, Winfield. SD, 15
NEW ENGLAND PATRI-OTS-Signed
STOLEN BASES-Moreno, Pah, 24.
John Spag,nola, tight end.
Throat, Si),. 21; North, SF, 21, Lopes LA,
NEW YORE JETS--Signed Rodger
19, Taveras. NY, IS
Wiley, Roger Farmer and John Coleman,
PITCHING ,6 Decisions:,-LaCoss. ('in.
wide tecievers, Dave Aired. kicker. Mark
8-0. 1.000, 2.32; JNiekro, Iftn, 10-2. 133,
DiFabio and John Suiliano. guards, John
2.43; ?ochry. NY,5-1, .833,3.59; Knepper,
Gallo tackle. Kevin Mantua. rurutmng
SF, 6-2, 750, 3.87; Lamp, Chi, 5-2. .714,
back; Tony ALsdaii. poster; and Monte
4.61. BLee. Mt),6-3_667, 3.11: Rogers, 61a,
Mosiman. tight end.
6-3, 667, 2.61; Vuckovich, StL, 6-3 667.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES- Signed
2.97.
Ben Comns. ruining back, and Don
STRIKEOUTS-Richard, Htn, 100.
Swafford, tackle, to a series of there
Perry, SD, 70; Carlton. Phi, 66. PNiekro
oney ear contracts
All, 65; Sivan. NY, 63
•
NATIONAL LEAGL'E
EAST
Pet. GB
L
Montreal
513 32 22
512
M lows
32 23
32 39
533
Philadetptua
44,
Pittnturgti
32 27
55
473
Chicago
411 10
New York
23 33

Transactions
BASEBALL
American league
. BOSTON RED SOX -Traded George
Scott. first baseman, to the Kansas ('it:,
Royals for Toni Poquette. outfielder.
Acquired Bob Watson. first baseman-oiltfielder, from the Houston Astros for
Peter Ladd. pitcher, a player to be named
-later and an unannounced amount of cash
DETROIT TIGERS-Placed Lou
Whitaker second baseman, on the 15-day
disabled list- Recalled Dave Machemer,
second baseman. from Evansville of the
American Association
National League
CHICAGO CUBS- Signed Thomas
Morris. pitcher. Kirk Ortega and Pedro
Baran. catchers Assigned Morris to Quad
Cities of the Midwest League. Ortega to
Geneva of the .New 'York-Penn League.
Baran to Sarasota of the Gulf Coast
League
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS- Sold John
Tamara°, catcher. to Denver of the
American AssoCiation • .
• FOOTBALL
National Football League

Is Golf Tour Too Long?
By GEORGE STRODE
Coast in 1980 and then play 20 problem is that the tour is too
AP Sports Writer
on the East Coast in 1981. The -long."
- TOLEDO, Ohio — Lee only time we'd all come
Trevino sees other benefits
Trevino insists the men's together strOuld be the to his abbreviated tour
professional
golf
tour, majors," Trevino said.
proposal.
stretched over a current 45
Trevino, the 1968 and 1971
"We wo
conflict with
weeks annually, is too long. Open champion, contends his foot
.'re trying to
And the 39-year-old veteran, idea would work better than get a
going. This
part of the U.S. Open field that the major-minor tour concept would
players in
'teed off today at Inverness currently under study by PGA the fall, when it's winter hereClub, has his own solution.
Commissioner . Deane and summer in Australia," he
"The only way is to split the 'Beaman.
said.
tour into East and West Coast,
"Toledo, Detroit, Seattle,
Trevino also pondered the
Have 25 tournaments for each, Portland, Denver, Chicago, question: Who are the top five
with everybody having to play Las Vegas want tour- candidates to win the
in 20 of them, with $200,000 naments," Trevino said. Open, the first of four annual
purses.
"There's are tremendous majok.tournaments.
"That way television would cities that want to be part of
He stood beside his locker
be competitive. There's the tour.
and thought.
nothing wrong with showing
"I've talked with Mr.
two tournaments at once. Beman about it. He says, "The guys who hit
the ball
Tennis and football do it. Then 'That would make my job high. Jack 4Nicklaus
I will
you'd bring the top players easier with sponsors."
play well. Tom Watson t the 5-1
from tours together. The
This
tournament
is favorite). Johnny Miller hits it
World Series of Golf, would Treltino's 17th start in 1979. high. But I don't know
how
mean something.
"And I'll Wind up playing 25 or he's playing. I don't know if
"A fayer-would play 20 26 tournaments. I'm alfnost 40 Andy Bean hits the ball
high
-tournaments on the West and have a bad -back. The enough."

By the Associated Press
Not only aren't Mike Norris
and Jim Norris related, it
probably would be best not to
invite them to the same party
for a while.
They were in the same
ballpark Wednesday night,
which proved to be bad news
for Mike Norris. The 24-year'
old Oakland right-hander was
six outs away from a no-hitter
and had a 4-0 lead when
Cleveland pinch-hitter Jim
Norris broke up his gem with a
leadoff triple in the eighth.
Before the inning was over,
the Indians had exploded for
six runs, highlighted by Andre
Thornton's three-run homer,
and beat the A's 6-4.
"That's my job," said Jim
Norris. -I have to lead off an
inning and get on base. The
fact that it breaks up a nohitter and we go on and win
makes it even better."
Elsewhere in the American
League, the Baltimore Orioles
nipped the Chicago White Sox
8-7 in 10 innings, the Boston

Red Sox whipped the Kansas
City Royals 11-3, the Minnesota Twins edged the New
York Yankees 8-7, the
California Angels crushed
Toronto 10-2 in the second
game of a double-header after
the Blue Jays took the opener
9-8, the Milwaukee Brewers
shaded the Texas Rangers 5-4
and the Detroit Tigers
trimmed the Seattle Mariners
7-3.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Mike Norris was gone by the
time the game ended but
Oakland
Manager
Jim
Marshall said he "didn't
expect such a great performance" because Norris
hadn't started since May 18.
"He went further than I
thought he would, but his
adrenalin was flowing on no
hitsfor at least two innings."
Orioles 8, White Sox 7

Billy Smith's 10th-inning
double scored Doug DeCinces,
who walked with two out.'
Home runs by Ralph Garr and
Chet Lemon gave the White
Sox a 5-0 lead and lemon's
twwun double snapped a 5-5
tie in the sixthrBaltimore tied it 5-5 with the
help of home runs by John
Lowenstein
and
Eddie
Murray. The Orioles made it
7-7 with an unearned run in theeighth and Rick Dempsey's
solo homer in the ninth.
Red Sox 11, Royals 3
Larry Wolfe hit two solo
home runs, Dwight Evans
added another and rookie
Gary Allenson walloped his
first major league grand slam
to power Boston's 18-hit at- Incl. Wolfe, who had only
three previous career homers,
hit his first leading off the
third inning and added
another following Evans' solo
shot in the fourth. Allenson's
grand slam highlighted a fiverun ninth. The Red ,Sox took

the lead for good on Jim Rice's the third inning before a man
two-run single in the third was retired. They rallied for
inning.
seven runs in the seventh
inning of the opener to erase
Twins 8, Yankees 7
an 8-1 deficit.
Rookie Dave Edwards
slammed a tie-breaking twoBrewers 5, Rangers 4
run homer in the seventh
Sal Bando crashed a
inning as Minnesota rallied Uebreaking homer in the
from a 6-2 deficit on home runs eighth inning as Milwaukee
by New York's Willie Ran- beat old nemesis Ferguson
ilolph, Chris Chambliss and Jenkins. It was Milwaukee's
im Spencer. Edwards' blast, first victory over Jenkins
his first of the year, came off since Aug. 14, 1974.
Ray Burris, who relieved
starter Jim Beattie in the
fifth.
Tigers 7, Mariners 3
.-r." •
Ron LeFlore's bases-loaded
„
Blue Jays 9-2, Angels 8-10
triple keyed a five-run Detroit
Willie Athens belted his first uprising in the fourth inning.
career grand slam to power Champ Summers drove in two
the Angels' victory in the Detroit runs with a single and
nightcap.
Rick
Ce'rone a homer. It was the Tigers'
doubled home the winning run second triumph in as many
in the eighth inning of the games under acting Manager
opener after the Blue Jays Dick Tracewski, the team's
blew a 7-0 lead. California's third base coach-. Sparky
Brian Downing, who drove in Anderson will take over
four Tuns in the opener, added Thursday night replacing Les.
three more in the nightcap as Moos, who wail fired on
the Angels scored six runs in Tuesday,

GUILE HAS LOIN TIRE
PRKESEVERY DAY!
If you've been limping along on
wornout tires simply because you've been
waiting for a sale, here's some really good
news! At your participating neighborhood
Gulf dealer. you'll find low tire
prices every day!(365 days a year.) Yes,

/ow prices on quality tires
that are constructed for the long haul.
When you shop participating Gulf dealers
you can be confident you're getting a
good deal on a grett tire. Just check these
everyday low prices! And start saving today!

ffikwasester

BELTED BIAS

biac naa,,

•

Sal

if 1

578-13 _
600-12
078-13
C78 14
178-14
F78-14
078:14
6178.14

-••••

A depenciaole. popular-priced
tire Four ply polyester cord
body.
WHITEWALLS 1130 MORE

PER

TIRE

560-15
600-15
Gn/-15
1178-15

StlitiMIED

sift

E1

SUMIO

$19.95

878- 1 3
,C78-14

Si A6
_Sal
221
2.34

$29.95
NS gig
4090
4390

2.53
2.76
tat

45 95
441

19.95
21.95

178-14
,F78-14

29.95
32.95
33,5
35-05
3696

078 14
mit! 14

20.95
1.77
2.41

r13-15'

2.1111
2.11

03-15:

2.99

21 95
37-96
311.95
37.95
44.95

818,15
'078.15
H78 15

216
5411

3.95
4690
51 95

J78-15
L78-15

111-

52.95
$2.95

Good mileage at a medium
price TwO fiberglass belts
over two bias polyester
cord body plies

•

95

95

SIZE: A78-13 F.E.T. $1.62

Niekro Boosts Houston
Continued from page 9-A
topped the Atlanta Braves 4-1
and the Chicago Cubs trimmed the San Francisco Giants
3-2 in 10 innings.

Cubs 3, Giants 2

Murray Baseball Association
Drew Lyons and Greg
Lassiter; banged three hits
'each, including doubles, to
:lead the Braves over the
VankS 10-3 last night in a Park
league makeup game.

Phils vs Mets, 5:30 p.m.,
Astros vs Orioles,8.
LITTLE LEAGUE
—
Today: Twins vs Cards, 6'
p.m., Pirates vs Yanks, 8:
Friday: Cubs vs Astros, 6.
Reds vs A's,8.
—Randy Jones aisn chipped in
KENTUCKY LEAGUE —
• Iliree hits for the winners, Today: Cubs vs Cards, Pirates
. while the Yanks were paced vs Reds; Friday: Yanks vs
-by' Jeff Crouse's triple and 'Twins, A's vs Astros.
BaiTell's doubter
PARK LEAGUE — Today:
Cubs vs Cards,5 p.m., Reds vs
The Schedule
Mets. Friday: Twins Vs
- -COLT LEAGUE — Today: Astros, 5, Yanks vs Pirates,
.Giants vs Tigers. 5:30 p.m., 6:15.
Sraves vs Giants,8:45.
T-BALL — Today: Cubs vs
PONV\LEAGUE — Today: Reds,5 p.m., Mets vs Reds,6.

_

'- `'414A°

S ZE
BR784 175R L3
AFf78-13 165R 13
D6178-14
ERIS-14
1855-14
_
1678-14 195R-14
067814 MR 14

A lOwer cost radial tire alternative Two we steel belts
over-two radial polyester cord
body plies

10178-14 215R 14
WINOS 165R 15
-F628-15 145R 15
0578 15205R-14

$1.19
is1

639.95
39.95

2.27
2,36

52.95

2-56
2.116
2.96
1.14
2.33

J678-15.2291-15

2.73
2.9$
3.11

(6713 151350 15

3.30

1678- 15 215R,15

53.95
54.95
62.95
66.95
51 95
56.95
66.95
66.95
71.95
73.95

5111

Hsre 14215ii
Our best mileage getter.
Two wide steel belts over
two radial polyester cord
body plies

Phone Allstate and
compare your present
homeowner's insurance
price and coverages w)th
OURS, Maybe 1 can save
you some money.

Allstate'

SIZE: BR78 175R-13
$1.98

SIZE: BR78/175R-13
FET.$1.98

WHY WAIT FORA
TIRE SALE?

You're in good- hands.
lia•to In•ur•ne•

Northbrook IL_

See these Gulf Dealers For their Everyday Low Pr,ces

See or Phone

.So 81111mrsit CPCV
Ger Illhigtode

--

r.

Owen 11111144,440
he Scruggs
No Shipley
75.

Murray Insurance
Agent
Sala* CoMer

1514111

14

GR79-15.2059 15
!:
1 255
J678-15-T2255-15
ilik 152354-15

95
Can I save
you money on
homeowner's
insurance?
Call and
compare.

f1 T

8978 111/5/1 13
06/8-14
. .
ER78 14-1855 14
1678 14 1150 )4
GRI8 14 2055 14

University Gulf,"LD" Workman
5 Points Murray, Ky.

,

Dodgers 9, Cards 8
Dave Lopes slugged his 18th
home run, singled and drove
in three runs as Los Angeles
knocked St. Louis out of first
place in the NI. East. The
Cards trail Montreal by onehalf game.
Rick Sutcliffe, 74, got the
victory'. It was his sixth. in
eight decisions since moving
into the starting rotation in
-early May and he is 6-0 at
Dodger Stadium.
The Cards threatened with a
seven-run rally in the ninth
inning, including a grandalam

Reds 4, Mets 1
• Mike LaCoss, 8-0, limited
the Mets to -one hit in five
innings before leaving the
game because of a sore elbow.
Tom Hume worked the last
four innings and also allowed
just one hit.
-It all stems from confidence," said LaCoss, who
was 4-8 with the Reds last year
after coming up from the
minors. "Last year I didn't
feel I could go out and
dominate a game. This year I
feel I can."
Junior Kennedy had a
tworun single for the Reds and
Vic Correll and George Foster
had RBI singles.

Steve Dillard's bases-loaded
infield single in the 10th inning
drove in the winning run for
the Cubs and took the glitter
away from the return of San
Francisco starter John
Montefuseo, who came off the
disabled list and pitched five
strong innings, leaving the
game with a 2-1 lead.
The Cubs tied the score in
the eighth on three straight
singles off reliever Gary
Lavelle, then won it in the 10th
against Randy Moffitt, 1-5.

GULF
45,000 MILE
STEEL RADIAL

36,000 MILE
STEEL RADIAL

OIS $ $P11•:8

--Joe Niekro is 10-2 with a 2.43
earned -rtm average. His 40year-old brother, Phil, is 7-9
with a 4.51 ERA for the
Atlanta braves.

home run by Tony Scott and a
two-run single by Garry
Templeton, but Dodgers
reliever Terry Forster struck
out Lou Brock to preserve the
victory.

IvIsC_AL_naster

Stiffelp
I.
849.05
61.95
63.95
66.05
73 95
71.95
78.95
7196
$195
83.95

a
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NA Urged To Lower
Cost Of Electricity

for
th
(se

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Since fuel costs have fallen
below projections, the Tennessee Valley Authority
should lower the electric rates
it charges, the head of the
President's Council on Wage
and Price Stability says.

a
ee
,e

In a letter to TVA Chairman
S. David Freeman, council
Chairman Barry Bosworth
said the government utility
unintentionally
received
revenue above the cost of fuel
after the agency dropped its
system of varying monthly
charges based on fuel costs.
The TVA board of directors
dropped the system in
January.
If the council's information
is true, Bosworth said, the
council believes that the TVA
board ought to consider an
adjustment in its rate
structure for the last quarter
or its current fiscal year 4July

ed
oit
•
wo
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er
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er
on

through September) in order
to rebate at least a portion cot
the excess charge to its
customers."
Freeman said the rebates
and a rate decrease are
unlikely.
The board canceled a 61
/
2
percent rate increase at its
quarterly meeting three
weeks ago. But the board is
expected to authorize a rate
increase for sometime next
year.
We are quite proud of the
fact that we've been able .to
contribute to the president's
anti-inflation campaign by
avoiding a 6,-2 percent rate
increase this year that would
otherwise
have
been
necessary," Freeman said.
Freeman acknowledged
that fuel costs have been lower
than expected, but he said
TVA revenues would little
more than cover the government utility's expenses.

CNIIM.
I 101%
1 T
.
Specials good
1401 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4682june 14 through hos 20 NE GUM ACCEPT F000 STAMPS

Two Escapees From
1.a Grange Captured

All 3 With
$35.00 Order
Betty Crocker
Soper Wet

Cake
Mix

Plain or Self Rising
Buy One
Get One
18/
1
2oz.
Unit 1
With $12.50 Additional
Piwohass balsam;
Tobacco 1 Dairy Products

CANNING
Mrtn

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

SALT

24 oz

Libby's

$119
I

Minute Maid

CORNED BEEF

/
1
4 gal

$137
I

Log Cabin Complete

69'
Sunlite Sunflower

PANCAKE MIX

32 oz.

99'

ilm
Hyde
A Pork
Bt1R
32ez

OIL

ER NUS
Hyde Pork4

STEA SAUCE

$1.2 Million In
Wines'And Spifits
Flushed By Guards

I.

al.
:
;
I
11"
Fr7at:re-

Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

Marble Hill Contractor
Cited For Concrete Voids
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — plant near Madison, Ind., was
A contractor at the Marble cited for failure to
identify the
Hill nuclear power plant problem and to
make proper
construction site has been :repairs,Strasma said.
cited for failing to properly., A former Newberg
emrepair cavities in the concrete ployee, Charles
'Edward
reactor containment walls, Cutshall, has alleged
that
according to a federal official
construction company ofJan Strasma, a spokesman ffcials on several
occasions
for
the
U.S.
Nuclear ordered workers to patch
Regulatory Commission in voids so that NRC inspectors
Chicago, said Wednesday that would not see them.
NRC inspection of the Marble
PSI officials have said that
Hill auxiliary building and all defects. in the
concrete
both reactor buildings in April walls have now been repaired
found\
evidence
of in -accordance with federal
honeycombing,.or voids, in the standards.
walls formed by uneven
According to an account
distribution of concrete.
broadcast Wednesday night
Newberg Construction Co., by Louisville television station
a contractor to Public Sem ice WAVE, the NRC said the
Indiana which is building the Marble Hill construction
site
contains more than the
average
number
of
honeycombed sections of
concrete than are usually
found in nuclear plant construction.
The: first of two 1,130megawatt pressurized water
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — reactors is scheduled to ge,-.
Revolutionary guards poured into service in 1982. The plant
an estimated $1.2 million is being built eh the Ohio River
worth of wines, spirits, about 30 miles upstream from
champagne and imported Louisville.
beer belonging to the Intercontinental Hotel down the drains, carrying out an order"
from
Tehran's Islamic
revolutionary court.
Ayatollah
Ruhollah
Khomeini banned the drinking
of alcoholic beverages in
NICHOLASVILLE, Ky
accordance with-the teachings
of Islam after the overthrow of (AP) — Two escapees from
Shah
Mohammad
Reza the La Gran6 Reformatory
been \ captured,
Pahlavi in February. Some have
hotels' cellars . were con- authorities said. \
Tony
Browder,
22,
fiscated, but the Intercontinental and others locked Madisonville, and - Eugene
theirs
up
until
the Ashcraft, 28, Lexington, were
revolutionary regime decided arrested Tuesday while
what should be done with waiting for money to be wired
to them at a Western Union
them.
office
in a Nicholasville store.
All local wine and liquor
They were among seven
stores have been closed, and
the revolutionary guards are inmates who walked away
rerted to have destroyed from the Roederer Farm
more than $14 million worth of Center near the reformatory
last weekend. Two escapees
drink owned by them.
were captured Monday in
Louisville. Three others
remained at large.
Browder wgs serving 10
years for armed robbery. Ashcraft %trios serving a life sentence foi niurder. '
Both men were lodged in jail
here and charged with
escaping from a state institution, according to deputy
jailer Roger Donahue.

Owen's Best
Beats All
The Rest

Hyde Pork

CATSUP
Libby's Deep Brown—

3/87'
99'

PORK & BEANS
11 oz.

Kroft 1000 Island

DRESSING

HO4kpark

TEA RA

Kraft

100ct

BAR-B-0
SAUCE

Hyde Park Moist

CAT FOOD

12 oz

8 oz

69'

Authorities Report

The
Original
transportation
machine

N.

MILK

q°1

I

Red Hawaiian

Hyde Parkio-Col

MILK

PUNCH

Green Top

gal.

Hyde Park 7 Oz

Hyde Park Homogenized

SPAGHETTI
U.S. Choice
Boneless

DOG FOOD

Hyde Pork Instant

HONDA
EXPRESS'
.iiiiiquestartingsysterrl
• Reliable aacc twostroke engine
.Autornaticooiniection

$349.00

HONDA
GONG rnroasc

Overby Honda
801 S. 4th
Hwy.121 S.
Murray, Kentucky
(502)753-4092
9:00-5:30 Tue.-Sat.
Closed Sun.& Mon.

SOMERSET, Ky.(AP) —A
Pulaski Circuit Court jury has
acquitted a city police officer
of a misconduct charge involving a traffic accident
report.
Vatrolrnan Johnny New was
suspended without pay for one
week and placed on six
months probation after a city
council hearing April 30. The
council charged he altered the
accident report because it
involved his father.
During Tuesday's trial, New
said he corrected the report,
but did not alter it.
The jury . deliberated only
five minutes before finding
New innocint. Judge Phillip
K. Wioker ruled the council's
punishment invalid and ordered New reimbursed for lost
pay

25 LB $499

Hyde Park

4/89'

CAT FOOD

Golden Grain Mac & Cheese

Old South Pickled

$181

WATERMELON CANTALOUPE
'HONEYDEW

Somerset Police
Officer Acquitted

CHUCK
ROAST.

Cycie I & Cycle 2

11100
e

32 oz$129

11 89

DELI

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST MEAT. DEPT. IN TOWN
Leon

PRODUCE DEPT

Owen's Famous Pit Bar-B-0

PORK CUTLETS

lb $169

Emge Fully Cooked

S109

HAMS.

Hoff or Whole 14-17 lb ovg

Field's 1 Lb

WIENERS

919
lb

Field's I Lb

BOLOGNA

51 19
lb

Grade A Fresh

CHICKEN BREASI?S

5109
lb

BEEF

Fresh Crisp Head
lb S"

Owen's Best

BAKED HAM

fb S98

CABBAGE

lb

California
half or whole S19

39'

RED PLUMS

Li

15`
59'

Owen's Best Oven Baked

TURKEY BREASTS

lb

S/29
j

i
H irg
n roAPPLES

Owen's Best Pit Cooked

BAR-B-0 RIBS

lb

39'

lb

19'

lb2
S89
Golden Ripe

U S. Choice Boneless

SWISS STEAK.

ea

Home Grown

Owen's Famous Pit Baked

HAM

LETTUCE

lb

4 \

$199

°CHICKEN SALAD

lb

$1I 99

BANANAS
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Wayne Became A Catholic
24-Hours Before His Death
LOS ANGELES AP) —
John Wayne, known for his
tough talking movie ways,
rarelyt went to church. But 24
hours before he died, "The
Duke" became a Catholic and
received the last rites, his
family says.
Wayne, whose parents were
Presbyterian, had three wives
--- all _Catholic. His seven
children and 21 grandchildren
were raised as Catholics.
The wife of Wayne's eldest
son, Michael, declined to
disclose plans for her fatherin-law's burial Wednesday,
saying details will be made
public afterward.
"That's about all I can say.
The ceremony will be
private," Mrs. Wayne said.
Father Robert Curtis, a
Paulist priest and clAplain at
UCLA Medical Center where
Wayne died Monday at age 72
after a long bout with cancer,
confirmed the actor's conversion to Catholicism.
-John Wayne was received
into the Catholic Church the
WHAT A JUMP! — Darren Gibson, 12, son of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Gibson, shows off his skateboarding skills for
day before he died," Curtis
brother Chad, left, and Eric Hogancamp, 8, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hogancamp. The photo was taken and the film
said in a statement read by
processed and printed by 13-year-old Charlekella, son_of Mr. and Mrs. Ron Cella. All the families live in the PlainMargaret
Morris,
a
view.Drive area.
spokeswoman for St. Paul the
'Apostle's Church in Los
Angeles.
"Mr. Wayne was conscious
at the time. We are not at
liberty to speak about
something that is a personal
matter between a priest and a
penitent."
Michael Waybe Was quoted
WASHINGTON 1AP ) —
Endowment
for
the college degrees in regional South, but homogenisation is in the New York Daily
News
Nobody is talking about Humanities.
no more 'a reality hero than
studies.
as saying that his father asked
stuffing the .South with foranywhere
else."
In charge is William Ferris
And the Center for the Study
Curtis to convert him "the day
maldehyde, mounting it and of 'Southern Culture will
At the University of
be a Jr., 37, who has a Ph.D. from'
charging people 50 cents for a place where students can earn Penn and used to teach Mississippi, the Center for before he died.•'
look at a disappearing way of a degree by studying the folklore at Jackson State Afro-American Studies is
life.
languages, anthropology, College, a predominantly directed by Cleveland Donald,
But an agent of Washington
the second black to graduate
history, literature, religion, black school, and at Yale.
is in Oxford, Miss., today folkway's, folklore or folksongs
His roots are antebellum. from Ole Miss. ,Ferris'
announCing that $300,000 in of tpe South.
His father raises soybeans ,students will draw on Donald's
government_ money is to be
From William Faulkner to outside Vicksburg, Miss.
resources,too.
At
spent to help create the Center Elvis Presley.
, Not that Ferris thinks the
One project of the Center for
for the Study of Southern
From okra to'grits.
South is about to lose its the Study of Southern Culture
Culture at the University of
From Scarlett O'Hara to character.
will be an oral history based
Mississippi.
Pogo.
"The melting pot theory has on interviews of those who
The agent is Joseph Duffey,
From Frederick Douglass to been pretty much shown not to were around on Oct. 1, 1962,
the West Virginia-born former George Wallace.
have happened," -be said in a when James Meredith became
Congregationalist preacher
This will be the first place in telephone interview. "Things the first black to enroll at the
who runs the National America which will grant will certainly change
in the university.

Center For Study Of Southern
Culture Established At Miss.

"I wasn't in the room at the continued to pour in — intime," Michael said, "but cluding plans to dedicate a
Father Curtis gave Dad the wing of the hospital in
last sacraments. It was either Wayne's name.
"We had hundreds of calls
Saturday or Sunday. I don't
know all the technicalities of yesterday," she said Wedthe church or what constitutes nesday, "and a couple of
conversion but Dad did die in hundred today." Callers were
advised not to send flowers but
the church."
to make a "more meaningful"
Meanwhile, at UCLA contribution to the John
Medical
Center,
Wayne Memorial Cancer
spokeswoman
Bonnie Fund, as Wayne's sons
Whitham said the tributes Michael and Patrick
had

Donations will go toward
dedicating a John Wayne floor
or wing in the new 17-story
Jonsson Cancer Research
Center on the UCLA campus,
she said.
"We've had checks start at
$1 and go to $100," said
Whitham. "I had a commitment over the phone for
$10,000." She was unable to
say exactly how much money
had been pledged to the fund.

SHOWROOM & PARKING LOT
SALE
SAYINGS FROM

20% TO 70%

OFF MANUFACTURES SUGGESTED RETAIL

2 DAYS ONLY
Friday June 15th & Saturday June 16th
Mayfield Location Only
I

U.S. 45 NORTH.. ACROSS
FROM MAYFIELD GENERAL
TIRE PLANT • 247-7710

I

IGDON

-urnFIELD
iture

OPEN MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
AND SATURDAY,8 AM - 5 PM
OPEN FRIDAY 8 AM .8 PM

MAY

tiP

scows
We
Say

Who'll Pay You 9.047% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (181) days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount.of $10000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest rate is subject to change at maturity.
This 9.047% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through June
10, 1979

Spalding
Practice
Balls
50'5/8" Vinyl
50 Flexable Sprinkler it<
Pulsating Sprinkler

Reg. $1.79'

$109
Can Of 3

Now
N

WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS:
TERMS3 months

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

ANNUAL
INTEREST

ANNUAL YIELD
DAILY
COMPOUNDING

$100

5.5%

5.653%

1 or 2 years

S1,000

6.0%

6.183%

2' 2 or 3 years

$1,000

6.5%

6.715%

4 years

$1,000

7.25%

7.518%

6 years

$1,000

7.50%

1.187%

8 or 10 years

$1,000

7.75%

8.057%

*lik Dad as special as yours
deserves the very_ best
The love you have for your special Dad ah- be
expressed so well with a Hallmark card and gift
Remember him on Father's Day, Sunday, June
°
17
;WU

b.yTh,

7WE VERY REST
DAD Of ALL
,

Federal law requires a substantial interest penalty on amounts ‘k ithdrav,:i before maturity aiiin to f,,r.
feiture of 90days interest and the Yeduction of the remaining interest to the passbook rate.

17€ PEOPLES BANK
1447.2
MURRAY
Member FDIC

*it
-tit( wuvtir.,

KY.

Scott's Drug'

It's easy to transfer your
prescriptions to Scott's.
Simply bring in your bottle
and our pharmacitt will
make
the
necessary
prriwigement with your doctor. Then you too can enjoy
the ease, convenience and
savings of being a Scott's
customer.

Chestnut Street
753-2547

,g
'A
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Nunn Wants To
Debate John Y.

ward
floor
story
arch
opus,
wt at
said
COM-

for
Ile to

e

limey

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) --Republican gubernatorial
candidate Louie Nunn says
that he -wants to debate
Democratic candidate John V.
Brown Jr. and won't accept a
substitute. --- Nunn refused Wednesday to
take part in a question-andanswer session with state
Auditor George Atkins, who
was Brown's representative at
a meeting of the Kentucky
County Judge-Executive's
Association here.
Atkins said that Brown was
honeymooning in California
with his wife, Phyllis George.
The auditor, who withdrew
from
the
Democratic
gubernatorial primary and
threw his support to Brown,
said that ,Brown planned to
begin his fall campaign in
mid-August.

Season's First Tropical Storm
Nearing Western Bahama Islands
By The Associated Press
Small-boat owners from
South Carolina to Key West,
Fla., were advised to stay in
port today as the Atlantic
hurricane season's first
tropical depression approached
the
western
Bahamas off southeast
Florida.
The National Hurricane
Center said early today the
depression's center was about
160 miles south-southeast of
Miami. Highest winds were
estimated at 35 mph.
Meanwhile, clear to partly
cloudy skies dominated most
cif the nation's weather picture
today with isolated but heavy

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
down Answer to-Warbaradepta-PramAe---ACROSS _
4 Hungarian
1 Small rug
Cavalryman
4 Speed ._
5 Exact oppo9 Quarrel
sites
_
12 Guido's
6 Let it stand
high note
7 Man's nick13 Up to
name
•
14 Hurry
_15 Scottish cap 8 Spanish article
16 Stalk
iauii
,9_ Greek letter
17 Form
- --JO Lubricate
20 Zeus' be- _11 Marry
17 Tempers
loved
21 State. Abbr 19 About
23 Short sleep 20 Electrified
particle
24 Prepared
21 Father Sp
food
46 Transaction
force
22 Fairy in
•
28 Limb
47 Greek letter
The
29 Tableland
30 Stoutness
48 Rodent
Tempest"
31 Cargo unit
32 Expires
49 Emmet
33 Locations
3.4 Click beetle 24 Fenced-in
50 As written:
37 Lair
yard •
35 Kind of dive
Mus.
38 Gawks
,36 Inhabitants 25 An apteryx
52 Moisture
42 Latin con
39 Like: Suffix 26 Babylonian
oOr
junction
53 Female deer
hero
40 Puffs up
55 State: Abbr.
45 Fuel
41 Native: Suf- 27 Units of
fix
43 While
Mali
1
3 "
flail
U Printer's
a
measure
ill
2
45 Maps
ilIII
II
16
3
1
47 Eons
50 Scorch
51 Sum up
54 Beige
Mil
55 Platform
56 Zodiac Sign
-57 Siamese

unn
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coin
58 Appointments
59 Female
sheep
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than an inch of rain in one
Louisiville. _
hour
near
Thunderstorms developed -over North Dakota early
today.
Farther west, showers were
The slightly cooler weather
in the West was expected to rare. A thunderstorm packing
provide welcome relief for 70 miles per hour roared
firefighters battling brush through northern Utah. Power
blazes in the Southera --lines were reported down in
California badlands. Desert Logan. And 60 mph gusts
winds and searing heat- in collapsed the roof of a grocery
recent days have sent the store under construction in
mercury soaring beyond 100 Jackson, Wyo. Four men were
degrees, but forecasters said a injured.
slowcooling trend should hold
The cool weather was Slowly
readings in the 90s today.
ending in the Great Lakes
Along the Atlantic Coast, region. Only a few places were
only Florida was partly cloudy in the 40s early today. The cool
and a few showers were spots - with some readings in
showing up around the state. the 30s - were found in
Clear skies ruled the southern Pennsylvania and northern
half of the country. Skies were New England. Readings in the
partly cloudy across the 60s were common through the
Midwest and the Ohio Valley. Gulf Coast states.
Isolated thunderstorms
Temperatures around the
boomed through portions of nation early today ranged
Kentucky. On Wednesday from 35 in Bradford, Pa., to 95 night, a storm dumped more in Blythe, Calif.

thundershowers dotting
Kentucky, North Dakota and
Utah and some showers were
reported in Florida.

Wholesale Cigarette
Head Admits Smuggling
PHILADELPHIA (AP) The president of North
Carolina's largest cigarette
wholesale company has
pleaded guilty in federal court
to conspiring to smuggle
North
from
cigarettes
Carolina to Pennsylvania.
Edward Lee Bryan was one
of 10 persons indicted by a
federal grand jury last week
on charges of participating in
a $7.$ million smuggling ring.
He pleaded guilty Wednesday
to a single count of conspiracy
as part of an agreement with
federal prosecutors.
A plea bargain calls for
Bryan, president of Southern
Wholesale Co_ of Goldsboro,
N.C., to testify in the trials of
others indicted.
U.S. District Court Judge
John Fullam deferred sentencing Bryan, who face' a
maximum penalty of up to five
years in prison, and $10,000 in
fines.
The members of the alleged
smuggling ring were charged
with illegally having pur-

PEANUTS

1
..6000 LUCK!

UJOLO! THAT MU5T BE
EXCITING FOR A NEW
FARMER LIKE (:)URSELF

chased more than four million
cartons
of
unstamped
cigarettes in North Carolina
since 1972., The defendants
then allegedly imprinted
counterfeit tax stamps on the
cigarettes and sold them in
Pennsylvania without paying
state taxes.
HENDERSON, Ky. I AP)
A sfaTepolice investigation of
the
Henderson
County
sheriff's department is expected to be presented to
County Attorney Bill Markwell this week.
The -probe was completed
last Friday but state police
Capt.:David Fulks said'e've
got to tie up some loose ends.
Our'rough notes will have to
be typed into outline form so
that people will Understand
what we've found out."
Markwell asked state,police
to handle_ the probe after
Sheriff
Charles
West
requested an inquiry into
reports of misconduct in his
department.

ACTUALLq,14E 5NOUL0N 7
14AVE ANY TROUBLE
5ELLIN6 ONE RADISH.

WillitE1131

I. LEGAL NOTICE

I LEGAL NOTICE

1. LEGAL NOTICE

PROPOSED FLOOD ELEVATION DETERMINATIONS FOR
THE CITY OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY

Nadir the National Flood Insurance Program
AGENCY: Office of Federal Insurance and Hazard Mitigation, FEMA.
ACTION: Proposed rule.
SUMMARY:
Technical information or comments are solicited on the proposed base (100year) flood elevations listed below for selected locations in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky.
These base (100-year) flood elevations are the basis for the flood plain
management measures that the community is required to either adopt or show
evidence of being already in effect in order to qualify or remain qualified for
participation in the National Flood Insurance Program ( NFIP).
DATES:
The period for comment will be ninety (90) days following the second
publication of this proposed rule in a newspaper of local circulation in the
above-named community.
ADDRESSES:
Maps and other information showing the detailed outlines of the flood-prone
areas and the proposed base (100-year) flood elevations are available for
review at City Planner's Office, City Hall,5th and Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky, 42071.
Send comments to: Mayor Henley or Mr. Steve Zea, City Planner City Hall,
5th and Poplar Streets, Murray,Kentucky,42071.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Mr. Richard 1Crinun
National Flood Insurance Program
(202)755-5581 or T9I1 Free Line(800)424-11872
Room 5270
451 Seventh Street,SW
Washington, D.C. 20410
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
The Federal Insurance Administrator gives notice of the proposed determinations of hash,(100-year) flood elevations for the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, in accordance with section 110 of the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 (Pub. L. 93-234), 87 Stat. 980, which added section 1363 to the
National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 (Title XIII of the Housing and Urban
Development Act of 1968(Pub. L. 90-448), 42 U.S.C. 4001-4128, and 24 CFR 1917.4
( a).
These elevations, together with the flood plain management measures
required by Section 1910.3 of the program regulations, are the minimum that
are required. They should not be construed to mean the community must
change any existing ordinances that are more stringent in their flood plain
management requirements. The community may at any time enact stricter
- requirements on its own, or pursuant to policies established by other Federal,
State, or regional entities. These proposed elevations will also be used to
calculate the appropriate flood insurance premium rates for new buildings and
their contents and for the second layer of insurance on existing buildings and
their contents.
The proposed base(100-year i flood elevations for selected locations are:
Elevation,feet,
National Geodetic
Location
Vertical Datum
Source of Flooding
466
Just downstream of Main
Clarks River
Street(Highway 94)
468
Just downstream of,Old
Concord Road
Tributary 1
to-Clarks River

Bee Creek

Tributary to Bee
Creek

Tributary to Middle
Fork Clarks River

480

Just upstream of South
Second Street
Just upstream of South
Fourth Street

485 •

464

Just upstream of the
eastern corporate limits
Just upstream of North
Fourth Street

2. NOTICE
FREE STORE. 759 4600
S. HELP WANTED
ATTRACTIVE, BROAD
MINDED young woman, 21
32, needed to assist in grape
peering fulfillment proiect
No experience necessary
Sena resume with hand
writing sample to Grape.
Box 231, Murray, Kentuca v
42071

lamommommiaw
ORTHODONTIC
LABORATORYTECHNICIAN
Job specifications. 21
years
or
over;
minimum high school
education;
enjoy
working with your
hands; willing to learn
new specialized
Send resume to P.O.
Box 32 U, Murray,Ky.
4111111111111MINNINNIMINE\
PART TIME help. day and
_., night shift. Apply_ at Bob's
_
'
Drive-In, 810 enesintirStreet, between 8-10 am and
2-4:3G pm.
RECEPTIONIST
CLERK.
Full time, Monday through
Friday. Apply in person at
Stone Lang Co., 206 South 4th
.Street.
WANTED: PERMANENT
kW-Tor a reliable woman, to
do housework 3 or 3/
1
2 days
per
week,
would
be
responsible for 2 children
some of the time. Live in
Lynn Grove area. Call 4354500 after 3 pm.
WAITRESS
WANTED.
Apply
at
Gallimore's
Restaurant in Hazel, KY.
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
perscin' to babysit and clean,
-Call 753,9474.
WA I TR ESS --WANT E
Apply in person at Sykes
Cafe, 100 Maple Street.
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
lady to keep infant in my
home. References required_
Phone 753-6511.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
BABYSITTING IN my home.
Call 753-0347.
HOUSECLEANING. Cali
436-5549. Reliable pnd efficient. Can give references.
WOMEN WOULD like to
hang wall paper and paint.
Call after 3 pm,4374617.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
G000
ESTABLISHED
business in Bel-Air Shopping
Center. For further in
formation 'call 753-0675.
RUN YOUR own Snowball
business. For information
call 1-439-4095.
12. INSURANCE
1976 BUICK SPECIAL, V-6,
new tires, excellent con
dition, good gas mileage. 7534710.

468

478

Just upstream of the confluence with Bee Creek
Just downstream of U.S.
Highway 641 (North 12 S Street)

480

ummar

Just upstream of U.S. Highway 641 (South 12th Street)
Just upstream of Meadow Lane

496
509

The Class
of '98
o nom to tncludo 'hos vouog
mon losooun ho porocts hod
booklono
rho So...01 to
too od000toon
up fords
wt.! • Golden Yocoh
no.
otkood by PACO lito
Pi•m
Inouronoo COMPD.
,
/

ean

2. NOTICE

COWIO.
111,90,10eFOOto,OSr
,
d,

NANCY-OUR NEW

REPRIGERA!UR
CAME TODAY-DID YOU
SEE
IT

YES---I TRIED
TO OPEN IT
AND I CAN'T

IT OPENS L_IKE
SAFE, AND ONLY
I KNOW THE
COMBINATION

MOON 15
BEAUTIFUL
UP THERE.
50 ROUND,
50 FULL

e,UR
•

.
4

41?

a

RICKY ALEXANDER
CUSTOM
DOZER WORK
489-2695

INTERESTING
HOW THE SAME
QUALITIES ON
EARTH DO NOT
NECESSARILY
ADD UP TO
BEAUTY

Ali

_1L
1_____
64
410

Rea
HONEY WOULD You)
PLEASE TELL ME
WHERE Nore._

mAGAziNE;l'

( I

THOUGHT YOU WERE
f
\ FINISHED SO I THREW
IT IN THE
-4144f
GARBAGE
L AST WEEK

I WON'T .
TEL.i...`ADU IF
YOU YELL LIKE
THAT

MANTON

rJOKKO-TELL THEM WE'VE
ENOUGH FIRE PIDWER TO
KNOCK OFF EVERYBODY
• IN THIS DUMP- LIKE
TPESE BIRD5„

fashioned
REAL
OLD
hickory smoked barb-q, by
the shoulder or by the pounds
packaged to go at Big Joe's
Bar- B-Q, Coldwater Road,
759-1864.

[

Photo Copy
Machine
Sales li Service
TWIN LIKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS

WELL,AT LEAST
I KNOW WHERE
IT iS!

IF VOL
NEED THEM
489-2414
Airport
753-9332
Ambulance
Comp. Care ....753-6622
Fire (City) .... .753-1441
753-6952
Fire(County)
753-5362
Foster Parents
753-5131
Hospital
Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-0849
759-4141
Humane Soc
Learn To Read ... 753-2288
753-NEED
Needline
753-1792
Parents' Anon.
Poison Control . 753-7588
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue Squad
753-0929
Senior Citizens
753-3151
Sheriff
1-800-592-5401
State Pol.
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep
handy
near the telephone.

CUT THATJUNGLE
JIVE. WHERE'S
THE GOLP

[

GOD IS LOVE. I John 4.8.
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness, and all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 6:33. 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE, 7594600. Bible Facts and Free
Store. Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12:30 on WSJP.

1

FRAMES AND
Batter Boy Tomatoes 20' sea
Bell, Cayenne, Pimento,
Jelapino, Sweet Banana, Not
Banana Pepper 20' each
Liege Selection of Shrubs,
Cactus, House Mons and
Hanging Baskets.
Closed Sunday
end Monday

HUTCHEN'S
PUNT
FARM

DO YOU OWN ANY

"IDLEDMONDS?
Let us reset
them in kivelv
. Tar Resistible"

'5TUDS
I,IstirriAtie-ccerrier
-.rieni.t,d *41 IV,
'
•

FURCHES JEWELRY
S 4th Murray

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

Located 6s miles West of
' Hazel, Ky turn west on State
Line Road at Hazel, go 5'-s
miles, turn left at sign, go I
mile.

•

753-8298

Is A Specialty-At

901 7124406

((TAN

PORTRAITS

Starks Hardware

EAR

Larry's
Clean-Up
- &Body Shop
753-7669

Bonnie Spann
now at Northwood
Beauty Salon,
Highway--641
North, -.1 Block
-b-ehind The
Village. 7591242,

CARTER STUDIO

753-0123

0
1011Mtaai
i

WHERE'S MY
MAGAZINE?!

2. NOTICE

7

BIBLE CALL
Hear Wednesday and
Thursdaii "Authority in
the Home,'--i59-4444,
"ChildrenStary. Jacob is Fooled" 7594445.
Hickory smoked bar-beque, 25 years experience. Roberson HihBurger Inn, 413 S. 4th
St. 753-9151.

BEETLE BAILEY
t/004), THAT

2. NOTICE

Jack
Stanley
Plumbing
and
Household
Repair
Call Today
768-1021
I guarantee
.my work
in writing.

We're Cot the .Shieht
for 1 ou
Ileml• Om I
Wooly Om

210E Main
753-0489 ,

MO al 9E17111

14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm;
474-8838.
JUNK CARS deliver or will ,
:
--Call 474-8854 or 527- '.
plck--ttp1315.
WANT TO buy: 10 speed
bicycle. Call after 4 pm, 7674316.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE -1962 INTERNATIONAL
MOBILE home; 1964 Ford
pickup truck; 100 watt utility
pole. Call 437-4128.
NEW HOSPITAL beds, innerspring mattress; baby
bed With innerspri-ng mat
tress; and Sunbeam vacuum
and attachments. Call 7535173 after 7 pm.
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753-1551 or 753
9104,
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
BEDROOM SUITE, living
washer,
furniture,
room
glass dinette, 'etc: Call 753
Jackson
ask
for
Mr.
8777 and
BEIGE COUCH, conventiai
design, in good condition
Love seat, 2 maple step
tables and a cobbler's bench
Early
piece
Table.
7
American dining set, 42"
round table extends to 66".
With 6 mate's chairs in dark
pine finish. White bedroom
furniture, 2 chests and a
headboard_
desk, wicker
Phone 753,5788.
•
COUCH; TWO chairs, dorm
size refrigerator; 21" color
t.v., cabinet style; stereo
record player. Call 753-5525.
FOR SALE. beautiful white
velvet Couch and chair, $150
Also 21 foot- chest-freezer,
$50. 753 8598.
-Ind
FULL "SIZE mattress
box .springs, good condition
Phone 753 0814.
19. FARM EQUIP.
FULL 1 HP electric weed
and grass trimmer, cuts with
fish line, has automatic line.
Wallin
dispenser, $41.99.
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee,
GOOD USED garden tiller, 3
hp, $75. Call 489 7440 after 5
,
pm.
GAS POWERED weed and
nt_
!sauto
esf im
3trimmer,
shaitnit
g
lgrass-line,
Wallin
line dispenser, $9999
:
Hardware, Flar is, Tennessee
JOHN DEERE 95-combine.
ITClafift
Otrictt attach
cutter bar, 1969 model John
„
Deere 444 corn header, ex
cellent condition. John Deere
10 et. cultimulche•r. 753-4003 •
after noon.
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WM"k
•

ctri.2.11013K

At*.

Otoker

i,,o,L•or.uirre:
ete4
Ct7
1440 VEt1
)
- 4.
MSlooks*
23. EXTERMINATING

24M1 SCELLANEOUS

II

siies
•.

21. HEATING & COOLING
41-. PUBLIC
41. PUBLIC SALES
41. PUBLIC
GUNS FOR sale. Marvin GOOD USED air conditioner, U RENT OR LEASE
43. REAL ESTATE
43 REAL ESTATE
lever action 30 30 with scope; 18,000 BTU. Call 753 6463
BIG'YARD sale, Saturday, 9 GARAGE
SALE, Saturday, YARD
Winchester
automatic after 4 pm.
SALE, Saturday, PERFECTLY PASTORAL 5
till ?. Turn ott 94 Eat Whites June 16th, 707
Sycamore.
shotgun, 22 rifle With scope.
bedroom, 3 bath, colonial oil
Mirn
June 16th at in Fairlane
Camper Sales, first trailer on
32. APTS. FOR RENT
MOVING SALE! Dining Furniture, clothin
All are new 4492698
large tree shaded lot gives
right. All items good con
g, un
Wareho
use
room
FOR
RENT:
bedroo
new?
m
dition
Many
SUPER SAVING On carpet
for
chilcirens table, suite, 4 chairs, oval derpinning
mobile country space with modern
duplex, appliances fur•
and china cabinet, 2 homes, and miscell
Storage Space
clothes. Cali evenings. 753cemnantt
and
vinyl
Equipped
aneous conveniences.
nished.
occasio
753
346.5.
nal
tables,
0970 or 436-5347.
discontinued paint, in stock
octagon items. Postponed incase OF kitchen next to the patioVriii
For Rent
end table: bamboo
have
rain.
everyon
chair
wallpaper .
discontinued FOR RENT: 4 bedroom
e in the family.
COUNTRY GIRLS having Excellent
153-4758
even the cook, out to enjoy
conclitio0. Also a YARD SALE, 4
carpet samples, and ladders furnished apartment. Call
city sale. Boys Huskies, and recliner
party, 13130 summe
Phone 759 4503.
r sunrise breakfasts.
We also rent the up and out 753-3949.
lots of other items 9 to 5,
Sycamore, Friday
and
REAL ESTATE
Steam Carpet cleaner Wed° NICE
construction
bedroom
TWO
for
Saturday, June 16, 808 MOVING SALE, 1612 College Saturday. Home -base CB Quality
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
custom
picture framing_ apartment, married couples
Chestnut Street in front of Farm Road. Antiques, ney radio, one car CB, 40 lasting value and extra
L.153-11080
quilts,
acreage
some
Sherwin Williams, 753-3321.
availab
preferred. No pets. $165 per
le
for your
furniture, baby, channel, Turner power mike,
EIGHT NICE pigs Noble L. Book Rack
private hedge against in
children, and adult clothing
month Call 753.6931.
24. MISCELLANEOUS
26. TV-RADIO
, maple bed, iron kettle, tea
a CARPORT SALE!
Prisfesswetst Sec.ices
Clothing, and
Hurt, 474 2301
nation. Call the real estate
many
kettle,
miscell
quilts,
FURN
aneous
With The Frsendly Toucr
SMAL
ISHED
L
crocheted. profess
-AIR
and
COMPRESSORS, WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
adults; itemS. Friday
HORSES, ONE registered children's
ionals at Guy Spann
and
clothes,
apartm
Saturda
all
single
only.
sizeS,
ent,
y.
gallon
6
French
telephone; dinette
Quincy. Ingersoll Rand, etc. party to assume small
30 tendable acres M/L,
Realty, 753 7724, R 248 ,
Tennessee Walking mare
MOVING -GARAGE
Afr.can
Sales, Parts and Service 442- monthly payment on 25" Inquire 100 S 13th Street.
sale. tank and fuel I ine for
violets; 1706
with colt, one straight going set;
West of Murray, neat 3
color t v. under warrenk TWO BEDROOM townhouse horse, one small saddle numerous other things. ana Plainview Drive, Friday Evinrude motor.
9396.
jaturclay.
Thursday, June 14th, 12 too,
AntiqueS,
BR., home, elec. heat,
ALUMINUM STEP ladders, Also used t.v.'s. ClaytonirJ apartment, all carpet, range, horse. Coll 354-6281.
books,
toys,
43.
REVESTAT
tent,
E
Friday 7 to 6. and Saturday 7
refrigerator, disposal,
sofa, and
B Music, 753 7575.
411 $18 79, 5 ft., 519.99, 6 ft.,
carpet, large family
many other items.
washer and dryer hookup, TIMOTHY HAY pickup in to noon. 503 Poplar.
DEVELOPMENT
521 99. 8 ft., $39.99; extension 27. MOB. NOME SALES
field. Call 4354489,
SALE
rm. Over 1,000 fron.
ALL
central
Call
7517550
air.
.
day
CARPORT SALE. Friday
ladders, 14 ft., $28.88: 16 ft., COOL, CLEAN
PROPE
Friday!
RTY
in
the
citY
, spacious,
her, vacuum cleaner, Approximately 5 acres
tage on 94 W. High
and Saturday
HOUSES FOR RENT
$31 88; 20•41., $45.99; 24 ft., 12x60, 1974 V. Central
Furniture. Carwas
inside
buffer and pads,
_ air, 34.
clothing,
imported the city limits with city
dishes,
559 99; 28 ft., $70.99. Wallin two bedrooms,
radios, baskets
PETS-SUPPLIES.
50's.
tie.downs, COUNTRY HOME, 2 miles at
wholesale prices, conviences. Also included is
sinks,
jewelry,
_HardwarPAr is Tennessee. Skirting, storage
and
Shed. 436, on 94 East. Beautiful yard, AKC REGISTERED
Boxer miscellaneous. 1617 College houseplants, little girls a nice small home. A steal at
BATHTUBS 5' STEEL
minor_ _repairS
expected.
26237
clothes.
$22,000 BUYS A 60 X 12
Corner
of Les
puppies
U11,759
.
Farm
-1213 or 753
Road.
white, $64.99. Colors, S69.99. 1975 DOUBLE
Road and Highway 280 Todd 159,500. Nelson Shroief CO.
furnished mobile home,2 bay
WIDE on 2 Couples only. 753-8216.
1261
East.
759 1707
FIVE -1?-a12 r T yard sale.
FOUR
Wallin
BEDRO
Hardware, Paris, acre lot, central air, well
OM
RENT:
FOR
room
Un5
concrete-block shop building
TWO PARTY yar:d
and
Tennessee.
saTi:
..large garage, located in furnished house in county. BOXER AT Stud, AKC Clothes, toys, Avon bottles, Thursday and
NOME
on
a one acre lot Located On
champion pedigree. 753.0347. furniture, antiques and so on.
Friday,8611S.
CLOSEOUTS! CARPET, iCirksey_ Call 419•2242 atter 5 753.3393
Overbe
y road. R 238 Call
Furnitu
I
re,
men's clothing,
*inlay
Auction
Lot
Riveria
28
Older
Courts,
renova
COCKE
off
ted
of
R
PUPS,
vinyl linoleum, roll balances, Pm.
home
AKC
Guy Sp/Inn Realty. 753,7724.
dishes, odd and ends. 1034
TWO BEDROOM, partially
Thursda
641
y,
Friday,
register
Realty
ed,
remnants,
blacit
and
and
buff.
Sales
fresh on the market.
discontinued 1973 GUERbON, 12 X 40, furnished house. Couple
COME SEE for yourself. .10
Saturday, 8 till S. cancelled if Hamilton.
$75 each. 753 0662.
cot eosin saw
paint, interior and exterior. underpinned and tied
Full basement with
acres ml with timber, well,
down, preferred. Two miles from
YARD SA-LE, FruflaYAuctioneer Realtor'
Big
savings!
Sherwin all electric, funished. Price campus. $150 per month. 753 ESKIMO SPITZ, white, mains.
septic tank, strawberry
Saturday, 1633 Farmer
wood burning stove
Williams Company, 753 3321. $3250. Call 753-2762
male, great with children. MOVING SALE!
2984.
.
Patch, grape vines,, PPP',
Ph i9017A
477292.6
"User 479-3713
and
Excellent watch dog, 525. 1 year old, girls AKC Celli., Antique lawnmowers
worksh
ELECTRIC INSECT traps, MOBILE HOME
op
area,
trees
and 2 small buildings
clotheS, sizes YARD
South Fulton Tenn
for sale in
Phone 759 1891..
SALE, Sziturday,
$39.99, $69.99, $99.99, 5134 99, Fox Meadow
fireplace on main
ifor your horses...We also
5,6,7, tape recorder; 10 June
s, 12x65, 2 36. RENT OR LEASE
16th,
8
am.
and $149.99. Wallin Hard bedroom, double sink
Furniture,
have 46 acres m I with 33
FOR SALE AKC registered gallon aquarium and fix
floor. Lots of elbow
bath,
ware, Paris, Tennessee.
Cocker pups Call 753 4575
tures, odds and ends Can be dishes, odds and ends. Kelly ONLY YOUNii once! Make
tendable...corn, A.C. and
gas heat, window air,
Smith's place next to New the most of the best years of
room
for
8.11,900
.
Unseen
F
washer, dryer, fully fur
third
house down past Concord
tobacco,
LABRADOR RETRIEVER
SLABS $5 PER
Grocery.
bundle, fished. Excelle
your
life • prestigious
lease yourself and
soybean .tucked away in the
puppies, AKC, grand sire, Oak Country Club. on Oak
nt condition.
Sawdust, $10 per load, 1' 2 to 2 S4500.
YARD
location
, spacious ten room
SALE: Don't miss
country yet close to all
Country Club Road. after
Call 753-0364.
First
Knight.
phone
All
shots
and
Koppe
rud
ton trucks Call 1901) 593 3019
these unbelievably low home, gracious architectural
necessities -C311
wormed, 5.100. Also available 530.
753Realty, 753-1222,
or contact Decker and Evans 1978 MOBILE HOME, 12x50,
prices Clothing, furniture, style, enviable utility bills
)492 Offered
by Loretta
Great Danes 5.50 and up MOVING
excellent condition. Call 753SALE!
1202 kitchen items,
Saw Mill in Paris, Ten
Designed with the whole dm.
Jobs
Realtor
.
and
much,
Paradise Kennels, 753,4106
Melrose,
0320.
Friday
nessee.
and much more. Four
families 'family in mind. Call Guy
MINATURE
PINCHER Saturday, 8 till 5. Living with many new
STEEL GARAGE door 16x7 12x50 TWO BEDROOM, air
items
to sell Spann Realty,7634724.
room
suite.
Kenmor
puppies,
e washer at next to nothin'
often
called
feet, in good condition, with conditioned, carpeted and
priceS. All PARK LIKE
SET •
and
dryer;
Bassett
Minatu
love
Dober
re
seat
underpi
mans
nned. $2900. 436 2430
items must go - your chance T 1 NG... Rolling,
hangers, springs, track and
wooded
Champion bloodline, AKC. 10 -and rocker, end tables and for real bargain
14n 11041ftre Urea,
lock. See at 1104 Fairlane. 12x60 TWO BEDROOM, 2
s • so don't acres with 2 year-round
to 12 inches, full grown. Can coffee table. girls clothes, all Mist, this one
NEW
baths, central air, un•
Best offer C.O. Bondurant
NOVAS
creeks.
Fridayy
bedroo
.3
and
ms,
bath
2
ages,
and
other assorted Saturday 9
753-5121 after 5 pm,
Closed All Day Wed.
till 5, 407 Sauth split level nestled, in 15 acre
TOMATOE JUICER, Vic, derpinned,S4500. 436.2430.
items.'
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
11th
TERRI POOS (half Terriers,
Saturday 7:30615:00
m-1 ..may we suggest an
toria No. 200. No peeling, no 28. MOB. HOME RENTS
Prism
half Poodles) $20 6 weeks
of
early
call
coring,_ and no precooking. TWO BEDROOM trailer
to
753
for
old Call 436 5610
1492.. Offered
Does a bushel in 30 minutes, rent, Shady Oaks Trailer
IMAM $2.00
by
Loretta
Ideal for storing house
PRICE SAME $1.11
Jobs Realtors
$20.99. Wallin
Hardware, Court. 489 2593.
G. IN•141.11 I kw ine• Oro
4.41-333 3515 eft S. edigues. 1104.7
.
full of furniture, cars,
41. PUBIC SALES
Pohig Senia
Paris, Tennessee.
TWO BEDROOM, water and
antiques,
business
WORMS, RED worms, Nite garbage pickup furnished.
FOUR PARTY garage sale.?
1
crawlers.
Rex's Worm mile out of city limits $75 per
overflows, etc. Phone
miles 94 E. Junction 280,
Farm, irvan Cobb Road, month, $50 deposit
753-761
Phone
East Y Subdivision. Clothes,
8
after
5:00
P.m.
, Highway 732 Phone 436 5894. 753-5405 after 6 pm.
furniture, small appliances
many curter items. Friday
Car
and Saturday.
FOUR PARTY yard sale
, Stereo's
West of Coldwater on High
way
121. • Friday. ara
Saturday. Clothes, dishes.
saddles, bridles.
IMMEDIATE
FIVt PARTY yard sale
OCCUP
ANCY
Clothes, large and smail
sizes, furniture, appliancesFour bedroom, tritoys, lots of miscellaneous
level home with lots of
things. Saturday only, 50c
features and lots of
Lynnwood
(west
on
Sycamore, last street before
room. _Nine closets,
Murray High.)8 am 015 pm
large rooms Ifieriitling
GARAGE
SALE
ever,'
25 x 12 family room Friday and Saturday a'
Sale of furniture and appliances, antique glass
with fireplace, central
William's
Body • Shoo
china, collectors items, tools, riding lawn mower,
Industrial Road New items
gas heat, solid conevery week.
auto analizer tune up, antique rocker,
• •-:..,,
struction, and lovely
two
GARAGE SALE! 9 am till 6
refrigerators, upright freezer, desk and many
landsca
ping.
Priced
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style of
pm, 710 Elm Street, Thur
Miscellaneous items.
realistically low $50's.
Installation Available
sday, Friday and Saturday
fices cottages, mobile home ad-ins, and patios or U
Phone
GARAGE SALE, rain or
We Service What We Sell'.
Koppe
rud
BUILD pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
shine, Friday and Saturday,
Realty. 753-1222. We
Closed limas Fri.
7 am till ?. Cornet, pool
I 60 Buy the best for less.
are
members of
s p.in. tit S.2p.*.
tables, antiques, many other
222So. 12th
,Multiple Listing Ser753-5865
items, at 121 South, 4th house
past Cherry Corner Church
vice,

IL

Kelley's Termite
& Pest 9
) Atrol
7,

Office Space for
rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00.

NORDIDCKLE BARRER SHOP

Warehouse
Storage
- Space
For Rent

ornci

Opening Soon

We Install And
Service Everything
We Sell At The

Sherri's
Soap &Shape

a

pbre.:

GIVE DAD POWER

World of Sound

222 So. 12th

With An AM/FM-8 Track
or Cassette In Dash-With

rlid*

,Mr.._- I-11
1

Stereo's

753-5885

Auction

12 WATTS PER CNANNEL

'

Noma

Saturday has 18th at Trinity Christian Center 1210 Olive Street.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

11

Chester Auction Service

World of Sound

435-4128
Lynn Grove, Kentucky

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

TIME TO MOVE WITH KOPPERUD REALTY
PLEASING PERSONALITY
This sharp home is fresh on the market and offers its new owner a fresh start in comfortable
living. Charm and personality abound in this
home located on Olive Street and priced at
$30,000. Phone our office for all the detasils.

Maw,.

NEW LISTING

ALL IN THE FAMILY
Large home on quiet street with room for the
Whole family. Priced in the 30's.

HOME AND 3 ACRES
Located only 5 miles'from Murray is this sharp 2
bedroom home and 3 acres with fenced area for
horses. Convenient country livin' at a comfortable price- mid $20's.

DESIGNED WITH YOU IN MIND
Extremely attractive 3 bedroom brick home first
time offered. Move right in this home and Attractive
three bedroom PI bath home with
begin beating the rent habit. lkEd 30's.
large living room-dining room
conibitiation,
large eat-in kitchen with lots of
cabinets, nice
den with fireplace, and wooden
deck in
backyard. Central gas heat and air
of course!
See this listing today. Priced at
only $48,900.
Phone Kopperud Realty,753-1222.

•

OLDIE BUT GOODIE

SPACIOUS YET ECONOMICAL

Older renovated 4 BR. hoine fresh on the market.
Full basement with wood burning stove and This home has lots of room with three bedrooms,
workshop area, fireplace on main floor. Lots of living room, dining room, kitchen and large
utility room, yet it is economically priced in the
elbow room for 833,900. Unlease yourself
and $30's. Located on quiet streeL within city limite.
phone Kopperud Realty,753-1222.

COMFORTABLE

FOUR BEDROOM HOME

WIFE PLEASER

Brick home in the lit> with 2-car garage, fenced
backyard,formal dining room and a price that's
easy on the pocketbook - low $30's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1=2, and look for
our new
signs -everywhere'

Three bedrooms, 1 1.'2 bath, den with fireplace,
fenced yard and lovely covered deck for those
outdoor cookouts'. You'll love the landscaping
too. Double-wide paved driveway, priced at
$39,500.

Located near the University, this 3 bedroom
home has alot to offer! Central gas heat, fenced
backyard, large metal outside storage building,
concrete patio and' reasonably priced. Only
$23,500. Phone us today for friendly, courteous
service.

our new sign
means business
Bill Rayburn 759-4900
Shirley Wilford 753-3043
Geri Anderson 753-7932
George Gallagher 753-8129
Bill kippered 753-1222
Don Bailey 759-4577

"WE CAN HELP YOU BUY OR SELL A NOME
ANYPLACE IN CALLOWAY COUNTY
OR IN THE NATION':.
moosoll0

753-1222
-111 main
Muyrahly. (24-Hour Phone)

NONA RI
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

L.,
3
t,
ly

BUS

43. REAL ESTATE

49, USED CARS
53. SERVICES OFFERED
53. SERVICES OFFERED
53. SERVICESOFFERED
1975 BUICK REGAL, 2-door, CARPET CLEANING, at MITCHELL BLACKTOP
silver, perfect condition. Call reasonable rates
kS
P A
Prompt PING, driveways and small WILL HAUL driveway white
and efficient service. Custom jobs a speciality, also pat- rock and Ag lime, also have
ching and seal coating 753- Amy type of brown or white
LT, many Carpet Care. arti 2774.
1974 CAMARO 2.
7a5f3te7r7pomr.753.68°
Pea gravel Also do backhoe
753-983.4
Call
S2900.
extras,
eireM
CONCRETE & BLOCK work. 1537.
work. Call Roger Hudson,
Block wages, basements, MOBILE HOME anchors 753-6763 or 753-4545.
underpinning
DOOR, driveways, walks, patios, and
1972 CHEVY,
BASEMENT? We
power steering and brakes, steps, free estimates. 753 aluminum, in 3 colors, and WET
fiberglass roofs sealed. Patio make wet Pasements dry,
, al Sy camor•
BOYD-MAJORS
South 1211
5495. Phone 759.1801.
5476.
and aluminum work completely guarenfeed.
1972 CHEVROLET IMPALA, CARPET CLEANING, free awnings
REAL ESTATE
SEPli40148 rsa Isis]
Single and double, Call or write Morgan Conexcellent body and interior_ estimates,
satisfied carportS. Phone 753 1873.
struction Co., Route 2, Box
753-8080
in colors.
Needs motor. 753-7527.
references, V'bra Vac steam
Qr
A home that fills all
AND yard work by 409A, Paducah, KY 42001,
MOWING
dry
Call
or
Lee's
cleaning.
MALIBU
CHEVROLET
1976
call day or night, 1.442-7026.
Professional Seri, it es
or appointment. Call 753-6912.
the
753-S827
silver
Carpet
Cleaning,
at
bills
is
black,
found
door,
2
Classic,
With The Friendls Touch'
DO plumbing, heating
ODD JOBS done. Call 753 WILL
vinyl roof, black interior, 753-8085.
1397 Johnson. Three
and air conditioning, repairs
2 story home, 1 acre
factory wheels, AM FM DRIVEWAYS AND parking 6363 and ask for Mark.
around the
and
remodeling
bedrooms, built-in
stereo, good gas mileage, areas white rocked and
wooded lot, entry, den
home. 753-2211 or 753•9600. '
sharp, can see at D-5 Fox graded, brown and white pea
and
range
W/fireplace, kitchen,
WILL HAUL anything that
Meadows. Call 759-1926 after gravel. Free estimates.
ample
refrigerator,
will fit in a pickup truck. 753
dining rm., 4 BR., 2
5pm.
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
5857.
built-ins and storage,
after 4 pm.
intercom.
baths,
54. FREE COLUMN
with
yard
fenced
back
need stamps
DO
YOU
1974
,900.
Regal, ex- removed from your yalkl or
pik tr
p e;o
f0
CONCRETE willSTEPS.
to
shopwalk
shade,
anyone who
•cellist condition, ak, land cleared of stumps? We
ping. It ,would be our
R idgewood,
Westwood
remove stumps up to 24'
FOR SALE by owner
AM-FM radio, inept sell can
Subdivision. 759 113,4.
below the ground, leaving
pleasure to show it to
Approximately 60 acres on
Call
after 9, 751-9964. only sawdust and chips. Call
FREE! TWO Irish Setters, 5
Kentucky Lake, Blood River
you!
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
years and 6 months. Call 759MI consider reasonable
area, 4 miles east of New
r
435Bob
Kemp
753.9490
4605.
N-Concord off Highway 4•14 RUSTIC
A FRAME
offer.
4343..
Call Paducah,442 4405
's
surrounded by nature's
Absolutely everythinDOG GROOMING. All
beauty...balcony overlook ingriEvER
1976 CUTLASS WITH 1-top breeds- By- appointment
g! Family Room with
spacious living room, galley
and all extras. 14250. Also a Pick up and delivery. Connie
bedroomspEopLE
fireplace! Eat in kitkitchen. .3
Juke
box, 140 Lampe,436.2510.
Seberg
arranged so that you can ,
chen! Formal dining
$300. Call 753-2636 EXTERIOR HOUSE pain.
selection,
have privacy, all this plus
after 5 pm.
room! Double car
Ping, done by-- experienced
garage located on wooded
46. HOMES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 1922 Chrysler painter with _professional
Oq.. , 49. REAL ESTATE .2500.
approximately
garage! Central heat
lot,
Live in and operate fi.. Call 753 1492 offered by
Newport, 4-door with air, care. Free estimates. Call
s-7 IMMEDIATE
& air & much more!
POSSESSION! 2 bedroom good gas mileage, $475. 753- 753-6185.
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
your own beauty
white aluminum siding house 9872.
Presented at $59,900,
FENCE SALES at Sears
salon. Mobile home
at 216 rvan. Trim has been
FOR SALE: 1973 Cutlass S. now. Call sears 753-2310 for
Riveria
in
located
Carport,
painted.
Realtor
freshly
Smith.
your
free
estiMates for
Extra sharp. Phone 753-9872.
John
utiltiy and storage, carpeted, 1977 FORD LTD II, power needs.
Court with large clienair conditioner and gas steering, automatic, air, FOR YOUR chain link
tele.
6:41
heating system like new. cruise, AM FM radio. Call fencing
needs, contact
Southsido Court Square
Extremely low heating bills. 759.4605.
Montgomery Ward. Free
Murray, Kentucky
Near Elementary School,
estimates. 753-1966.
753-1411 (anytime)
Priced in low $20's. Call 753- 1976 GRAND PRIX SJ, all
753-4451
power, AM-FM tape, black FOR YOUR garden breaking
Lawnmowers, tillers, and minor repair on Johnson
3543 or 753-3959 after 5 pm.
wire wheels, 25,000 miles, and discing, call 753-6123.
Evinrude outboard Motors up to 35 hp, and
NEW LISTING 3 bedroom excellent condition, $4200.
and
EXCLUSIVE SECLUSIVE
home
- YOUR
FOR
brick, 2 baths, living room, 492-8837 or 753-5940.
Beautiful new home sitting
saws.
chain
Professional SeniCeS
alterations, repair, and
den with WB fireplace, 2 car
With Trie Friendly Touch"
on approximately 3 acres
1976 GREMLIN X, 32,000 remodeling, also new homes
amenities
and
heat
central
gas
garage,
all
with
level
In
electric air, brick porch and miles, red, good condition, and commercial, call 753tor gracious living. Large
Neat 2 BR., home,
lf A".,1 Er-;TA"ri
patio, landscaped, kitchen one owner. Call after 6 Pm, 6123.
rooms, fireplace and away
BY
Sears,
GUTTERING
has many cabinets, built-in 76,2.4006.
electric heat, carfrom the hub bub of the city
753-3263
ANYTIME
SPORT Sears continous gutters
LEMANS
dishwasher, disposal, utility 1976
Must see and owners need to
apkitchen
peted,
your
per
room with W D connections, tour*. Double power and installed
392 N 12*
sell. $69,000 Nelson Shroat
included.
pliances
lots of storage, walk-in air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex• specifications. Call Sears
Co .759 1707
estimates.
free
$1950,
for
560's.
cellent
mileage,
Phone
753-2310
Low
closets.
Only $22,900 - Less
Appointment only, 753,4133 354-6217.
HOME REPAIRS; exterior
replacement
than
or (713) 526,1592. 3844 Lake 1978 LILO.
CANTERBURY
, II
Brougharn, and interior painting, car
St , Houston, TX 77098.
small
cost.
work,
clean, 22;000 miles, AM-FM 8 peniry
ESTATES
track, air, excellent con- masanary jobs, decks and
47. MOTORCYCLES
built,
Extremely attractive
rooms
paneled.
dition.
patios
753-3043.
1972 450 HONDA, GOOD
•
3 bedroom, 2 bath &MI
condition. 753-4112, ask for 1974 MONTE CARLO mid- 492.8615.
with
white
night
vinyl
blue
HUGH OUTLAND, roofing
Jim.
home with lots of nice
DISCOVER
top,
excellent
40,000
in
corltractor,
miles,
loaded,
1100
YAMAHA
1979
L:atures for comTHE GALLERY
excellent condition. 767-2557. • references. Call 753-1486 and
SPECIAL. Call 753-4963.
ask for Shelley.
fortable, convenient
OF HOMES
1974
3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
CARLO
-MONTE
48. AUTO.SERVICE
midnight blue with white INSULATION BLOWN in by
DIFFERENCE.
family living. Den
CAR BATTERIES. 24 month vinyl top, 47,000 miles, Sears, save on these high
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit
with fireplace, central
guarantee, 522.88; 36 month loaded, in excellent con- heating and cooling bills.
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms new!
City Convenience-Couguarantee 80 amp, 526.99; 60 dition. Phone 753-0905.
electric heat, fenced
' Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
month guarantee, $36.99.
20's.
high
ntry Atmosphere! Just
carpeted. Priced in
estimates.
2-car
backyard,
Hardware, Paris, • 1977 PINTO CRUISE wagon„
Wallin
AM-FM radio, 8 track tape INTERIOR AND exterior
minutes from town is
garage, and realistic
Tennessee.
stereo system, automatic painter, also spray paint
this 3 BR brick home
price - low 60's. Listed
All./
FIRESTONE
FOUR
power mobile homes. 753-4174.
transmission,
Terrain tires, approximately steering,
Kopperud
through
with family room &
76,000 actual miles, 1JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
5,000 miles. .mounted on 4 $3500. Call 753-8664.
Look
753-1222.
Realty,
fireplace. Has at"Pafthing, also seal coating.
white spoked rims, fits
for our new signs
Toyota pickup. Call after 9 VEGA, 1976, AUTOMATIC Phone 753-1537.
tached garage with
transmission,
nice,
&ISO°
am,753,4307.
everywhere!
storage space and
Phone 436-2506.
•
FOUR GR 78-14 GOODYEAR
18% Jew
deck for bar-b-queing.
American Eagle radials,
July INsoomit
white walls, less than 10,000
Central heat & air for
1972 Chevy Impala in
miles,- excellent condition.
year around comfort!
MANIC NAT
good comities. Coll
Call 759-1189 after 6:30 pm.
Sound inviting? Then
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
753-9964 after 5 p.m.
TRUCK LOAD tire sale. The
give us a call. Only
wide ones with raised white
758-4878
letters, G 70x14" or 15",
$42,900
' SWAGON
VOLK.
$29.79 and $290 FET; G 1973
247
John Smith, Realtor
60X14", 5.36.65 and $3.17 FET; BEETLE, $95,0. Phone
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
L 60x14", 5.4114 and $3.79 5713 or 753-191,2.
repair. Parts. New and used
FET. Wallin Hardware, 50. USED TPLUCKS
lawn mowers. 718 S 4th. Fast
ka
Tennessee.
Paris,
Pf-)
1971 CHEV/Y TRUCK with service. 753-7400.
TRUCK LOAD truck tire camper, 39,000 actual miles. LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
753-Till rieytime)
sale, highway tread, 700x15", Phone 498/6376.
and gas installation, will do
6-ply, $28.98,and $2.95 FET; FOR SAE:
1962 GmC long plumbing, heating and air
L
750x16, 8-ply, $37.75 and 53.74 wheel base pickup, custom conditioning Call 753 7203
44. LOTS FOR SALE
FET. Wallin Hardware, cab, V6, good condition, 4.
2 east of Gobo in Calloway county.
/
103.5 acre farm 11
FOUR ACRES in Calloway Paris, Tennessee.
needs ,trans work. 5100. 753acres top-notch bottom land, 50 acres of gently
50
County, 2 miles northeast of
Kirksey at intersection of TRUCK LOADtiresale,4 ply 9872.
rolling. New 30' x 60' pole barn and a two bedroom
1971, CREW cab
Ezell and Palmer Road. polyester premium grade FO
home. Owner might sell in two tracts call
white wall 7 rib with 12-32 pic up, 390 engine, power
Clear title guarenteed. Call 1
tread depth. A78x13, 518.39 st ring, automatic Iran
554-2226.
and $1.72 FET; E78x14", sniission, .$2100. Phone 43645. FARMS FOR SALE
522.63 and 52.20 FET; 2306.
FOR SALE: 40 acres stan- F78x14", $2340 and $2.32 151. CAMPERS
ding hay, excellent red top FET, G78x14- or 15", 5.25.30
Mayfield, Kentucky
Timothy, orcnerd grass and and $2 54 FET; H78x15", / 1974 LASALLE TRAVVEL
Mary Ruth Wright 247-0400
/ trailer, 27' • self-contained.
ctover. Also Cub Lowboy 140 $27.52 and 52.76 F ET;'
mower, 60" .cut. Howard L78x15", $29 86 and $3.04 Phone 753-6597 after 5 pm.
or 247-2523
Brandon, 753-4389' or Sun FET.' Wallin Hardwarf, TRAVELTRAILER, fully
in
located
contained,
days. 753 5960
Paris, Tennessee.
Kenlake trailer part, Highway 94, 100 yards from
Kenlake. Air conditioned.
Spring House Cleaning
474 8843.
Special
TOPPER TO fit short wheel
base pickup. call 753-8780 or
Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
753,6827.
Insured and experienced. Call
52. BOATS &MOTORS
BOYD-MAJORS
or night.
16' DUAL RUNABOUT with
65 hp Johnson, tilt trailer,
REAL
153-E8S0T8A0T E
Perfect condition. $1195. 7536084.
FOR SALE: 1972 Glasstron
r
16' boat and 1972 Johnson 125
hp motor. Also an older
Every Friday Night 641 Auction House,Penis, Tn.
camper trailer, cheap. After
Serving The Entire Purchase Area
6 pm, call 759-1274 or 489This week an estate of old antique furniture. Oak
WINGO
MAYFIELD
MURRAY
2148.
wash stand, oak bookcase,2 oak center tables, set of
HOUSEBOAT, 31 FOOT
Done'
Being
is
kitchen.
room,
Business
living
has
Where
home
room
'Do Business
TRACT NO. •1 • HOUR & 2.71 ACRES: This 6
oak spindle back chairs,-solid walnut Lillian Russell
Water House, 150 hp Chrysler
Marine engine, I-0. Sleeps VP
bed, 9 piece dining room set, cedar chest. nice old
bedroom dining room, enclosed back porch. and bath on the lower level, with 2
very good condition. Can be
desk with ball and claw feet, upright piano, rockers,
bedrooms on the second level. It has a full basement,.5 closets, storm windows and
seen at Kenlake Marina, Slip
furnished
is
Water
floors.
ends.
and
dishes,
odds
glass,
hardwood
tables,
and
room
living
Call owner at 314-4.71-6456.
in
40.
fireplace
doors, sitting porch,
1974.„ 16' MARK TWAIN, 115
by a 4- deep well and it is heated with a gas floor furnace There is a 2 car
hp'Mercury motor, excellent
detached garage This house is situated on a well-landscaped 1864540 lot with
condition, $3200. Call after 6
#278, Auctioneer
pm,753-9244.
mature shade trees
lot
SILVERLINE 16 FOOT TriTRACT NO. 2 • HOUR &LOT: 3 room summer cottage on_a nice_188x264 landscaped
hott- 75 hp Johnson Stinger
containing 63 acres
motor . plus trailer, all 76
feet
500
is
and
121
Highway
on
feet
front/l27
model. $3000 firm. Call 489lot
This
TRACT NO. 3- RIDING la
2248 after 5 pm.
deep containing 101 acres. It is weftiandscaped and has mature shade trees. This
TRI-HULL
17'
lot lies immediately East of Tract No 1
FIBERGLASS boat and
trailer, $650. Phone 436-2506.
AN11OUIS: 4 rockers, several cane bottom chairs. 2 wall phones, chest,. churn and
1978 TERRI BASS boat with
dasher, wicker settee. Warm Morning stove, pictures and frames, moonshine jugs.
2 balh home, in excellent condition, 2 fireplaces, den, front
/
Spacious 4 BR., 21
55 hp Evinrude, loaded, and
tournament
feather beds, phonograph, iron kettle. Seth Thomas clock, and other items too
for
rigged
hall newly carpeted. Central jos heat, central electric air. Full
bedroom,
fishing. Must sell. Call
numerous to mention
basement. Well landscaped, large shade trees on approximately 1 Acre. Low
anytime,436.5811.
table
drum
twin
beds,
suite,
dining
room
piece
7
FURNITURE & MISCELLANEOUS:
60's.
53. SERVICES OFFERED •
pole lamps, end tables, 3 piece living room suite; bedroom suite, Whirlpool
AIR COMPRESSORS and air
tools repaired. Sales, Parts,
refrigerator. a_padment sue electric range. deep freeze, 5 piece dinette set, wringer
and Service. 442 9396.
washer in excellent Cridihon. H P electric motor. 18 H P electric motor, Snap
ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
per riding mower. 2 wheel trailer, log chains. ladders, canning jars and lids, rugs
fireplaces,
circulating
roofing, insurance work. Call
radio, dishes, pots and pans, and other items tog numerous to mention.
Murray Remodeling. 753
5167.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing. aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
Peg St iF18
%somas( 395 4967 or 1 362 4895.
Now only
CON
BINKLEY
• Pillar & Pump
No job too
STRUCTION
inanebeg
large, no job too small. High
• Stool bracing
Then see this new listing 7 miles N. of Murray just off 641 N. 42 acres, mostly
Free
work
quality
•Sun dock
tendable, fertile creek bottom land. yr. round spring fed creek. large stock
estimates_ Call 753 6969 and
22
Great
ON
Savings
MODELS ask for Mark.
• Lay Pad &kimono,
barn. Good 2 bedroom home, family rm., large kitchen-dining area, spacious
• lit•avy Gaug• Vinyl Lin*,
COMPARE AND save on
living rm. Electric heat, or wood mace heater. A Real Bargain At $48,900.
A
circle
• Poot-Laddor
fencing
tine
-engin
' --eALL NOW!
encing. 753-8407.
• safety Ponce &

43 REAL ESTATE
12 ACRES KENTUCKY lake,
600 feet of lake frontage, 4
COYes, dam side of Johnothan
Creek Easy access from
The
Benton Aurora area
number to develope resorts,
some cove. Call (502) 247
5832 or (502) 247 5079 Priced
at 5,40,000.
-73 ACRES-,- tette building
site. All fenced and sowed
down. Small lake, on black
top, about 5 miles East Also
42 acres about 2 miles north
of Coldwater, good bottom
land, no buildings Possesion
Only $23,500
with deed
Galloway Realty, 522 Main
Street, phone 753 5842.

43. REAL ESTATE

'410

II1W Tune-Up- Air
coaditosing, brake
service and most
auto repair at
reasonable prises.
Call 763-06U or
753-8403.

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.

Ii-

tlifte.E ARE RUNNING MA
LOT OF
RA
.ORE. NOW IF THOSE
WHO NEVER WALKED WOULD
JUST START WALK1N'

?bat
Min

idoq

Call
I24.
f...10
erry

soIND'S WELDING
and

iingS
also
th 33
and

Small Engine ServiceAuthorized Briggs and Stratton Dealer
Work Preformed On:

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

n thlt
) all
753'retie

WILSON
INSURANCE

Sales and Service On Atlas
Lawnmowers I Tillers
PHONE 492-8519
HAZEL. KT.42049

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

oo's

$5

W

Call 4364742'
After 6 P.M.

II-

Co

_1-2/

"luiti2./3y

FOR SALE

•

BACKNOE
WORK &
BULLDOZING

SATURDAY, JUNE 13, 10:00 A.M.
Rain or Shine

437-4533
After 8 P.M.
354-8161

LOCATION: 1 mile east of Farmington on North side o

Highway 111.

with
ion,
iice
in
-se!
900.

Broadway Realty

BOYD-MAJORS Ill

759-1176day

MIS

REAL ESTATE

AUCTION SALE

HOUSES, BUILDING LOT
FURNITURE & ANTIQUES

James E. Travis

PERFECT FOR LARGE FAMILY

TERMS: Real Estate - 20%. down day of sale, balance on delivery of deed
within 30 days.
Personal Property - Cash
OWNERS: Estate of Dillard P. McNeely
James B. McNeely, Executor

All N
POOLS
INCLUDE.

.

e..0/41,4

WANT YOUR OWN FARM?

C. GE sizzitotz
Real Estate & Auction 'Co.'

247-1385
Mayfield, Kentucky
730 Paris toad
WM241-1318

aeries IV %oboe Wiesen Eddie Codirel

-(0
HONE

147.7514

l;t3/11111001=111111111MlnellIBICBIBBNIBBIOD
133111111111113BEIBMINIMDIMS9119=1111111=1

(502)966-4258
opt Of town call collect

- 1
P
14GUIN POOLS
6w. 104.
•wilt
.001114

twar,/

operator on
Duty 24 Hrs.
Coll 7 days
o week

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE

Warren Shropshire 753-8277
Barba% Erwin 753-4136
Reuben Moody 753-9036

Audra Moody 753-9036
Homer Miller 753-7519
LA Nook 753-2387
I.
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I funerals

Summit...

Mrs. Jones' Rites
Being Held Today
The funeral for Mrs. Mamie
Puckett Jones is being heLd
today at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home witth the Rev
Julian Warren officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
William Arlie Jones, Cantrell
Jones, Charles Hopkins, Rex
Ramsey, Bill Neale, and
Hersie Hopkins. Burial will
follow
in the Jeffrey
Cemetery.
—
Mrs.' Jones, 90, died
Tuesday at 1I:55 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Ruby Neale,
Murray; two sons, Roy
ARTS AND CRAFTS FESTIVAL — Sherry Peters Tomsic of Palma displays a variety of
Plitketr Louisville,— and
hand-thrown porcelain and stoneware that will be exhibited at the 10th annual Arts
Sidney Puckett, Hardin;
and Crafts Festival in the Environmental Education Center at TVA's Land Between The
sister. Mrs. Reba Parrish;
Lakes (LBL)lune 16 and 17, LBL is a 170,000-acre public demonstration area in western
brother, Cecil Hopkins; three
Kentucky and Tennessee. Ms. Tomsic will display and sell original works, which she
step daughters, Mrs. Nellie
----makes in her studio.
Ramsey, Mrs. Torn Ed Travis,
and Mrs. Charles Hopkins;
three step sons, T. P., Cantrell, and William Arlie Jones;
five grandchildren; seven
great grandchildren.

Services Are Today
For Mrs. Morton

Two Weeks Left For Teacher w
Examination Registration

Prospective teachers who
plan to take the National
Teacher Examinations at,
Murray State University on
July 21 have about two weeks
to register with Educational
Testing Service ( ETS of
Princeton, N., J.
Dr. Bill Allbritten, director
of the Counseling and Testing
-Center at Murray State, said
registrations should be mailed
in time to reach ETS no later

praisal of Konstantin Chernen
ko, the
Politburo official some see as having
the inside track to eventually succeed
the ailing Brezhnev.
U.S. officials sprang something of a
surpnse earlier this week by revealing
they expect Chernenko to participate in
the sumrait, the first between U.S. and
Soviet leaders in Voi years.
Mrs. Carter and daughter Amy are
making the trip and will have their own
schedule, including a Danube River
cruise.
At a news conference Wednes
day,
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance, who
will accompany Carter, declare
d, "We
must move away from the peaks
and
valleys, the ups and downs we have
seen, to a more stable relationship."
Vance also told reporters Carter will
stress to Brezhnev that "detente is a
two-way street and that we must both
recognize it as such."
The strategic arms limitation treaty,
which will face an uncertain fate when
Carter seeks its ratification by the
Senate, is the focal point of the threeday summit that begins Saturday. The
pact would impose constraints until
1985 on U.S. and Soviet long-range
bombers and intercontinental ballistic
missiles.
Carter scheduled an address to a joint
session of Congress Monday at 8 p.m.
CDT,one hour after he returns from the
summit. 11- It appears unlikely Carter and
Brezhnev will produce any signed
documents other than those relating to
SALT II.
However,the two leaders could reach

I Continued From Page One)
a number of informal understandings to
improve relations.
"Hopefully, out of this can come a
better understanding of the views and
positions of the two parties," Vance
said.
There will be talk about extending
most-favored-nation trading status to
the Soviet Union — but no formal
agreement since Congress first would
have to be convinced that Jews and
other minorities are allowed to
emigrate freely from the Communist
state.
Jewish emigration now is at annual
rate of about 60,000.
Carter will also try, to make headway
on the Soviet treatment of dissidents,
presumably including the jailed
Anatoly Shcharansky.
There have been reports a number of
dissidents might be freed to celebrate
the- summit and to coax reluctant
senators to cast their votes for
ratification of the SALT II treaty.
Carter also will appeal to Brezhnev
for cooperation in promoting peaceful
settlements in the Middle East and in
southern Africa.
SpecificiBy-Jilt-United States wants
the Soviets to mute their attacks on the
Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty and to
avoid blocking a peacekeeping role for
the United Nations.
Also, Carter probably will urge
Brezhnev to Prod Joshua Nkomo and
Robert Mugabe, heads of the Patriotic
Front guerrillas, into negotiations with
leaders of Zimbabwe Rhodesia.
The summit was shifted to Vienna
from Washington to ease travel bur-

dens on Brezhnev, who will first meet
Carter Friday evening when they pay a
courtesy call on Austrian President
Rudolf Kirchschlkieger.
Carter and Brezhnev hold two
business meetings Saturday and again
Sunday, with dinners both evenings.
The ceremonial treaty signing will wind
up the sessions Monday.
In a development that could affect
treaty ratification, the Pentagon announced Wednesday the retirement of
Army U. Gen. Edward L. Rowny, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff's representative on
the SALT II negotiating team for the
184 six years.
Pentagon sources who asked not to be
named said Rowny, 62, has "consistently had reservations about the
way the treaty was being drawn." He is
certain to be questioned by Senate
committees considering the treaty and
could hurt its chances for ratification if
he opposes it.
Meanwhile, White House press
secretary Jody Powell described as
"grossly misleading" a statement by
Sen. Henry NE Jackson, D-Wash., that
seven years . of detente with the Soviet
Union was leading to a decade of appeasement.

an.
try
ba

"There wasa misleading reference to
the fact
e couldn't build a heavy
missile," owell said Wednesday at the
daily Wieite House news briefing. While
that is technically correct, Powell said
Jackson knew that "there has been no
consideration or `request from our
military people for us to build a heavy
missile."

than June 28 when regular ticular subject matter and
registration closes. A penalty teaching methods.
Funeral services for Mrs.
fee of $5, is charged for
Once registered, each
Lola Morton are being held
registrations received at ETS candidate will receive an
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
after June 28 and by July 5. No admission
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
ticket
and
registrations will be accepted notification of the exact
Home with the Rev. Wayne
after July 5.
location of the center at which
Carter officiating.
Registration forms and to report. Those taking
Grandsons are serving as
instructions may be obtained Common Examinations will
pallbearers and burial will
from
the Counseling and, report at 8:30 a.m. and finish
follow
in the Murray
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, about 12:30 p.m.. while Area
Memorial Gardens.
Murray State University, Examinations are scheduled
Mrs. Morton, 70, died
By GEORGE W.CORNELL
Murray,Ky.,42071, or directly from 1:30 to 4:15 p.m.
Tuesday at 6:39 p.m. at the
drawn.
president, the Rev. Jimmy constitutlenal
amendment to
National Teacher
AP Religion Writer
from
Marshall County Hospital,
Biblical "inerrancy," a Allen of San Antonio.
upset the 173 Supreme Court
Examina
tions. rrs, Box 911,
,HOUSTON
Benton. She was preceded in
—Efforts position held by the conThe convention also:
derision allowing abortion.
by conservatives in the 13.2- servatives, means'that
Princeton, N. J., 08541.
death by her husband, Paul
—Endorsed the SALT II
each
—Declared further nuclear,
registra
.million
tion will
On-the-spot
Morton, in 1969, and one
member Southern specific word of the Bible was agreement between the U.S. power plants
should be built
Baptist Convention to crack- divinely inspired, not .just its and Russia.
not be permitted.
daughter, Mrs. Sue Windsor,
"only when the safety of their
down
During
testing
on
one-day
the
so-called "liberal" ideas.
in 1968.
—Turned down a proposal operation and
waste disposal
Bible instruction have been
session, a registrant may take
Survivors include three
By
Wednesday night, that would have favored a can be assured."
The
Examina
Rev..
Commo
Daniel
shelved
Tucker,
tions,
the
n
,
but
daughters, Mrs. Bob Wynn,
the conciliatory however, a feeling of unity
which include tests in
act has the appearance of a permeated
Murray, Mrs. Billy Joe pastor of the Martin's Chapel
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
Houston's
professional and general (AP, — A juvenile member
warning.
Rogers, Winter Haven, Fla., United Methodist Church,
Astrodome. Banners waved.
of
located
out south 16th Street,
education, plus one of the 21 the Great Onyx Job Corps was
With the three-day con- Music soared to the steel
and Mrs. Wayne Travis,
vention ending late today, a rafters and multinational garb
Area Examinations designed sentenced to a year in prison
Benton; four sons. Mickie, Ed, will be the speaker at the 11
conservative coalition that glistened in the floodlights as
to probe knowledge of par- after 'he • admitted he broke
Billy, and Donnie Morton, a.m. worship services on
boosted the Rev. Adrian thousands of Southern BapMurray; brother, Jack Sunday, June 17.
into Mammoth Cave and
Ralph Robertson will direct
Rogers of Memphis into the tists voiced their deterDunnaway; 18 grandchildren;
destroyed some historic rock
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) of a new plant, installa
tion of
the morning song service with
denominational
five great grandchildren.
presidency mination to bring Christ to all — The city Sewerage and 192,000 feet of
formations.
new
sewer
line
Ricky Cunningham-as pianist.
U.S. District Judge Edward. abandoned its call for a return humanity; by the century's - Water Works Commission is arid rehabilitation
of some
The Church Choir will sing
to
the
literal
end.
expecte
biblical
Johnstone, who passed send to .begin acquiring current sewer lines.
Vacation Bible School will tence
"Heaven Came Down and
Evangelist Billy Graham property easements soon for
Wednesday, said the 17- teachings.
be
held
Glory Filled My Soul" as the
from Monday,June 18, year-old
Rogers said Wednesday he told the crowd of 48,000 the an expansion slated to double
Alabama youth
through Friday, June 22, at would
special selection.
favored an inquiry —"if fair goal was a "magnificent the system's sewage treatserve
_29
days
in
jail,
Final rites for Noah W. Pace
the Blood . River Baptist -with
Pat Robertson, church
the remainder of the and balanced" — into obsession" and added."God is ment capacity by the midof Almo Route 1 are being held school superintendent, will
Church. Classes will -beggin at sentenc
e suspended He was seminary teaching, but such a not calling us tonight to a 1980s.
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of have the morning devotion for
6:30 p.m. and conclude at 8:30 placed
possibility waS set aside to playground or a sports arena
Malcolm King, commission
on probation for two
the Max Churchill Funeral the Sunday School hour.
p.m. each evening.
give
seminary'smanager, said Monday that
—
he
and
is
years.
calling
.us
to
a
batHome with James E. CsoiieiThe Rev. Jerry Norsworthy,
The church Will have its
officials should be making
The juvenile and another job denominational agencies a tleground."
officiating and music by Vacation
pastor, said that classes will corps
Bible
School
chance to take any necessary .
their first contacts with 'FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
The
rally,
beamed
trainee
by
,
Charles
singers from the West Murray beginning Monday. June 18,
be held for ages 2 years
satellite to television outlets property owners in about two Gov. Julian Carroll has apStrickland, 18, were arreste4 corrective steps voluntarily..
Church of Christ.
through adults, and invites the in
and continuing through
"I don't want any wit- and to simultaneous rallies in weeks, "We hope that two pointed
Development
early May after damage
Jetry Humphreys, Dwight -Friday, June 22, with classes
public to attend.
was discovered at the caves. chhunt" Rogers said. "We a dozen other cities, featured a months from now we'll have Secretary William Short to
Holden, Randal Pace, Charles for all ages of children to
A
picnic will be held for all Strickla
be
already have processes for procession of 144 flags of all the easements acquired," represent him at a seminar on
nd-goes on trial toda
Capps, David Capps, and Joe held from 8:30 to 10:30 a.m.
the students on Saturday.
removing anyone that ought to states and foreign nations he said. .
• foreign • trade and exports
Haddock, grandsons, are each morning.
June 23,from .12 noon to 2 p.m.
be removed."
The five-year project is June 19-20 at Cedar Rapids,
where Southern Baptists
serving as pallbearers. Burial -- Any. persons
Commencement will be held
needing
A resolution demanding carry on mission work.
expected to cost $30 million Iowa.
will follow ill the Stewart transportation for their
Sunday, June 24, at 7 p.m. at
seminary professors subThe seminar will bring
At one point, 1,100 newly and will be funded 75 percent
Cemetery.
the church, located on Highchildren may call Hazel
scribe to biblical "inerrancy" appointed missionaries, some with federal funds and 25 together
members
of
Mr. Pace, 83, died Tuesday Cunningham, 753-6057, the
way 444, approximately _ four.
and other specified beliefs, dressed in the regalia of the percent with local funds.
President 'Carter's cabinet
The
.
Kirkse
at 4:15 p.m.at his home.
y
United
miles from New Concord.
church school director.
It will Meld& overhaul of and business, agriculture and
Methodist Church will hold its such as a -personal devil and areas:_where _they...will _serve,
He is survived by his wife,
Vacation Bible School starting literal hell," also was wiCh- were commissioned by the the city's existing sewage governmental leaders to
Mrs. Florence Matheny Pace;
denomination's
outgoing treatment plant, construction discuss international trade.
Monday, June.18, and
three daughters, Mrs. Ed
continuing
through Fridal.. June
Holden and Miss Lorene Pace,
22.
Almo Route 1, -and Mrs.
Federal-State Market News Service
Classes for nursery 'through June
Laverne Capps, Paris, Tenn.;
11, 1979 "Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
sixth grade will be held
one son,- Estel Pace, Paris,
from 1 Report Incilbies 7 Buying
Stations
The deadline for entering the Miss Calloway County Fair
to 3 p.m. each day,
Tenn.: sister, Mrs. Gertrude
according Receipts • Act. 460 Est. POO Barrows a
Queen
pageant
to Mrs. David
Gilts 25 mostly .50 higher Sows steady
is Monday. June 18. Eligible are unmarried
Matheny; brother, Frank
Palmer, 50higher
girls who have completed this year the junior or senior year director, who invites
Pace; eight grandchildren; 14
$41.5042.00
all US 1-2 200-230lb.
at Murray High School or Calloway County High School.
children of the community,
US 2 200-240 Ibis
941.25-41 50
great grandchildren.
to US Z.)240-2501W
940.25-41.2
5
To enter, complete the form and mail with a picture attend.
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size>
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Money Market Certificates
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US
Rate 9.047%
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Minimum Deposit
6 Months
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Effective Juno 14
Byrd and pilot Floyd Bennett
(112 Days)
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Martin's Chapel To
Hold Serviies And
Also Bible School

Job Corps Member

Sentenced To Year

For Cave Vandalism

Hopkinsville Commission
To Acquire Easements

Noah Pace's Rites
Being Held Today
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lot
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fly

Bible School To Be
Held, Blood River

Carroll Appoints
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Him At Seminar

Kirksey Methodists
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Embassy To Fly Americans Out
Of Managua As Battles Continue
• MANAGUA, Nicaragua
that his capital had been "shut
Thousands of those less case'---an embassy
-(AP) — Sandinista guerrillas
source
down' by the fighting and
a._ fortunate poured out of the said. .
battled President Anastasio
general strike called by the cipital along the southern
In Washington, Secretary o!
Somoza's troops in Managua
Sandinistas June 4 as part of highway past the American State Cyrus R.
Vance urgec
fqL. the seventh day today,
thiiT-twoweek-old "final of- Embassy.
mediation by the Organizatioi,
laling was widespread, and
fensive." Somoza spoke of the
The United States flew 160 of American States to help en
the U.S. Embassy planned to
.'shame people had to suffer in
more
Americans to Panama
the fightihg between the-leftist
fly out more Americans.
having to take what is not Wednesday aboard two Air Sandinista rebels
and the 42
Somoza's planes rocketed
theirs," and said the national Force C-130 transports, year-old Somoz
a famil)
and strafed Managua's slums,
guard would soon begin bringing the total evacuated to dictatorship.
trying to smash the guerrillas
distributing food in barrios 221 on Tuesday and WedWe have told President
in the strongholds they have
cleared of guerrillas.
nesday. One American woman Somoza we believe that
barricaded since Friday
a
Hungry Managuans looted among those evacuated said—political solutio
n is necessary
night. National guardsmen
all major market areas and the situation in Managua was to resolve
the proble
raked the barrios with sub- superm
arkets. Some 15,000 "horrible. It's a war. There is Vance said. Otherw m," _
ise
machine guns in an operation
people took refuge in a dozen constant
machine-gunning "polarization will continu
e
called ''reconnaissance by
Red Cross refugee centers but and bombing.
and the chances of a radical
fire."
they were running out of food
"We saw thousands of solution to the problem are
, "We shoot into all the trees
and water.
Nicaraguans looting every • great."
on an unsecured block with
Bands scavenged areas on building along the road we had
The guerrillas of the San.50-caliber machine guns,"
the outskirts of the slums, but to use to get to the U.S. dinista Nationa
l Liberation
said a lieutenant in the guard, much
of these areas were Embassy,"
she
said. Front take their name from a
Somoza's combined army and
already picked clean. They "They've been without food Nicaraguan
rebel who fought
police force. "Sometimes stole
from looters weaker than for almost five days and the U.S. Marine
s who put
people with guns-jump down
themselves. Some, bran- they're desperate."
Somoza's father into power
and run away. Sometimes dishing
pistols, tried to stop
Before the latest outbreak of They led a two-week uprising
they fall out dead."
cars.
guerrilla war 10 months ago last September in which
some
Managuans sleeping \ on
Wealthier townspeople and there were about 2,500 1,500 persons
were killed. their floors because of the
UPSTAGED — Street mime Steve Harris was drumming
their families fled the chaos to Americans in this 1(4a-sized Another 2,800 are
estimated to up
fighting said guerrillas told
a little enthusiasm on a Kansas City street when
the relative security of the nation. Many have fled since, have died in fightin
g since
them Sandinista commander
passerby Elton Watts got into the act.
Intercontinental Hotel, -and those left who want to join then.
Eden Pastora was-leading an
protected bss several thousand the evacuation flights to
"international brigade" north
troops stationed in the nearby Panama must -Provide their
from .the Costa Rican border.
military complex surrounding own transportation to the U.S.
Somoza claimed last weekend
SorncizVs
Military
Embassy. "They must be
his forces crushed an invasion
headquarters, called "'MC-ready to leave on short notice
there last week and drove the
Bunker."
and can carry only a suitsurvivors back across the
frontier.
The guerrillas also said they
were battling Somoza's forces
in Masaya, 20 miles south of
Managua, and in the northern
cities of
Sebaco and
Matagalpa. Journalists
returning from the north
•onfiamed that the SanBy TOM EBLEN
received grants last winter,
las held the towns of La
Associated Press Writer
often without any delay.
d and San Isidro and
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -But Sister Kateri said apguard pinned down in
A group of social workers and plicants often_ are forced to
Racks Of better dresses
*two locations in nearby Esteli.
elderly persons has called for wait unnecessarily for hours
Jr..
Misses 8, Halfsizes
In Leon, the second largest
improvements in a state before a social worker can see
city in Nicaragua, national
Reg. to 39"
program designed to help them. She said many apguard. sources said the
elderly and needy persons pay plicants are asked to provide garrison ' was under heavy
winter utility bills.
unneeded information have
attack by the gurrillas, Leon
The group said Wednesday been treated by social workers
has been in rebel hands, exthat because of government ''as if they were trying to
cept for the garrison,since the
red tape,only one:fgirth of the cheat the state out of the..
beginning of the month.
$5 million allocated foi- the— -money."
Somoza conceded in a
Energy Cost Assistance
"It's Idehumanizing the way
Explosive brights and
broadcast Wednesday night
Program was distributed.
people are being treated,"
dynamite strlpes for
"That $5 million was not all Sister Kateri said. "There has
spent, but it wasn't because it to be some kind of sensitivity
playtime. •
wasn't needed," said Sister
work done with the workers."
399
Ann Kateri, a social worker of
Another complaint about the
--Reg to 12"
the
Christian Outreach
program was the size ,,of the
Pregram.
grants.
Sister Kateri was among
Sister Mary Ballard, who.,
several persons who criticized .works
with
Christian
the program's application Outreach in Larue County,
Twills, nylon. white, &
procedures, size of grants,and said many rural dwellers are
alleged harsh treatment of required to pay large energy
pastels for all your
applicants by state social bills in one lump sum when
summer fun
workers.
shipments of fuel oil or bottled
The
499
comments
were gas are delivered. She said the
Reg. to 10"
directed
toward
maximum grant of $80 was not
a
representative of the state enough for those persons, and
Department for Human suggested larger- graids be-.
.
:Resources at a news con- made available.
ference at Dosker Manor, a
Gail
Huecker,
comhighrise apartment -complex
missioner of the Bureau for
White and Kakhi jeans
for the elderly.
\
Social Services, said the
Only about $1.25 million of department was aware of
in straight legs and
the $5 million allocated by the problems with the program.
modified flares.
General Assembly for the She said money was needed to
program was distributed last train workers and increase the
599
Reg. 15"
Speidel makes them!
winter, the group said.
size of some staffs.
Under
the----..program,
Ms. Huecker said better
Medicaid recipients and coordination is needed betpersons whose income is ween programs to prevent
below the poverty level can confusion, and added that the
qualify for as much as $80 a department would look into
Sensational 1 and 2 pc.
year.
ways to make application
swimsuits for sun & fun.
Cornelia Brown, Louisville- procedures simpler and more
Jefferson County community convenient for elderly per'
Reg to 229
action commissioner, said sons.
114 S 5th
about 2,700 nersons in the area
1/3
She said administrative
—_
problems were probably,__
--1
res iMsible for the small
amouritx of money awarded,
but said funds not used last
winter would be added to next
Pretty pastel coats &
year's $5 million allocation.
Featuring
Ms. Huecker said workers.
gowns with a delicate
are required to check all
*Tony Trabert Tennis Raquets
touch
or lace
applications closely to ,guard
C-6's and Big Bubbas
against fraud, and that
• Reg. to 20"—
discourteous 'treatment of
applic
ants was probably
K-Swiss Tennis Shoes
caused- by a lack of training Of
Loto-Newk Tennis Shoes
workers. .

Social Workers, Elderly
Call For Improvements
Utility Payment Program

Local Nazarene church
members will attend their
annual district assembly and
auxiliary conventions June 1822, 1979. The assembly of the
Kentucky district, which
includes 81 churches, will
convene Thursday, June 21 at
9 a.m. and will continue
through the afternoon Friday,
Jane 22.

High in the attention of the
delegates
will
be the
denomination's Twentieth
quadrenial General Assembly
to be held in Kansas City, Mo.,
next year, June 19-27, 1980.
Resolutions to the official
business
sessions,
the
denomination's
highest
authority on policy, program,
and doctrine, will be discussed
Preceding the assembly, the and voted on. An equal
following auxiliary con- number of ministers and lay
persons, determined by the.
ventions will be held:
member
ship of the district
A Christian Life convention,
featuring the Rev. James will be elected by the
Diehl as its special speaker, delegates to the district
will convene Monday evening, assembly.
Dr. George Coulter, general
June 18, at 7:30; other sessions
will be held on Tuesday, con- superintendent, will preside
and speak at the _opening of
cluding at 5 p.m.
each morning session. He is
Tuesday
evening
the one
of a six-man Board of
missionary convention will
begin with a rally at 7:30 p.m. General Superintendents,
Rev. Brent Cobb, missionary elected at the quadrennial
from Korea, will be the guest General Assemblies, who
speaker throughout the direct the affairs of the
convention which will end at 5 denomination through the 170
districts in 68 nations of the
p.m. Wednesday, June 20.
All sessions will be held on world.
The Church of the Nazarene
the campus of Western
is
recognized as a leader in the
Kentucky University in
Church Growth Movement, a
Bowling Green. __
_
Rev. Aleck Ulmet. district fact which explains that it
superintendent, will give his ranks sixth among major
sixth report. Other business of denominations in national
the assembly will include coverage, according to
Research
pastors' reports, church Glenmary
statistics, elections, and Associates of Washington,
planning for the church year. D.C., a church spokesman
said.

SUNDRESSES
For all the sunny days
• ahead choose a sundress with a lovely print
or a bright solid shade.

DRESS SALE

Reg. 19" to 29"

11 99

40,% tb 60% Off
T-TOPS

TODAY'S
BIG
WATCHES
NEED
-WIDE ONE
WATCHBANDS

COORDINATES

SHORTS

-No. 1 Coordinate Jr.
& Missy Maker
Pants• Skirts• Vests
Shirts • Shorts
T-Tops

699

Reg. 12" to 24"

JEANS! JEANS!

$ Type

50idsi

SWIMSUITS

IVE
YIELD

h St.
4

SHORT SETS
2 pc. terry & cotton knit
short sets for sportswear
and fun-wear. In a collection
Of soft pastels, navy & red.
Reg. to 18"

799

Lindsey's
Jewelers

to 50% Off

PRO THREAD SHOPPE

LINGERIE

•

5"

HANDBAGS

Fred Perry Sportswear
Top Seed Sportswear
"- Prompt Raquet Stringing
Quality Merchandise At Reasonable Prices
IA1(

MUMPf-Tennis

Center

Hwy..
641N.

Fest film Service
At Big Distort

tt.0
0
40

¶05
I,
‘04?sti,,oett

For casual & beach.
wear. Choose from an

399

FILM, FLASH CUBES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES,

Artcraft Studios
111 Se 1795 753-0035
nil'anew AiBui boos

Reg. 15"

CENTRAL
• Behr' Charge

Carefree terry lets you
enjoy warm weather fun
in delightful comfort.
Many styles & colors:

assortment o' styles.
Reg.-12"

ROMPERS

It

SHOPPING CENTER — MURRAY, KY

Master Charge

-

• VISA

799

ar"'"taN
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Having Baby By Artifical Inseminatioq

Murderer, Wife To Challenge Decisio
By DENNIS MONTGOMERY of a ballgame, it's
not over tificial • insemination, is a to be able to contact the
Since then, they've had
Associated Press Writer
',et. It's the first play.
matter of serious public policy spirits.
weekend visits, monthly
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)'•She has the right to have a and is best addressed by the
The couple visited, studied telephone calls and
A convicted murderer serving baby. We're hoping
now that Legislature," he said.
the Bible together, became initimate contact. But no
a life sentence and his new the Court's will
they
s •.
"This is very low of him to engaged, and were married are convuic
decide the
ed they
wife say they'll challenge in issue. We're hoping
that the make this decision without May 24 at the Lauderdale to have their arc going
court the state's refusal to courts will look
child at her side even contacting me," said County Courthouse in a somehow.
allow them to have a baby by mostly. I think its
more of a McDonald, convicted of the ceremony attended by five
"They could set a guard
artificial insemination.
question of her rights, right 1974 murder of a neighbor. In armed
guards. The groom was between us two and we
"I feel like it's very much now."
are
addition to a life term, he's shackled at the hands and feet
still going to get a baby," Mrs.
my responsibility to have a
Correction Commissioner serving 2-5 years for shooting because
of an escape two McDonald told her husban
child by my husband. I feel Harold Bradley
d by
told Mrs. at the dead man's wife.
years ago..
phone,
like the Bible says this," said McDonald in a letter
The McDonalds met after he
that the
'Mary McDonald, whose state's General
Assembly this saw a newspaper article about
husband Ralph won't be year refused to
grantinmates how she dressed as a witch to
-eligible for parole from the conjugel visits.
-attend a meeting of a religious
Fort Pillow Prison Farm until
"The establishrhent of a sect, she said was harassing
the yaar 2004.
,
program which permits the her. He thought he was being
"I will use whatever legal conception of childre
SIGN HANGOUT - Jim Crowder looks over a plane for
n by an harassed for his faith when he
sale at Aircraft Acquisition
means I hai,e to," said Mrs. incarcerated parent,
,yNeer
Inc's used plane business at Vancouver, Wash. Crowde
whether was transferred to a prison
GBD
r says the 55 mph speed limit
Briar_'"oourn
McDonald, a purse who lives by conjugal visitati
on or ar- mental hospital after claiming
for autos has increased his sales of light planes.
in suburban Hermitage. "I'm
t.hee oq
sorry, but I just think when
C0111you get to something as basic
as the right to a child - that's
FLORENCE, Ky. (API —
The search warrant was
Blended Tobaccos
.-- Name Brand Pipes
what marriage is all about."
The son of the former issued by Boon District Judge
Genuine Leather Pouches
Imported Cigars
r
The couple, both fun- Florente
publie
works Robert Hall after Morehead
'
, vf•Humidor for Cigars 8 Tobacco
Pipe Rocks
damentalist Christians, met director and another man Police Chief
Mike Hall and
Ceramic Tobacco Jars
Calibre Pipe Lighters
last year and married last were free on $5,000 bond four officers_
arrived at the
Unique Ash-Trays-Gift Certificates
month. They asked prison Wednesday following an early Boone County Police
station.
7
officials for permission to morning raid on a house in
Hall said a juvenile was in
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) - polarization of the board into
Special On Selected Ashtrays
provide loan funds when EKP._ conceive a child by artificial which police said they custody and a warrant had
The East Kentucky Power two groups" as causing the
gets to the point of financing insemination - implantation recovered 110 of 130 pistols been issued for an adult in the
With L Without Pipe Knocker
board of directors is working REA "great concern regar- constru
ction of a proposed $1.2 of the male sperm in the stolen in a Morehead theft.
on problerns that have led the ding the security of loans
Boone County Police Chief
billion power plapt in eastern female without sexual in- burglary.
federal Rural Electrification made the EKP... There is a
Charged with receiving Tom Schwartz said Hall told
Clark County or EAtill County, tercourse - but were turned
"Murray's Exclusive
Administration to halt further very distinct management EKP
stolen goods were Gregory them the pistols were in the
probably will not be able ,down Tuesday.
loans, according to board problem at East Kentucky
"It's
kind
down,"
a
of
let
-the
Tobacco Shop"
Becraft. 22, son Of Brooks house. The door was kicked
- to build the plant.
chairman James S. Patterson. Power.
102 N.5th
But he added, "We have 39-year-old McDonald said at Becraft, and Robert D. down after police got no
Financial problems and a
"Until such time as we can every hope of course that this the prison in West Tennessee. Wiggleworth, 29, Indepen- response from a knock, Schboard split were revealed in a make an informed judgement is a short-t
itlirjust like the starting dence.
Open 9:304:30,Mon.-Sat.
wartz said.
erm measure to "But
letter from
REA ad- that management at EKP is help the board get togethe
r."
ministrator
Robert
WI adequate, that there is
The cooperative's annual
Feragen to Pattersoon. The assurance the mortgage will report,
rarst•• •.,
s
•1,S 0
presented Monday,
,,400C.9.
May 14 letter was read at East provide security and there is included an
audit showing a
Kentucky Power's annual reasonable assurance that the net
loss of $452,819 for 1978 and
membership meeting Monday loans will be repaid, we will a net loss of
$1,067,407 for 1977.
in Lexington.
not make any further loans,
The
board
discussed
John Tabor, a director of loan guarantees'-Or lein a* proposed
changes to balance
Clark Rural Electric, one of 18 comodations to East Kentucky the budget
but took no action.
member cooperatives served Power," the REA letter said.
A specal meeting was set for
by EKP, read a copy of the
Patterson
said
the July 6 for further discussion.
letter to the approximately 275 cooperative's board was
persons present and said the working on the problems, and
point is "that East Kentucky Ronald
Rainson.
EKP
at this point cannot borrow president
and
general
any more money from REA."
manager, said a special
The letter cited a "split in committee had been apthe ,board of directors and pointed to deal with areas in
which the board had been
split.
"We're tightening up
HARRISBURGyPe.( AP)operations both from a fiscal Tests show that the Three
Mile
and a performance stand- Island nuclear acciden
t did
NEW!
point,"
he
said.
Pourer, Chan
not cause the death of farmer
,Saw
converts to a gas
He told the Winchester Sun Clair Hoover's cows, the
oOwerert ,orre
state
later that the special com-r Department of Agricul
ture
mittee would present the said Wednesday.
board with a balanced budget,
.—CHAIN SAW &
Hoover, a Mennonite whose
which should help the 400-acre farm in Bainbri
LINE TRIMMER
dge,
situation.
ATTACHMENT
Lancaster County, is five
He said a number of miles from the
damaged
directors were concerned nuclear power plant,
said he
because had the budget not lost 12 calves and seven
cows
been balanced, this would within a month of the
March 28
have been the third straight accident that damage
d the
year for a deficit.
plant's reactor.
In that event, he said,
The carcass of a 12-year-old
because
of
bonding cow from Hoover's farm
4 't
arrangements,
the _examined at the department's
cooperative could be declared Surrunerdale diagnos
tic lab
technically in default bY the revealed metritis,
a bacterial
REA.
uterine infection, said John
Combinatto Value,
He said steps being taken to Nikoloff, an agricul
ture
tighten the budget included no department spokesman.
new hiring for the rest of the
"Metritis was projected as
year and a _halt in the the cause of death. The
••4041
organs
rove.
.101.111P
••
cooperative's capital ex- were sent to the
••••••• wverts vw sopa
no, .rne
Department
•••••••
•• 21e08
pansion program, including of Environmental Resourc
,not .+••••••
es
Murray Nome
new switching stations and to check for radiation
and
transmission lines.
& Auto
none was found," Nikoloff
Chestnut St.
He said if REA still will not said.

eyePOPping giftsfor Dad

Board Of Directors To Work
On Problems Halting Loans

Two Men Free On Bond

Tests Show Nuke

Accident Did Not

Cause Cows Deaths

INS IN'1 HERE
n

ot)

COME TASTE OUR

KC Sini
(It'll keep you comm'back!)

$399
This weekend.
Sirloin Stockade proudly
features our KC Strip A thick; juicy cut
cooked lust the way you like it We guarantee 4With a..big
baked potato or french fries and a thick slab Of
toast. you d
expect to pay more than $3 99 But tthat's all it
is at Sirloin
Stockade Add a trip to our Soup 'n Salad Bar
maybe Only
99C And what you have.19‘an uncommon
value at a rather
uncommon steakhouse Sirloin Stockade
•
•

SIRLOIN

••••

STOCKADE'

Quality that keeps you condo'back.
Bal Avr Center

44t kft
-HOTIT.E1)BY PADUCAH BOTTLING CO ,PADUCAH,ICY. LINDEN APPOIN

TMENT FROMPeiii Cs.,INC_Bitozu,sszti.

y
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Man Testifies Accused
Murderer Tried Killing Him
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

Richardson is serving five
years in Blackburn Correctional Institute here for drug
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — trafficking. He said he was on
The resident of a house trailer probation from
a similar
where two Madison County conviction in Oklahom
a at the
- persons were killed and a time of
the killings. third seriously wounded last
Wounded in the attack was
• year has testified that accused Rebecca Davis,
18, Richmond,
murderer Allan Todd Hume who recovered from gunshot
threatened to kill him in a wounds to the head
and is
dEspute over drug prices.
scheduled to testify.
,Dale
Richardson, 21,
Richardson said he and a
distilled Tuesday, the second friend, Brent Pearson
,
day of Home's trial in Fayette discovered the
bodies upon
Circuit Court. • .
their return from a one-day
Hume, 25, a farmer sub- visit to Daytona Beach,
Fla.,
stitute teacher from Rich- adding the entire trip
took 36
mond, is charged with the hours.
shooting-strangulation deaths
The trailer had been ranat Michael E. Richardson, 20, sacked and several
items
and Sherri G. Brock, 18.
were missing, including stereo
Dale Richardson said he components worth about
liOed at the trailer with Miss -$6,500 and a set of scales used
Brock and that Michael
to weigh pot," Richardson
Richardson was his cousin.-- - said.
The argument occurred Ina
When defense attorney
telephone conversation two or Charles Coy' asked how
he
three days before the bodies could afford such a 'stereo
were found in the trailer Oct. outfit and a 1977 Pontiac
29, Richardson said.
Grand Prix although he ad"He (Hume) was trying to mittedly did not have a job,
sell me 500 vellums at $57 a Richardson replied, "I
was
hundred," Richardson said. - dealing dope — marijuana."
told him it was way too high.
He added he was interested
He got mad, threatened my in buying vellum for
his
life, said next time he saw me personal use.
I'd be looking up from a pine
Richardson then admitted,
box. He said I was a dead under questioning by Coy,that
man."
several of his "customers"
Michael Gerald, 20, Rich- often came to the trailer day
mond, also is charged with the or night. Coy was thought to be
-killings. Judge Armand trying to. show that any
Angelucci
has
ordered number of persons besides
separate trials for the two. Hume could have entered the

Service Slow In Italian
Restaurant Waiting For
Lagging Fettucine Dish
migraine workers."
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
A cartoonist friend
AP Special Correspondent
DANBURY, Conn. (AP) — Wilton, Conn., who keeps an
Service was exasperatingly ear half cocked for the askew
Obverse
slow at our favorite Italian assonances of
restaurant, and my friend English heard a neighbor say
raised the issue of his lagging she could get nowhere with the
town assessor's office.
Fettucine
Verde
''It's like beating your
Gastronomica
with the
breast against a stone wall,"
harried waitress.
"Look," she rebuked him, she conceded in defeat.
He met a young lady at a
"Rome wasn't burnt in a
cocktail party who hadn't
day."
Obverse English had scored really been, invited by the
again, delivering a glancing hostess, but had been dragged
along by a friend and felt selfblow to a cliche.
It was gratifying to know conscious about being there.
•'I feel like I'm a fifth leg,"
that the Mother-764'1e was as
resilient and rubbery as ever, she confessed.
In a spirited discussion of
capable of being stretched
beyond the nallitw confines President Carter's energy
set for it by the pedagogues program, the bartender at the
and the moguls of the mass cafe down by the station
media.
---- - _denounced the logic of a
"It's raining out like a stuck departing participant in the
pig," the lady in the bakery debate.
"He's always running off
told me the other day. She's
the one who worries a lot out half-crocked like that" was
loud to all the customers about the indictment that followed
her married daughter: "the the contrary commuter out
youngest, who suffers from into the night.
nervous prostitution."
Obverse English, as participants in previous seminars
held by this column will
recognize, is that delightful
speech form which fearlessly
"shakes the bull by the horns"
but invariably fails to "hit the
barrel on the nail head."
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP)
It is English half heard by — Hundreds of French troops
the mind, delivered trippingly plan to sail to Newport next
on the tongue and falling on summer to mark the 200th
the ear like Oliver Hardy's anniversary of the landing of
derby when placed on Stan the French who helped the
Laurel's head.
- United States win the
My mother was a truly Revolutionary war.
creative practitioner of this
The Rhode Island Heritage
ingenius art form.
Commission and Gov. J.
She told me once it was a lot Joseph Garrahy announced
colder out than the porch preliminary plans for a yearthermometer
showed long
"Rochambeau
"because of the Chill Wills Celebration" at a Statehouse
factor." I tried to imagine Meeting Wednesday.
what that worthy character
The celebration on July 10,
actor had to do witb the 1960, will commemorate the
elements but realized that any arrival of Jean-Baptiste
cross-examination would only Comte de Rochambeau, the
lead us deeper into the literary French general who helped
quagmire.
the Americans force the
Mom spoke her mind, and British to surrender in
when she put that little extra Yorktown, Va.
English on her English it
came across like a combination knuckler and spitball.
For a different sandwich
Like, she was against priests
"muddling in politics," but filling, mix grated Swiss
she thought they should go all cheese, cottage cheese, green
out and help Caesar Chavez pepper, mayonnaise and dill
improve the lot of "the weed.

trailer during Richardson's
36-hour absence.
The trial, which ended its
second day Wednesday, is
being conducted with 12 jurors
and one alternate. A 14th
juror, Frank E. Guy, was
jailed for three days for
contempt of court when he
failed to 'appear Tuesday.
Sheriff's deputies, said Guy
had been drinking..
Aagelucci stated during
jury selection that jurors
would be sequestered during
'the trial, but said Wednesday
they would be sequestered
only during deliberations.

Cruisers To Test Device
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Six Louisville police cruisers
are slated to test a carburetor
device designed to increase
mileage and reduce auto
emissions, a department
spokesmaixsaid.
Capt. Dick Tong, head of the
department's traffic division,
said that the devices were to
be installed today on the six
cruisers for a 60-day test.
Called a VK Environmental
Fuel Saver, it is designed to
increase mileage by 18 percent'while cutting emissions
by 65 percent.
Tong said some of .the test
cars are assigned to stop-qiulgo downtown patrols with
others working the traffic
patrols involving considerable
driving on expressways. '
"With the gas situation the

ar

WEDDING DINNER — Miss Tacoma, righ-t, has dinner on
her arrival at the Cincinnati,
Ohio, Zoo with Alvin. Tacoma was brought in when
the zoo found that birth-its aardvarks were males.

Rose To Be Department Head
Effective July 1, Dr. Winfield H. Rose, a graduate
program coordinator at East
Texas State University,
Commerce, will become
chairman of the Department
of Political Science, Public
Administration and Criminal
Justice at Murray University.
A native of Appalachia, VA.,
Winfield, 37, succeeds Dr.
Farouk Urnar, who recently

resigned the position to return
to
teaching.
'Winfield, _a graduate of
Powell Valley High School Big
Stone Gap, Va., earned his
undergraduate degree in
mathematics and graduated
with honors from CarsonNewman College, Jefferson
City, Tenn., in 1964.
Both his master's and
doctoral degrees are in

political science and were
earned at Duke University,
Durham, N.C. _
He has been at East Texas
State since 1973 and for 18
months served as acting head
of the Department of Political
Science.
His teaching areas have
been: .. .public personnel administration, including public
management and collective

way it is, I believe city
government has a responsibility to try anything we
can," Tong said.
The fuel saver, when attached to a vehicle's carburetor, electrically heats
gasoline to achieve a more
complete burn.
The part is being supplied
free of charge for the police
test, according to supplier
Richard Tacon of Louisville.
The public will be able to
purchase the part in the near
future for about $15, he added.
The device has been approved for use in California by
that state's Air Resources
Board, i% *pokesznan with:the
regional fire of the federal
Environmental Protection
Agency said that the agency
hasn't researched the effectiveness of the fuel saver.

Corn-Austin Father's Day
Special

bargaining; American
government and politics;
administrative law and
regulatory process. He has
written numerous articles in
these areas.
Winfield is married, the
father of three children, and
his wife is a graduate of the
Duke University School of
Anesthesia and is a Certified
Registered Nurse Anesthetist,

2
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The Nationwide
Supermarket of Sound"

Complete Stereo
Music System
Does It All!

o
O
o

AM/FM Stereo Receiver!
Stereo Cassette Recorder!
Stereo 8-Track Recorder!

O Stereo Record Changer!
•Make 8-Track Copies of Cassettes
or Cassette Copies of 8-Tracks

•Record Cassettes and 8-Tracks,
Individually or Simultaneously,
from Phono, Radio or Other
Recorders or from Aux or Mike Jacks
•3-Speed Changer with Cue/Pause
Lever and Dust Cover

95

259

French Troops To

Reg.
359.95

Sail To Newport

CHARGE IT(MOST
IS

For Anniversary

Save 23%
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I

II

Color Passports and
ID's While Yo1Wait
Vleddings-Frortro

Save 31%

1r Hear All the Action!
r AM/CB Pocket Radio

Pocket Weatheradicii
Goes Anywhere!

by Realistic

Save 38%
AM/FM Digital Alarm
Clock Radio
ChronomaticA'-113 by Realistic
Risen shine every morning to music.or
buzzer alarm!
Features sleep
and snooZr_csm_.-_
trots Compactfor nightstand,
dresser or shelf.
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12-1506

by Realistic
Only 37/8x23/4x
1'4"/ Pulls in,
National
Weather
Service VHF
stations up to
25 miles away!
Great for
travelers, outdoorsmen
Wit
trap,
battery.

Compact—only
4'.,?)(23.'4X1343".
Great on summer
trips! Hear all 40
.CB channels plus
AM news, sports
and music. With
strap. battery,
earphone 12-606

1
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8
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12.95

Wherever You Live, -Work or Play. There's a Ractio Shack Store Near You!
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Kennedy Foundation
Picks MSU Program
The Center for Innovation
and Development (CID) at
Murray State University has
been selected by the Joseph P.
Kennedy Foundation as one of
10 outstanding programs in
the nation for developing
special recreational models
4or handicapped individuals
and their families.
The CID has been awarded a
grant of $1,000, along with
training materials, as one of
the agencies and institutions
to serve as demonstration and
resource sites of the "Let's
Play to Grow" programs of
the Kennedy Foundation.
Dr. Doris ,Helge, CID
director, said the model
provide
will
programs
special
for
examples
:education and developmental
disabilities ,personnel
-throughout the country.
A project created by the CID
in 1976 and expanded each
year since to meet the
recreational needs of hanpublic school
dicapped
students will be integrated
into the Kennedy Foundation
program as the model at
Murray State.
Special
the
Titled
Recreational Skills
Development Program, the
project has attracted national

interest. CID staff members
were natfonal consultants to
the U.S. Office of Education in
the summer of 1978 in the
effort to develop similar
programs in other areas.
Dr. Allen Beane and Dr.
Mary Holcomb Valentine are
serving as campus coordinators for the Kennedy
Foundation Program. They
will attend a national training
conference in Washington,
D.C., in June to receive
training and materials to
establish a national parent
organization.
They will also assume the
responsibility for training
teams to establish similar
programs in the Murray State
region.

Discount Stores

Cook holds a diamond ring
RETORNID RING — Disney World bird expert Charlie
at Lake Buena Vista, Fla.,
visitor
a
of
hand
the
from
plucked
'valued at $1,000 which was
days before it was
several
for
by the bird at left. The ring was stuck in the rhea's gizzard
removed with a special instrument.

_INTRODUCTORY
FILM DEVELOPING
SPECIAL

C

Shah Says Iran No Longer Has
Goverment; Is Destroying Itself

CUERNAVACA, Mexico
(AP — Iran no longer has a
government and is destroying
itself, says Shah Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi, speaking out at
his first full-scale news conference since leaving his
homeland for an uncertain
exilefive months ago.
"My heart is bleeding. My
country is destroying itself,"
the deposed ruler told
reporters Wednesday beside a
pool in the garden of the
palatial villa he has rented.
• WASHINGTON AP) — The
His wife, Empress Farah,
National Aeronautics and
attended the news conference
Space Aciministra tion has
with him but said nothing.
narrowed its estimate of when
"I left my country to avoid
the huge Skylab space station
the spilling of more blood, but
,will plunge back to earth. It
since I left there we've had a
now says the fall is expected
bloodbath," he said, referring
between July 7 and July 25.
to the execution of some 250 of
Last Thursday, NASA said
his supporters by Ayatollah
Skylab, the largest man-made
Ruhollah Khomeini's militant
object in space, would fall
Islamic regime.
sometime between July 4 and
"I don't believe there is a
July 28. Updating that Wed- government in Iran because
nesday, NASA said new in- the bloodbath and the fighting
formation from the North
between brothers cannot be
Defense stopped," he said. — My
Air
American
Command indicates there is a country is destroying itself."
50-50 chance Skylab will come
Some of Khomeini's leading
down July 16. About 500 pieces associates have called on their
are expected to survive re- supporters to assassinate the
entry and strike the earth. But shah because the governthe space agency says the
ments that have given him
chance of injury or damage refuge so far have refused to
will be slight.
extradite him to Iran. But "f

- NASA Estimates
s When Skylab Will
Plunge To Earth

being
not i'fear
do
assassinated," he declared.
"I am a religious man. I
believe in providence. All
depends on that," said the 59year-old Moslem. lifting his
hands.
The shah said it was "too
early" to say whether he
would seek permanent asylum
in Mexico, the fourth nation he
has visited since leaving Iran.
He arrived Sunday from the
Bahamas.
II Asked if he planned to go to
the United States, he replied:
"This depends if one is
welcome or not." He refused

to say whether he had been
refused admittance by the
t.S. government, once of his
closest allies. '
Wearing a navy blue
guayabera, he traditional
Mexican shirt, trimmed with
white emmbroidery, the shah
answered questions for about
15 minutes. While he has
chatted briefly with reporters
at other stops in his five
monthLs of exile, this was his
first full-fledged news conference.
He invited the reporters in
after one of his bodyguards
pushed aside a television
newswornan seeking an in-

House Committee
Given Conflicting Views
WASHINGTON I AP) —
Members of Congress have
given a subcommittee of the
House Judiciary Committee
conflicting views of whether a
constitutional amendment
requiring a balanced federal
budget would help or hurt the
poor.
. Rep. Robert Bauman, R-Md., chairman of the
American Conservative
Union, told the monopolies

terview at an exclusive
restaurant Tuesday night.
"The shah was embarrassed by the attitude of ,
his bodyguards," said the
newswoman,Graciela Leal.
He said he came to Mexico
because "it is a country with a
long tradition of hospitality."
He denied reports that former
Secretary of State Henry
and . Chase.
Kissinger
Manhattan Bank President
David Rockefeller helped him
obtain his 90-day tourist visa.
"I asked the Mexican
government directly for my
visa," he said. "It was a
personal act."
Kissinger said on Monday
that he interceded with the
Mexican government on
behalf of the shah because the
U.S. government was doing
nothing to help its former ally.

subcommittee Wednesday
such arr amendment would
"be to the advantage of the
poor and underprivileged."
But Rep. William H. Gray III,
D-Pa., a House Budget
Committee - member, said an
amendment would balance the
federal budget "on the backs
of those who can least afford it
by eliminating programs
which provide basic human
needs."

each roll
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Several Thousand To Raise $200,000

A

McBrayer Supporters Asked To Erase Deficit
By SY RAMSEY
advertising, mainly on
He said one was Brown's
Associated Press Writer
television, "than we did — and massive television advertising
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
we had to go for broke because blitz and his campaign
Several thousand people who
this came all pf a sudden."
telephone calls which reached
supported Terry McBrayer
In a reflective moment, hundreds of thousands of
or governor will be a.*ed by
McBrayer blamed his defeat voters.
letter next week for money to
on three main factors.
He said another was that "I
help erase a $200,000 campaign deficit.
The
unsuccessful
Democratic candidate, endorsed by the state administration in the May 29,
primary, returned Wednesday
frail a two-We'4'.Florida
vacation and began signing
WASHINGTON(AP)—Sen. view of the Deptxnent of
letters asking backers "to dig
Wendell Ford, fl-Ky., says a Energy, the use . coal — both
just a bit deeper to help us report
submitted to President direct- and indirect — is the
retire this debt as 'quickly as Carter
last week forecasts a only answer for the midterm."
possible,"
major economic crises unless
The Ken 'cky Democrat
"I borrowed $50,000 of my there
is a dramatic increase in said mo
of the recomown money ten days before
coal production and use.
the report are
in.
mendato,jts
election and am now assuming
Ford said commented not new/but reflect a greater
not only that but the
following a briefing by Energy intens'
y than before on the
/
9
responsibility of another _
Secretary James Schlesinger part of the Energy Depart$150,000 debt," thell-yi1E-bld on the
report, which Carter . m - tInpush for Increased use
former state commerce requested
in April on ways to
coal.
commissioner said.
increase domestic coal
In an interview, McBrayer production.
"Earlier recommendations
attributed the extra costs to
regarding coal have not lived
"This report spells out in
John Y. Brown Jr.'s entry into uncertain terms
the one pn —up to our expectations," Ford
the primary race. Brown won that still_ has
not gotten across said. "But times are different
the Democratic nomination about
now. The undertones are
Our current energy
two moilihs after he an- situation,"
Ford said Wed- different and the needs are far
nounced.
more apparent than ever
nesday. "That point is that
"Brown cost us up to
before in the past. I think this
we're talking about more than
$500,000 more by coming in the just an energy
time it will be different."
shortage —
race," McBrayer said.
what we're really talking
Ford said the report idenHe said his campaign had about is this nation's economic
tifies obstacles to greater use
budgeted $1.1 million for the survival in the near
term
of coal and recommends ways
ca4paign but probably spent future."
to eliminate them without
$rx million.
Ford said the report "lays it
"We saw him coming in the on the line that time is short sacrificing environmental
objectives.
last three weeks and no other and that the stakes are high.
It
"The report presents a very
candidates did." McBrayer makes At clear that by 1985
practical approach to the
said.
there ill not be enough oil at
He said Brow!' spent five_ _any rice to satisfy our energy direct burning of .coal and
times more for campaign del.ands or needs. And in the inducements to change boiler
use from oil to coal. It also
promises an aggressive and
comprehensive synthetic fuel
program."

Ford Says Report Given
To Carter Forecasts
Major Eco'nomic.Criss

LAKEWAY'CARPET &
LINOLEUM CENTER
Rt. 2 Hwy. 79E Paris, TAMIL
Nrs. Mon-Fri 940 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
7. ,Sat.800 Lilt to 12 Noon

.,/

ASTRO-TURF $3.00 Yd.
G.A.F. 6'& CONGOLEUM 12'
NO WAX WM

$2.95 yd to $4.95 yd.
CARPET 12' MOTHS

stari at

COMMERCIALS SOLIDS I PRINTS
PLUSH SAXONY'S SCULPTURED SNAGS

$3.95 yd to $6.95 yd.
ALL ITEMS IN-STOCK

Start at

was never able to establish my
own identity — I was just
known as Julian's puppet or
suecessor and I couldn't get
the media to talk about me."
Csov. Julian Carroll endorsed McBrayer shortly
before the primary.
McBrayer said a third
factor was the unexpected
slippage of two other nonadministration candidates —
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard
and Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall.
l_ no idea that they
would do so pootly-,"
McBrayer said.
He said his campaign advisers estimated that 120,000
the
win
would
votes
Democratic primary, and that
he received about 12,000 more
votes than anticipated.
But apparently, Brown's
media and telephone campaign created a larger turnout
than expected, while Hubbard
and Stovall failed to get as
many votes as expected,
McBrayer said.
He indicated he agreed in
part with the governor's

want establishment."
McBrayer complained that
"I was winning it three weeks
before the election" but the
only time he again overtook
Brown after that "is when
Brown didn't have massive tv
for a few days."
McBrayer said he worked
hard at his state government
posts for 15 years and gained

intimate knoudedge of every Tarrant, Bullitt and Combs in
facet of government, but that its Lexington office, said he
it paid him no political will resume the practice of
dividends.
law on his own, with offices at
What is the moral to that Greenup and at Lexington,
tale? "Go in business and get where he will continue to live.
rich quick," McBrayer
McBrayer was spending his
quipped.
last day at the formerly wellMcBrayer, who had been appointed state campaign
associated
with
the headquarters here. It was
prestigious law firm of scheduled to close Thursday.

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.

40110.

1NSIIRANCE—D0NDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR Till RESIDENTS OF MURRAy,CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

75344M

FATHERS DAY

5.

We're your local independent hardware merchant with acme& chain-buying pew*,

•

Ford called the report's
recommendations "realistic,
attainable, and quite frankly,
not only the best but the only
available option we have for
the short term."
He said the main theme of
the report, as explained by
Schlesinger, points to the need
for a central coal policy
agency at the federal level, a
central financing agency for
synthetic, fuel development
and the entire fossil fuel
program and the necessity of
a uniform expedited licensing
system for increasing coal
production.
Tins of fruit or vegetable
juice that have. been frozen
will help keep other foods in
the lunch bag chilled until
mid-day.

assessment that the race
featured few issues.
"I had issues — such as the
fuel adjustment clause and
education — but the people
really didn't want issues," the
losing contender said.
What did Kentucky voters
want?
"They
don't
know,"
MeBrayer said. "They don't

•

VISE-GRIP
Gift Set

The N ISE-6 R I P çiiii Set comes in its
ov n handsome gif x and includes two
sizes of VISE-GRIP locking pliers —
' iwo of the most versatile tools he'll ever
own. And VISE-GRIP tools have been
, famous for quality and durability for
more than 50 years.
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husband ate
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today at Jerry's.
We promise.

II

a

011

TOOL

Easy start-automatic choke, vertical s.ar1er. Fingertip
height adjusters on roller bearing wbedis,
60-207
B & D 16" DELUXE
SHRUB AND HEDGE TRIMMER

or

NO 81

T
"%TAU
)14WrIll
OF'HIE

\*.b/
REGULAR
$29.99

5-Pc. Combination
WRENCH SET

'24"

80

SALE

.,i2474c0
,7a0
e0
b:::4,30

Double-edged blades cut with smooth continuous pow
ring strokes per mlnuie. Double-inv./toted; no grail
Detachable cnrd
amps 8124

5iFlrel7

REM

While Supplies Last

STORM ALARM R 110
FROM WEATNE LERT

13.99

now

SERVESS
Five popularly-sized wrenches for homeowner needs. Sizes
:3,9, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, and 58 inches in boxed and open ends
Chromed-alloy drop-forged steel for top performance
and long-lasting wear Includes handy clip for easy storrig anti eerrying
6015

QUANTITIES LIMITED

Let's see...Mr. Kramer came in with some
friends from the office. They had a
very enjoyable meal...and yes, there W
plenty of time for salad and milk with
his sandwich.

We make
you feetat home.

Mks

RESTAURANTS

So. 12th Street

Take
Advantage
of
Murray Home
& Auto's
Bridal
Registry

11
/
2-GAL SPRAYER
For home and garden use
Adjustable nozzle

61511

RETAIL 17.99
OUR REG. 15.99

*It sounds an alar when the
weather's going to
alarming!
Siren alerts yo to emergency
weather con 0 ons, then broadcasts re
. Daily weather
reports, Ile
AC or battery.
09/TA17,

Batteries
Not Incl.

MurrayHome
&Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
753-2571

•

State, Federal Officials
Begin Probe Of Possible
Civil Rights Violations
STANFORD, Ky. iAP) State and federal investigators have begun a
probe into possible civil rights
violations arising from police
action at a birthday party last
weekend.
Two FBI agents conducted
interviews here Tuesday and
Wednesday after an unnamed
Stanford resident told the U.S.
Justice
Department of
possible civil
Eigfirpersons were artsted
early Sunday after police
responded to a call for
assistance from an off-duty
state police trooper, Shannon
Corman.
Police records show that
Corman called shortly after
midnight Saturday to replOrt
loud music at the party. The
inusic-was turned down, ac-

On Health Certifica on

Truck tumping
Up Radioactive
Water For Dis
NEW YORK.AP Radioactive
ter leaked
from a hose t Consolidated
Edison .- C s Indian Point
nuclear :nt as the liquid used
e re-actor's cooling
syste = was being pumped
in a truck for disposal, a
pany official says.
No more than 10 gallons of
the-water-,- -which splashed on
the pants of an employee,
escaped onto a protective
plastic sleeve, Stanley Duane,
a Con Ed spokesman, said
Wednesday. The incident
occurred during a transfer
Tuesday night of the
radioactive water, he said. A
Nuclear Regulatory Commission inspector assigned to
the Westchester County
nuclear plant was notified Of
the spill. Duane added.

MEMPHIS, Tenn. I AP)- A
He said he made the duet the lawsuit said, and Guthrie
radio executive who says it version on or about
May 21, told the recording executive
was his idea to combirfe the 1978, and it became
extremely he expected to be paid if
voices of Barbra Streisand popular in Louisville.
Columbia used his idea for the
and Neil Diamond on the song,
Guthrie said in July he sent duet version.
"You Don't Bring Me
company record
The
a
copy of the tape to Freddy
Flowers," has filed a $5
version
singles
released
of
a
Pilot,
a
record promotions
million lawsuit.
the Streisand Diamond tune in
man for CBS in Miami,Fla.
Guthrie
1978,
Pilot, the lawsuit claimed,. October
Gary P. Guthrie, a former
was
duet
charged,
and
the
program director for W AK Y took the copy of the tape to Los repeated in two albums Angeles
during
a convention
in Louisville, who now lives in
"Barbra Streisand's Greatest
Memphis, filed the Chancery sponsored by CBS and played
Hits, Volume II," and "Neil
it
for
Bruce
Lundvall,
Court lawsuit Tuesday acDiamond's 'You Don't - Bring
of
Columbia
cusing Columbia Records and president
Me Flowers."
Records.
CBS Inc. of breach of contract.
According to the lawsuit,
Guthrie said he was working
Lundvall
contacted Columbia sold more than a
for WAXY when he got the- Diamond about the tape and million copiesof the single and__
Idea of splicing separate the singing star was tin- mmore than two million
versions of the song by Ms. pressed,Guthrie said. On Aug. copies of the two albums. But
Streisand and Diamond into a 10, 1978, Lundvall called Guthrie said he has received
duet.
Guthrie to discuss the tape, no payments.

cording to police logs, but
about 10 minutes later Corman's wife called to say her
husband needed help with a
disturbance.
Cormap and city police
refused comment on the incident, but several persons at
the party alleged that they
were struck by police and that
at least one shot.was fired.
Those
arrested
were
charged with a variety of
often ses;--iirrcluding putrhedrunkenness, disorderly
conduct, resisting arrest,
escape, criminal mischief,
and hindering prosecution or
apprehension.
FBI agent Wayne McDonald
said results of the investigation will be turned over
the Justice Department's civil
rights division.

Board Ordered To Decide
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)Franklin Circuit Judge Henry
Meigs has ordered the state
certificate of Need and
Licensure Board to meet by
Wednesday to decide whether
to certify- an eastern Kentucky
health
maintenance

Radio Executive Files Lawsuit

organization
In his
ng Wednesday,
• that the state
Meigs
board • st decide on certificat .n of the Laurel River
Hea
Plan Inc. before the
f
1 year begins July 1. The
rd, which tied 3-3 on its last
vote, had seta July 11 meeting
to reconsider the proposal, but
Meigs said that funding for the
organization would expire
before that hearing date.
Meigs added that the
organization cannot qualify
for federal funding until it
receives certification in
Kentucky.
Laurel River Health Plan
Inc. would provide preventive
medical services and primary
health care. in Clay, Jackson,
Laurel. Rockcastle, Knox and
Whitley counties.

TO PERFORM AT fESTIVAL — The-Country Trend country music band,compowd li(members from Benton, Hardin, and Murray, will perform from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Arts
and Crafts Festival to be held at the Environmental Education Center, Land Between
the lakes on Sunday, June 17. Pictured, left to right, seated, Dianne Clark and Kathy
Reid, Jerry Burkeen in center holding guitar, back row, Don Housman, Dale Reid, Neil
Vick, and Jeff Dowdy. This band plays and sings at various events throughout the year
and were featured at programs at the campgrounds in the UR last year.

4k2k.

FRANKFORT-, Ky. AP)A hearing was scheduled
today on Franklin Circuit
Judge Henry Meigt' appeal of
a 100 percent increase in the
property valuation of his
house, a move that Meigs
claimed is revenge.
Meigs' home was evaluated
recently at $222,500, compared
with a $100,000 valuation last
year. Meigs claims the increase can be traced to his
request that a grand jury
investigate the "questionable
employment and accounting
practices" in the office of'
Franklin .Cd'Utity Property
Administrator
Valuation
Harold Travis.

indictments
were
No
returned by the grand jury,
but Travis' wife, Georgia, did
resign her part-time job in the
PVA office and refunded
$5,400 in pay.
This (increased
evaluaticn1, I'm quite confident,steins from blowing the
whistle &I his wife ,to the
grand jury which, of course, I
picked up,_irom the press
initially," Meigs said. The
Frankf*fttfrite-Jou mal had
reported
February that
Mrs. Travis was emply
.1g
the PVA office while aifull.r.time for a telephone
company.
Travis denied
Meigs'

allegations and said that the
judge's house had been undervalued for several years.
Meigs, a Republican, has
been circuit judge since 1960.
Travis, a Democrat, has been
PVA since 1962.

The factory has notified us that the flowing patterns will not be available after SeptemberIO,1979.
Vintage Pink
Gold Dahlia
Golden Garden
Spanish Yellow
Colonial Garden
LaMancha White
La Mancha Green
Vernon Tulips
Matilija/White Poppy
California Ivy
Please see us soon for pieces of these pattern&

FURCHES IfWELRY
East Side Court Square /

FEW ACCIDENTS
WASHINGTON AP) Fewer accidental deaths
occur in February than in any
other month of the year, according to the American
Council of Life Insurance.
It's been,seven years since
SEATTLE AP) - That's
The council says "latest how it is in the moon-walking
Apollo 16 astronaut Charles
government statistics show business - one day you're a
Duke spent a record 71 hours
that February usually records hero and the next you're
and 14 minutes on the moon.
some 7,400 accidental deaths telling a bunch of teen-agers
And he's found fame not only
while July records over 10,000 that even your wife doesn't
fleeting but dwindling.
deaths annually, the most of give you any respect.
s Duke; an, Air Force reserany month."
vist helping out with
recruitment, told a group of
high school students Tuesday
tbat five years after his space
adventure "only my wife and
momma remembered."
A year after thatall he could
count on was momma,he said.
and last rear "I kept pinnini;
notes up around the house" t,,
jog the memories of his wife
4nd sons.
r

Names In The News

--PHILADELPHIA AP ) t'Rocky" was_a sleeper when
it came upon the film scene
two years ago, but Sylvester
Stallone's sequel, "Rocky 11'
will open with all the trappings Hollywood money Can
buy.
Film publicist Mike Weis,
says up to $100,000 has been
spent on promotion here - a
parade, banners, signs, lavish
post-premiere party - for the
film that opens tonight. The
rest of the country can see it
Friday.
On hand will be stars Talia
Shire, Biirt Young, Burgess
Meredith and Carl Weathers.
But the big draw, of course,
will be Stallone, who flexed his
muscles Wednesday for some
5,000 cheering admirers as he
accepted
an
honor
proclamation from Mayor
Frank Rizzo.
And in case you haven't
heard, Rocky loses his
rematch title fight in the $8
million sequel, but he does win
a wife and have a child. All in
a film's work.

Airowisp•

THANE
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The Knitwear Specialist
1210 IMP,.

1.41..11.114 as

NV MI,

the 1979 edition
of a best-seller
A nea ever. tommer ;ook for our f0oSt suCcassful
cotton blend 'trot WoI71 updated relined detail in
the collar placket and pocket with •votong
new Calor Concepts Aimperisp' can nevi your
CoSt•Sfiller 001 for Spring 70

Dixieland Center

NEW. YORK (AP) -TF
late Robert F. Kennedy first
made his reputation as a hardhitting prosecutor and now his
son, Robert F. Kennedy .1r.. is
taking up the family mantle in
the criminal law business.
The 24-year-old Virginia
University law student started
Tuesday as one ot 45 interns
working in the Manhattan
district attorney's office doing
research and monitoring
trials.
Like everyone else, the son
. thetela in New Yoek -senator
is getting $30 a week for lunch
and transportation, and he's
getting no special treatment
from District Attorney Robert
Morgenthau.
"We have a lot of oori law
students working here and he
Is just one of them,"
Morgenthau said.

We
Support
LULL.
Arts & Crafts
Festival

BURGER
QUEEN

elIfreer

Royal Burger

Buy one Royal Burger: two juicy all-beef patties dressed with cheese, sauce, and lettuce on
a
toasted triple-decker bun, and get a setond Royal Burger FREE.
Expiration Date - June 21st 1979

Burger Queen of Murray,507 North 12th St:, Murray, Klima
cue AND USE THIS tOUPON
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State Board Wants To Hear Plans To

Upgrade Four Pulaski High Schools
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
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STRANGE ROOMMATES — John Eft, Duquesne University student at Pittsburg, Pa.,
keeps a 20-inch boa constrictor in his dorm room at college.

Surgical Team Successfully
Reattaches Man's Right Hand
NEW YORK (AP) — A New
Jersey man whose hand was
nearly cut off in an accident on
the job has become the third
success story in less than two
weeks for a team of surgeons
at Bellevue Hospital.
The surgical team reattached the right hand- of
Thomas Kowalig, 44, of
Kendalle Park, N.J., •in a
lengthy operation Tuesday
that began nearly four hours
after the hand was severed

That operation, which lasted
15 hours and 40 minutes, was
described as perhaps the
longest of its kind in the
nation's medical history.

and continued into the early
morningTiours today.
"The prognosis is good," a
Bellevue spokesman said
Tuesday night. "There is
blood in the hand and it looks
like it will take."
The same news came just
five days ago after the same
team reattached the right
hand of Renee Katz, 17, a
promising musician who lost
the hand when she was pushed
in front of a subway train.

And one week before
Renee's hand was restored,
the same team reattached the
left leg of Police Officer
Michael Mullick after the leg
was severed when he was
crushed between his patrol
car and a van.
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SPECIAL

1979 IMPORT AUTO #6578

Meets or exceeds
all manufacturers'
YOUR new car warranty
1979 TRUCK & VAN
- --e-6698 CHOICE requirements..
Sug. List $18.00 --'-• •
88 A product of
Ashland Oil Co
Deluxe •
umit one cate
hardcover editiOns
per customer
•ea.
Sug. List- $18.95

YOUR
CHOICE

64qt.

Sug. List $38.00
issur.;01
88
124

Car stereo power amplifier
25 watt stereo
(12.5 per channel)

•
-„,....
Aie turtle wax

LIMITED
OUANTITIES

4,-,-

• LIQUID AUTO WAX
World's largest selling liquid auto
wax. Giant 18 oz. size.

1
. 0.
Sug list $3.85
itfth
l
0... _47AI-or it T-123 1
99
1„....41,

0

----I

FREON
RECHARGE KIT
la oz freon, lock valve, charge

__-

line with safety cheCk, dispensing
valve. Instruction5:—

••

Clearance

Sctle

THE ULTIMATE TELEVISION
MAGNAVOX STAR SYSTEM
TOUCH-TUNE

UTER m

_237

•

NEW YORK (AP) — Nearly sponsored the report.
20 percent of all Americans
A recent National Academy
get most of their niedical Care of Sciences report projected
from a gynecologist, car- --Shortages of priniary care
diologist or other specialist physieians well into the 1990s,
rather than from a general and critics of medical schools
prattitioner, a new study today say there are too many
shows.
specialists.
The report, described as 11(e
As a result, federal
largest ever on how doctors guidelines require an inspend their time, is the latest creasing
proportion
of
--tri --a continuing debate over medical school graduates to
whether medical schools are spend their first year of
turning out enough physicians residency in general care
for personal care.
areas. Next year, the
The study, published in proportion will be 50 percent.
today's edition of the New
However, the new report,
England Journal of Medicine, based on records of the daily
concludes that this trend may activities of 10,000 doctors,
bring an early end to a predicts the general-care
shortage of family doctors — shortage will end shortly after
possibly by the mid 1980s.
1985.
Dr. David -Rogers, one of six
VALUABLE PEN
authors of the report, said it
LONDON lAPi L- The
proves there is a "hidden fountain pen
used by King
system" of medical care in the Edward VIII to
sign the
United States that will make Instrument
of Abdication was
up for projected shortages of sold recently at an auction
for
socalled "primary care" $4,000.
physicians
doctors who
Richard Revelly, the buYer;
treat the headache, sore sayt-he is a
fan of the former
throat, upset stomach and king, whiim he met twice.
The
other minor ailments. 50-year-old writ
recently
Rogers is president of the completed a musica
ve
Robert
Wood --.Ttihnson
story about Edward and
Foundation,
which
cowife.
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than ever before possible!
Enjoy a level of performance considered unattainable
until now! Ordinary TV's offer approximately 260 lines of
resolution. These outstanding Magnavox TV's, with a
High Resolution Filter, deliver 330 lines of resolution — for
exceptional definition of detail. And, they offer you the
precision of a computer — for instant access to any channel
— at the set or by remote control (included). No need to
fine tune — ever. The channel number and time even flash on
the screen.(Time is not displayed on 19" diagonal models.)
Compare for yourself. No other TV offers you all the features found in Magnavox Star System Touch-Tune TV with
Computer Color 330.

Model 4855 — Beautifully
detailed Early American
styling with 25" diagonal 100'
in-line picture tube. Also
available in Mediterranean
styling.

Model 4811 Streamlined
Contemporary styling with
25" diagonal 100° in-line
picture tube. The base is
removable for use as a
table model.

Chicken
Planks
Special

.lir
Deluxe Decorator
Audio System with Matched Components

599

1jr

nearly a year older than those
who took the tests last April in
Jefferson County.
"The differences in age
between the norm population.
and the children taking the
test is dramatic," Grayson
said. He said his staff felt that,
was th0 major reason why
only 69 of more than -1,000
children taking the test in
Jefferson County passed.

,MICE RANT2
'r'

:
A pok

Jefferson County School
Superintendent
Ernest
Gray-son told the board hia
system had miscalculated the
impact of making the 50th
percentile on the Metropolitan
Readiness Test as the passing
mark.
Grayson said the national
norm for the test had been
established on the basis of
tests administered to children

NAV°

...

MDIOVOX
is cur narne.You know it

SOUND EXPLODER

Students born between Sept.
1 and Dec. 31 must. pass a
readiness test in order to start
school under a new state law
going into effect with the 197980 school year.
Students will have to be five
by Sept. 1 to automatically
start kindergarten or six by
that date,to start first grade.
The prevvious cutoff date was
Dec.31.

Nearly 20 Percent Of All
Americans Receive Care
From Medical Specialist

/

'

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The
state
Board
for
Elementary and Secondary
Education wants to hear from
members of the Pulaski
County school board about
plans to upgrade four of the
county's five high schools.
The state board voted
Wednesday to ask all of
members of the Pulaski
County board, along with the
county school superintendent,
to appear at its August
meeting to discuss the
situations at Burnside, Nancy,
Shopville and Eubank high
schools.
•
Those schools still have a
basic accreditation rating,
although the board has said it
will not approve such ratings
after nexxt year.
No members of the Pulaski
County board were present
Wednesday when representatives of five other districts
discussed basic-rated schools.
Bethel Burdine, a supervisor in the Pulaski County
school system, reported there
are plans to consolidate the
upper three grades at the foie
high schools into the existing
Pulaski County High School
when a new elementary school

is built.
She said said seventh and
eighth grade students now at
Pulaski County would be
moved to the new school to
allow room 'for the students
from the four high schools.
Board chairman Henry
Pogue noted that the new
school would be one to two
years away. "That will not
solve the
problem of
upgrading for next year," he
said.
Board member Bob Brown
added that "the board is not
bluffing about accreditation."
Brown said he hoped the
taxpayers in Pulaski County,
who have refused to vote local
taxes for the achools, understand the board's position
if the schools' accredition is
not approved nextreat.--A nonaccredited school would loose
its state funds.
In other action, the Jefferson County school system _
lost by one vote in its bid to
allow an additional 558
students to enter kindergarten
or the first grade this fall.
The state board voted
against a request to reduce the
cutoff score on readiness tests
given children who were
seeking exemption from a new
school
entrance
age
requirement.

E TEA,
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tine furniture the performance of components Conta?ned within this beautifully crafted
cabinet is a complete
audA, system that will bong you the lull beauty of music — with outstanding tonal fidelity. AM/FM/FM
stereo tuner."
amprther• twee flywheel turhng. 3-speed record changer with 4-pole motor and damped
viscous cue control and an 0-track
tape playerrrecorder plus a Tricoustic Projection Spaaket Syeter *MI two 10" bass
woofers, two phenolic ring tweeters
eriTtero ecoust,c energizers. Model 6754. Early American styling.

• REWA
RD
•$10 CASH
iniybody'd
dad:blamed

be a
fool to pass up an offer
!Ike this You can get a SIO Reward in cold. hard cash
lust for installing a set of four Monroe Radial.
Matic or Monro-Magnum 60 shocks in your car k
4x4, van or pickup
474
That's right podner. just buy four Radial- *I
--Monro-Magnu
Matics or
ms, and well hand
v
you one big S10 bill right on the spot
The reward works two ways You not
only get ten bucks to do with what you
-want, but you also get the best ridin'
buggy you've had in year:, with a set
Of America's favorite shocks You'll
be pretty harti-pressed to beat a
deal ike that
CAROUIST RAINCHICK POLICY Every CalipuFST Special is a bona fit:WOW er if we run out of an advertised
-

itern or fail to recess* the Merchandise we will issue a "Raincrieck - entifIN you to the sale price bancheclis PO
riot apply to items stated as being in limiten supply We reserve Me right to substitute items Of equal or better
value virile event that Our Srockl CO adverttSed specials become depleted

Sale prices good at participating CAROuEst Auto Parts Stores through June 30, 1979.
••
.

— MOO Parts & Bearing
VMS

CAR uEST-

II

1109 Chestnut St.
Murray 753-8311

s

.
pre awake:* thfoUr Oa IS oistribut or c was MOW" lilt Memphis Nashville and lacksow-faillf11100at moSt
WE KNOW WHAT You MEAN WHEN YOU'RE TALKING PARTS ''i aboxAnobas
-

SAVE $15000
Come to Long John Silver's for our
Special 0' the Day Ouf Chicken Planks
Special is three boneless whitemeat
-Chicken Planksi,. twO crunchy
hushpuppies, golden fryes and fresh
cole slaw...all at a special price.

Offer expire,s: July 1. 1979
ygoti" "
We We: Ji0

Silver
SEAFOOD ..,HOPPES

POW'

PRICES GOOD THURS.-FRI. & SAT.
is

L.4
)
771-6\17S
(Formerly J&B Music-James and Betty Clayton, Owners)

Dixieland Center

CS'quest services

SO. 12th Streef4

On Any
Of These
Items .

753-7575

Murray,,Ky.
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Small Brown Monkies Can't
Even Imagine Fuss They Cause
By WARREN E. LEAKY
AP Science Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
small brown monkeys with big
ears and large eyes can't even
imagine the fuss they are
causing.
They sit quietly at the center
of international wrangling
over lofty questions of
justifiable research versus
animal rights. Meanwhile,
their availability_ for research__
decreases, and some persons
fear a serious shortage of the
valuable research animal.
Some say it is cruel to experiment with animals, others
that it is necessary to help
man conquer diseases and
-afflictions. In between is the
rhesus monkey, a bare-faced
creature standing two-feet tall
as an adult, not counting its 12This heavy-browed animal
with close-set eyes is revered
in India as the reincarnation
of Hanuman, the HincLu
monkey god.
White not considered a god
by American scientists, tht
rhesus has becornteinvaluable
because of its -biological
similarity to mln. It is considered . practically
irreplaceable in some work.
"There is a shortage of
rhesus monkeys and we are in
trouble," says Dr. Robert
Whitney, director of the
Animal Resdurces Program
at the National Institutes of
Health. NII-1 is the lead
department in the federal
Interagency Primate Steering
Committee, which deals with .
research animal issues.
-Whitney-says scientists are
not yet complaining too much
about the shortage because
bans on the export of monkeys
from producing cotuitties are
relatively new.
"But there is going to be a
real crunch five or six years
from now if they don't get
monkeys elsewhere," he said.
Critics of traditional animal
research say they will continue lobbying internationally
to cut off, or at least cut down,
the supply of animals. They
say much of this animal work
is unnecessary and uncontrolled.
-There are very good
alternatives to a lot of animal
research that have been
developed." says Shimiey
McGreal of the International
Primate Protection League:
In a hundred years, people
' will look back to our concentration camps for monkeys
and be appalled."

The league and other groups
claim responsibility for much
of the current shortage
because of their campaigns in
supplying countries.
The rhesus squeeze began
about four years ago when
India, the biggest exporter,
cut its annual supply to the
world from 50,000 to 20,000
monkeys. U.S. researchers
traditionally use about half of
the world's monkey exports.
_In April AA,.India ended all
exports because of claims
animals were mstreated in
laboratory experiments and
also used in military radiation
research.
The latest blow came last
January when Bangladesh,
•the next-largest
rhesus supplier, stopped all exports.
Concern about possible
military experiments, conservation and rrisagreenientswith animal trading companies were cited as reasons.
American officials say there
are indications Bangladesh,
after getting assurances about
the proper use of the animals,
may resume limited rhesus
trade in the near future.
Dr. Benjamin
Blood.
executive 'director of the
federal interagency committee, said reports that the
monkeys were used in neutron
bomb and other weapons work
. are unfounded. Critics say
they have evidence of the
military experiments, but
Blood says investigation, by
his group disproves the
claims.
"We have very definite
verification of no primates
being used for weapons
develupri
," Blood -says-.
"Monkeys were used in
radiation exposure research
to determine how to handle it
and treat it. But this work is
just as important for civilians
as for the military."
Whitney says the United
States ideally needs about
14,000 new rhesus monkeys a
year, but last year less than
11,000 were available.
Rhesus colonies in the
United States are producing
about 5,000 monkeys a year,
barely enough , to meet
government-required testing
of drugs and vaccines,
Whitney said. Dealers also are
having trouble because export
bans put breeding stock 'in
short supply.
Raising monkeys is a
relatively high-risk, •low return business, too. The
monkeys now cost $450-600
each, compared with $100-250
in 1975.

Females normally produce
only one baby a year.
Although the rhesus has a
lifespan of more than 20 years,
it doesn't mature until it is
about 4 years old, the age at
which it is most in demand.
"That's a long wait on an
investment for a low return,"
Whitney says. "And monkeys
are susceptible to about every
disease
humans
are.
Tuberculosis, for instance,
can wipe out a colony in 30
The use of rhesus monkeys
has declined considerably
since the 1950s when the
kidneys of hundreds of
thousands were needed each
year to make the Salk polio
vaccine. Export bans, increased costs and greater
conservation have further cut
the numbers used in the
United States from about
30,000 a year in the early 1970s,
Whitney says.

Money
Market
Certificates

"People are becoming more
conservative in the use of
monkeys," Whitney says.
"They are using other animals
and other kinds of test
instead
of
methods
automatically asking for
monkeys."
"Scientists also are sharing
more," he continues. "A
monkey used in one study,
such as for malaria, can be
treated and cured and then
used in other research."
— Conservationists like Ms.
McGreal urge even more such
measures as primate habitats
are reduced by expanding
human population.
"We should review practices such as mandatory
Ms..
testing,"
vaccine
McGreal says. "Manufacturers could make larger
batches and instead of testing
them twice NA9V0 groups of _
monkeys, do it just once to
conserve more animals."
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6 Months

Man Fails At
Record; Raises
$2,_500 For Society

This rate is in effect June 14 through June 20

TERM 6 Months (182 days MINIMUM DEPOSIT: $10,000; GUARANTEED RATE.
- Each Week's Rate is based on the Treasury eilitction
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Farm Bureau President Urges States Be Forced
To Accept Truck Limits
WASHINGTON (AP) — Mississippi and Tennessee.
Allan Grant, president of the The two Eastern ones are
American Farm Bureau Pennsylvania and Maryland,
Federation, has urged that he said.
states be forced to accept
Grant said the Carter aduniform maximum .limits on ministration should issue an
the weights and lengths of immediate order to provide
trucks 'using interstate high- for the uniform weight and
ways.
length, and that Congress
The farm leader said should pass legislation giving
Monday that such standards _ the Department of Tranwould help save fuel and speed sportation authority to set the
the delivery of food from the standards on/ a Permanent
natisfarms to consumers..
basis.
Three years ago, Congress
"It does little good to assure
authorized states to increase necessary fuel for on-farm use
maximum allowable truck
unless we also are assured
weights on interstate high- fuel for the transportation of
ways to 80,000 pounds: Grant production inputs to farms
said the interstate system also and
ranches, and for
can accommodate truck
movement of the harvested
lengths up to 65 feet, including crops to market," he said in a
two trailers.
/ statement.
"Seven states up and clownj
the Mississippi River and twO
states in the East block ,the
movement of 80,000 pII nds
maximum weight
ucks
across the cnuntry, d this
means using more fuel per
pound of freight,"•rant said. .
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) - A spokesman id the seven
Robert Oatway failed to set a
Mississippi Ri r states are world record for the most
Indiana, I wa, Illinois, hours underwater, but he says
Missouri
Arkansas, he's not disappointed because
he raised $2,500 for the
American Cancer Society.
Oatway, 23, emerged from a
S YOUR PAPER/
pool Tuesday when his feet
%Ascribe,' edio hey* not
became painfully swollen
reweiverf their home delivered
after 81 hours iinderwater,
arc of The Merry, ledger
The record set by an English1m.shyS30pm fillowday
man in .1978 is 5 days, 21 hours
friary or by 3,30 p.m, on
and 24 mtnutes. •
Strtortleye ere ended to cell .
People
had
pledged
753-1916 between 5 30 p.m.
donations for every hour
wind 6 p.m , Monday Fridley. or
Oatway stayed underwater.
3,30 pm lend 4pm SeerThe
professional diver, endory', to Mows delivery of the
tered the pool at 8 p.m.
mereepoper Calle• Melt k•
Saturday wearing a wetsuit, a
pieced by 6 p.m weekdays or
special -Wmet-encl-breething
4 vile Sertiwthryr to goeiranteie
apjkaratus. He had hoped to
detiyery
stay down until 8 p.m. Friday.
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The K mart Story

- coast

The Fastest Growing Mass Merchandising
Chain in America!
That's right' In 17 years, the K mart idea of highest quality products at lowest,
discount prices has spread—coast to coast, and continent to continent
Today,there are over 1,500 K mart stores around the world—more than 1,400
of them in the United States This year there ara-Frsiany more K marts to be
opened. offering one-stop shopping, thrift, and fun for all the family. Our lowprofit, big-volume merchandising plan of selling famoug-make, first-quality
products and our own tested brands means huge savings, backed by our
pledge of "Satisfaction Always" Every purchase must give satisfaction or
K mart w414 replace it or refund the money promptly, cheerfully, with no
runaround!-So come to our newest K mart "saving place" — Join the millions
who have discovered the K mart adventure and found it rewarding!

We Honor ...
master charge
0P5 INTr a

C•IfID

It started back in 1899
with Sebastian Kresge
and a nickel-and-dime
store that never sacrificed
quality for price, but always came through with a
bargain Kresge's policy
of "Satisfaction Always"
became the foundation of
a business that grew, and
grew. and grew' In 1962,
from those hundreds of
Kresge's stores,a new concept evolved . . ..and the
first K mart discount store
was opened. /With the
same high quality—plus
lower-than-ever,discount
prices—and savings in
dollars. not dimes! There
other
were
discount
stores, but none quite like
K mart . . and the public
soon caught on to the BIG
K mar4 DIFFERENCE —
Satisfaction Always' Today, more than 1,400
K mart stores in America
pay tribute to Sebastian
Kresge and his integrity
to bring our customers
savings, quality, and that
original promise of satisfaction always, backed by
sincerity anCatraclition of
80 years of promises kept'

Your New K mart
VISA'

Opens Soon At

K mart Takes Credit
for Your Savings
Cash is no problem at K marts With an approved
credit card, you can shop easily,conveniently —
and ne4er miss out on a sale' And, for large
appliances or major purchases, just ask. about
our installment credit service.
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700 U.S. 641 North
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